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The Use of CD-ROM
to Investigote the
In - Print/Out-of - Print
Subject Potlerns for Books

Thomos E. Nisonger

The difficultles presented by out-of-print books alongroith the library pro-
fession's corwenr abmt the problem are discussed, u>hile the literature
coru:erning Books in Print Plus and out-of-print book pa.tterns is reoieu:ed.
In this inoestigation, the Books in Print Pltx and Books Out-of'-Print Plus
CD-ROM databases roere usedto analyze the subject pattenx toherebE books
become out-of-print. On tu,ut differint occasiins identical searchis for a
range of years in 39 different subject areas @ere cond,ucted in the ttoo
databases i,n ord,er to calculnte in-print/out-of-print proportions, resulting
in four sets of data. Analysis of the results rersealed, contrary to expectations,
remarkably llttln dlfference in the percentage of books i.n-print and. out-of-
print amongthe three major branches of knowledge: the sciences, the soci,al
sciences, and th.e humanities. A rwmber of limitations to this approach are
acknouledged, whi,le issues for future research are w.ggested.

Tnr Our-or-PnrNr PnosrnM

An out-of-print (o.p.) title presents a for-
midable pioblem L a hbtitry because it
means the acquisition of a desired book
may be more expensive, delayed, or even
impossible. O.p. books may be needed in
a wide variety of situations including the
addition of eitra copies of a high-deiland
classic title, replacehent of losl, stolen, or

damaged items, as a preservation option,
or {br retrospective collection develop-
ment (such as when a library begins col-
lecting in a new subject area). Bryant and
Deventer (1991, 316-17) list twelve situ-
ations in which retrospective selection
(and thus the probable need {br o.p. titles)
is necessary; e.g., new faculty with new
research interests, change in parent insti-
fution's mission. establishment of a new
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lndiana University in Bloomington, Indiana. The author gritefuily thanks the following indi-
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at Indiana University, {br pointing out that some records in the Bowker database do not have
subject headings attached; Donna Rhiver, my graduate assistant, for endless hours ofsearching
CD-ROM databases; and Anne McGreet Monographic Processing Services, Indiana University
Libraries, for lending the back issues of Against the Grain. Mawscript received September ll,
1994; accepted for publication Decembeil5, 1994.
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Iibrary, etc. Anecdotal evidence of a cur-
rent rttle being reported out-of-print at
the time it was initially ordered is sup-
ported bythe published statements of Ep-
stein (1988, 246) and Intz (1989, 25).
Moreover, in the late 1980s 57o of the
books ordered from the Yankee Book
Peddler were reported to have been out-
of-print or out-of-stock inde{initely
(Marsh 1988a,441). Biblarz (1989, 5)co-
gently argues that the present financial
crunch during which many academic li-
braries are protectingtheir serials budgets
at the expense of monographs will result
in a greater future demand for o.p. books.

The library community's perennial
concern about o.p. books can be traced
backalmostthree quarters of acentury. As
early as 1922 Publishers Weekly lamented.
'ho notation is so irritating as the too fa-
miliar'o.p.' " ("Out-of-print" 1922). Dur-
ing the fall of 1932 the American Library
Association (ALA) Bookbuying Commit-
tee surveyed one hundred academic and
public libraries to identify highly de-
manded o.p. tides (Cannon 1933, 497). In
the late 1930s the ALA Out-of-Print
Books Project sought to identify badly
needed o.p. titles in order to help per-
suade publishers to reprint them (Heyl
1939, 1941).

The concem over o.p. books has inten-
sified in recent years, with the problem
assuming crisis proportions in the view of
some observers (Biblarz 1989). A program
"Here Today, C,one Tomorrow: The
Growing Out-of-Print Crisis," was pre-
sented at the 1988 ALA Annual Confer-
ence (Marsh 1988a). This program re-
sulted in the creation of a Task Force on
Out of Print (Simon, 1989), which first
met at the ALA Midwinter Meeting in

I*,r"ry 1989 (Flowers 1989, 433). ,{fter
the task force's final meeting at the ALA
Chicago conference in June 1990, it con-
verted into a formal Association for Li-
brary Collections & Technical Services
discussion group (Flowers l99I) that in-
itially convened at the l*o^ry 1991 AI-A
Midwinter Meeting (Goodes and Wallace
1991). Since the late 1970s an annual o.p.
and antiquarian book market seminar his
been held at the University of Denver
(Marsh I988b) and, upon occasion, in

Florida (Clark f988). The Alabama Asso-
ciation of College and Research Libraries
sponsored a two-day o.p. seminar in 1989
(Fouts 1991). Numerous other illustra-
tions of concern about the o.p. problem
could be cited.

CD-ROM As A RESEARCH TooL

Within the last decade the CD-ROM lbr-
mat has rapidly emerged on the academic
librarv scene and has even been deemed
a "minor technological revolution"
(|ohnson and Johnson 1990, 29). Most
librarians view CD-ROMs as a means to
quickly access a large database in order to
perform public or technical service firnc-
tions. Hovrever, through manipulation of
the databases CD-ROMs house, CD-ROM
products can also serve as powerful re-
search tools for answering fundamental
questions concerning libirarianship or
the book trade. Such a research strates/
may be termed the "serendipitous use of
technolog;r."

My o\ective in this article is to utilize
the Books in Print PIus and Books Out-of-
Print Plus CD-ROM databases (both mar-
keted by R.R. Bowker) to analyze in-
prinVout-of-print su\ect patterns {br
monographs published in North America.
As explained in the methodologr section,
the analysis is applied to lbur sets of data.
Two of the data sets include books oub-
lished for all audiences (adult, iuvenile,
and young adult), while the other two data
sets include adult-level books only (i.e.,
books for juvenile or young adult audi-
ences were removed from consideration).

Boolcs in Print PIus combines the en-
tries from Books in Print, Subject Quide
to Booles in Print, Forthcoming Books,
Subject Gui.dc to Forthcomins Books, and
Chlldrens' Books in Pri.nt into one data-
base containing approximately one mil-
lion titles from 6,375 publishers. Books in
Print Plus is generated from the BIPS
(Bibliographic Instruction Publication
System) database, created by Bowker in
1948 and computerized during the late
I960s. It encompasses most of the mate-
rial published or exclusively distributed in
the United States. However. certain cate-
gories of material are excluded, including



bibles, serials, pamphlets, unbounditems,
music manuscripts, sheet music, Iibrettos,
and song books. Moreover, audiovisuals,
appointment books, cartoons, cutouts,
coloring books, free books, maps, micro-
format items, and puzdes are not in-
cluded unless they are produced in tan-
dem with a book for sale (Nisonger 1990,
477-78).

The Boolcs Out-of-Prtnt Plu.s database,
at the time this research was conducted,
contained approximately 285,(X)0 titles re-
ported o.p. or "out-of-stock-indefinitely"
(OSI) by their publisher since 1982. It
does not include items reported simply
'but-of-stock" as opposed to 'but-of-

stock-indefinitelv." The User's Catide cnn-
tains a note to the effect that Books Out-
of-Print Pftrs also contains 75,000 titles
declared o.p. or OSI by their publishers
between 1979 and 1981, thus implying
that o.p. Iistings for those years might be
incomplete (Books in Print Plus Series
Usefs Guide 1988, vii). Bowker states that
the data is compiled as "the result of con-
tinual mailings to 30,000 Books in Pri.nt
publishers." Recently, many major pub-
Iishers have begun reporting their o.p.
data to Bowker via tapes (Bools in Print
PIus Series User's Guide f992, ix).

Both databases can be searched by
more than a dozen parameters, including
author, title, keyword, subject heading,
language, publishea publication year,
price, grade level, and audience (r.g.,j"-
venile and young adult) (Books in Print
Plus Series' Usel's Guidz f988, vi-vii).
Moreover, because the parameters can be
combined with Boolean operators, these
CD-ROM products can be sophisticated
and powerf'ul tools fbr conducting re-
search on the North American book
trade.

LTTERATURE Rnvrpw

Booxs IN PRINT PLUS

The literature concerning the CD-ROM
format is now too voluminous to summa-
rize. Much has been written about Books
in Print Plus, although nothing exclusively
devoted to Books Out-of-Print Phx was
located. General review{ of Books in Print
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Plus have been offered bv Anderson
(1989), Becker (1988), Beisei (1988), De-
mas (1987), Desmarais (1987), Holloway
(1987), and Mead (1988). Hagan (1987)
has recounted the implementation of
Booke in Print Plus in the Tacoma Public
Library, while Broolcs (f989) has de-
scribed the version customized for In-
gram. Methods of interfacing Boolcs in
Print PIus with dBase for use in acquisi-
tions workflow have been depicted by Ri-
oux (1988), in the mntext of the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institute, and by
Thayer (1989) at Skidmore College.
Nisonger (1990) conducted an explora-
torv study concerning the potential uses
of 

'Books'in 
Print Plis as a'research tool

for the North American book trade. Nil-
son, LaCure, and McGreer (1989) discuss
dial-in access to Books in Print Plas
mounted on a host microcomputer in
technical services. Johnson and Johnson
(f990, 31-32) describe a rxer interface
between Books in Print Plus and Macin-
tosh computers.

Our-or'-PnrNr Boors

Coverage of out-of-print materials and
searching in many of the standard acqui-
sitions and collection dwelopment text-
books, such as Gardner (198I, 208-10),
Broadus (198f, 177-82), Curley and
Broderick (1985, 283-45), Katz (1980,
173-77), Magrill and Hickey (1984, 110-
19) and Magrill and Corbin (1989, 138-
47). does n5t include discussion of the
subject patterns bywhich books go out-of'-
print. A subject search for "oo1-6{'-print"
in the Library Literahtre CD-ROM data-
base covering Debember 1984 through

fune 30, 1994, retrieved 89 items. The
literafure tends to focus on such issues as
the rate at which books become o.p.,
sourceVmethods fbr procuring o.p. mate-
rials, and strategies for combating the
problem.

While relatively little has been written
about subject patterns for out-of-print
material. numerous observations about
specific categories or topics have been
riade. totz (1-"989,27), bas;d on datafrom
Baker & Tavlort automated tide file. ana-
lyzed out-o'f-print data by typr of e&tion
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(Iibrary, trade, or paper) for children's and
young adult books. I(niffel (1989) re-
ported that ne arly 20Vo of the titles on the
Detroit Public Librarvt 1987-88 "Black
Americana" list were out-of-print when
the list was published. McCallion, of the
New York Public Library, has also indi-
cated that retrospective ethnic materials
are often o.p. (Marsh I988a, 443).

Several authors have expressed con-
cern about the rapid rate at which chil-
drent bools become out-of-print. Ep-
stein (1988, 246) notes that "the annual
number of childrent books going out of
print increased dramatically'' during the
late 1970s. k:tz(L989,27) calculated that
on April t, 1989, the percentage ofout-of-
print and out-of-stock titles in 17 standard
reviewing sources for children's and
young adult books ranged from I to 47. A
detailed examination of chil&en's and
young adult materials, however, is beyond
this projectt scope.

Loe (f 986) conducted an investigation
to assess the impact of the infamous Thor
decision. Thor- is an Intemal Revenue
Service ruling, based on the Thor Pou.ter
Tool Co. ts. C1mmissioner Supreme Court
decision of 1979, which states that pub-
Iishers cannot take a tax write-off on un-
sold inventory. Many observers predicted
that Thor would result in smaller print
runs, earlier remaindering, and thus an
increase in o.p. books. l,oe surveyed I00
academic collection development and ac-
quisitions librarians (resultingin 66 usable

noticed an increase, whlJe 56Vo believed
the increase was "sizable." Analysis by re-
spondents' subject specializatiotr t"rr.ul"d
that the following percentages of librari-
ans had perceivld increasles: sciences,
507o; humanities, 77Vo; social sciences,
507o; humanities and social sciences com-
bned, 82Vo; and no specialization, 827o.

rate survey, about the in-print life span of
five categories of books: scholarly books;
hardback trade, paperback trade, scien-
tific. and ref'erence.

Herald (1989) checked a sample of 500
1983 imprints from 100 different publish-
ers (50 titles in each of 10 disciplines) in
the 1988 Boolcs in Print Plus andfound an
average availability of 8 4.4Vo alter 5 years.
The percentage still in-print for each &s-
cipline was as Ibllows: biology 82Vo;busi-
ness 72Vo; chemistry 947o; economics
7 8Vo ; education 84Vo i hstory 88Vo ; kter a-
htre 94Vo ; political science 84Vo; psychol-
ogy 84Vo; and sociology 84Vo. Repeating
the procedure, but this time checking 500
1979 imprints in the 1989 Books in Print
PIus (again 50 titles in each of l0 disci-
plines), an average of.66.4Vo were avail-
able after l0 years. The percentages by
discipline were: biology 647o; business
MVo; chemistry 88Vo; economics 687o;
education 66Vo; history TOVo; hterattre
687o; political science 587o; psychologr
68Vo; and sociolog;r 50Vo. He also calcu-
Iated the percentage ofbooks in-print and
out-of-print by publication year from
1979 to 1989 by searching Bool<s in Print
online through Dialog on April 3, 1989.
Regrettably, Herald does not indicate the
source of his data {br o.p. books. He
found, as would be anticipated, that
higher proportions of older imprints are
o.p., following a direct linear progression
from 53.0Vo for 1979 down to O.7Vo lor
1989. Conversely, the percentage of items
in print declined {rom 99.37o in 1989 to
47.|Vo rn 1979. Although composite fig-
ures were not presented, one can calcu-
late from the dita that 2A.4Vo (187,490 of
768,432) of the total books published
lrom 1979 to 1989 were o.p. on April l,
1989, while 75.6Vo (580,942 of 768,432)
were still in print. Herald reached a con-
clusion similar to Selth's: "Most books ap-
pear to be in print {'ar longer than most
Iibrarians would perhaps expect" (Herald
1989, 19)

Budd (f991, 143) checked a 381-title
stratified random sample from Booles for
College Libraries (BCL), 3rd edition,
against Books in Print Plzs and found that
42.8Vowere o,r1-6{'-print. A breakdown by
broad subject 

"rea,iorresponding 
to spe-



cific BCL volumes, found the following
o.p. percentages: humanitie s, 36.5Vo; lan-
guage and literature, 4I.77o; history
47.9Vo; social sciences, 48.2Vo; and psy-
chology, science, and technology, 36.9Vo.
Peter Simon of R.R. Bowker related at the
1987 ALA Annual Con{'erence that each
year approximately50,000 to 60,000 titles
in Books in Print become o.p. He noted
that a high proportion of these o.p. books
are children's material as well as science
and technolory books. Simon later re-
ported that the annual number of books
declared o.p. advanced from 35,500 in
1984 to 81,800 in 1988, while the number
ofannual o.p. declarations as a percentage
ofthe total books in-print increased from
5.9Vo in 1984 to 10.47o in 1988 ("Number
of O.P. Tit les Increasing...  " f989).

Lu (f99a) analyzed the 467 book or-
ders (out of26,826 total) cancelled as out-
of-print or out-of-stock indefinitely from
1988 through 1990 at the State University
of New York at Stony Brook Library. The
cancellation rate was calculated for 15
subject areas,5 each from the humanities,
sciences, and social sciences. The propor-
tion of cancelled titles generally {'ell into
the 1.67o to l.8%o range for the 3 broad
areas ofknowledge, leading to the conclu-
sion that "there were no significant differ-
ences in OP & OSI cancellation rates for
the humanities, social sciences, and sci-
ences" (Lu 1994,277). Lu also found that
the mean age ofcancelled orders ranged
liom 3.65 years for English literature to
L3.77 years {br French literature and that
o.p. titles were less expensive than those
still in print.

In 1989 Selth reiected the conven-
tionalwisdom, contending that "Books are
going out ofprint less rapidly now [1989]
than five years ago" (Selth 1989-90, 76;
Selth 1989, 78). His methodolory entailed
checking (in Bool<s in Print) the in-print
stafus 5 years after publication of nonran-
dom samples of books listedin theCumu-
lntioe Book lnder. Selth's conclusion was
based on the fact that a larger proportion
of books published in the early I980s were
still in print 5 years after publication than
were books published 5 years previously
in the mid-1970s. For example, 76 of 100
books published in lg82 were still in print
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in 1987, but only 65 of 100 titles published
in 1977 were still in print in 1982. Like-
wise, 76 of 100 books published in 1981
were in print in 1986, contrasted to only
67 1976 titles that remained in print in
1981. Selth found a similar pattern for
British books, using British Books in
Print.brfi made no attempt to analwe his
data by subject or audieice. (Selth's re-
search has been summarized by Markwith
and Strauch 1990.)

Mnurouol-ocv

An assumption underlying this methodol-
ogy is tJrat a subject's in-prinVout-of-print
ratio can be determined by comparing for
the books published during a range of
years the total number still in-print with
the number that is out-ol'-print. Conse-
quently, for this study parallel search
slrategies combining subject and publica-
tion date were conducted in b ot\.Books in
Pri.nt Plus and Books Out-of-Pd,nt PIus
CD-ROM databases {br 39 &sciplines or
subject areas for various ranges of years.
The numbers from each year in the range
were then added to derive overall totals of
in-print and out-of-print books for each
subiect.

Data were eathered on two occasions:
(1) in early to-mid-1988 using the spring
1988 versions of Books in Print PIus and
Boolcs Out-of-Print Plus; and (2) during
the winter of 1990-91 based on the No-
vember-December 1990 version of the
two CD-ROM databases. On the first oc-
casion data were gathered for all books
published between 1979 and 1986. The
iemnd time, data were compiled for (l)
all books published between 1979 and
1989, (2) adult audience books published
between 1979 and 1989, and (3) adult
audience books published between 1982
and 1989. Thus, four sets of data were
available for analysis.

To avoid possible distortions, the sec-
ond compilation of data was sublected to
more refined analysis than the iirst. For
instance, two data sets were restricted to
adult audience books to control fbr the
possibility that the initial results were
skewed by iuvenile and younq adult titles
that woufd not normally be iollected bv
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eliminated those years from considera-
tion. It was not anticipated that this would
be a major factor because it would only
affect books that were published in 1979,
1980, and 1981 andthatwere (1) declared
o.p. before 1982, and (2) excluded from
the 75,000 books declared o.p. between
1979 and 1981 that achlallywere listed in
Boo ks Out-of-Print Plus.

The subject categories were chosen to
correspond to the subject areas that would
be collected by an academic library and to
represent the major disciplines in the sci-
ences, social sciences, and humanities. If
juvenile or young adult material were be-
ing alralyzed, a different set of headings
would obviously be necessary.

Broad Library of Congress subject
headings, representing the disciplines
chosen for analysis, were searched. For
example, philosilphy books were located
with the search strategy "su = ph.ilosophy."
This strateg;r would?so retrieve items
listed under all subdivisions of the head-
ing, such as "Philosophy-Addresses, Es-
says, l-ectures," "Philosophy-Bibliog-
raphy," and "Philosophy-Directories."
In some instances, two separate subject
headings, such as "spanish l-anguage"'and
"Spanish Literature" or "Drama" and
'"Theatre," 

were searched and the results
combined. Identical search strategies
were used in both databases.

The search strategy for retrieving the
number of bools either in-print or out-of-
print in a specific subject fbr a particular
year is illustrated below, using agriculture
books published in 1989 as an example.

l. "su = agriculture"
2. ?y = 1e8e"
3. "cs = I and 2"

The first search statement is for the
Ubrary of Congress subiect heading "ae-
riculture," and"retrievei the numb"er 6f
entries under that subject in the database.
Next, a publication year search was en-
tered, which retrieves the total number of
books published in 1989. Finally, the
"combine sets" command plus the

Boolean operator "and" were used in the
third search statement to retrieve the
number of agriculture books published in
r989.

When searching these databases, it is
not necessary to repeat the subject search
to retrieve the number of agriculture
books published in another year. Rather,
a new publication year search is entered
and combined with the previously re-
trieved subject set, as illustrated below.
a. "py = 1988"
5. "cs = 1 and 4"

This search procedure was repeated
until the entire range ofyears under ex-
amination had been covered.

To restrict the results to "adult level"
books required the use of a slightly more
complicated search strategy. Two addi-
tional search statements, as illustrated be-
low, were necessary to retrieve the num-
ber of adult agriculture books published
in 1988.

6 . - a s = j o r t ' ,
9. "cs = 3 andnot 8"

Search number six retrieved all books
mded for either a 'juvenile" or'young
adult audience." Although not illustrated
here, the syntem responds by &splaying
the number of juvenile books on line 6,
the number of young adult books on line
7, and the total that are either juvenile or
young adult on line 8. Search statement 9,
using the equivalent ofthe "not" Boolean
operator, selects every 1989 agriculture
book (set 3) which is not for a iuvenile or
young adult audience (set 8),-i.e., adult
level books.

There are severalways that the Books
in Print Plus and. Books Out-of-Prtnt Plus
search statements and Boolean operators
can be combined to retrieve the number
of books within a particular set of parame-
ters. One could, for instance, determine
the number of 1989 agriculture books in
the database with a single search state-
ment ("su = agriculture atrd py = f989"),
butthis search strategrwas not used in the
investigation because it was found to be
less efficient for covering a range ofyears.
In addition, a single search statement
incorporating subj6ct, publication year,
and adult audience was too comolex to be
feasible.
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This research project offers both theoreti-
cal and practical interest. From a theoreti-
cal perspective, one would logically and
intuitively expect, when comparing the
three major branches of knowledge (the
sciences, the social sciences, and the hu-
manities), to find a positive reladonship
between the age of cited material and the
proportion of books in print. If older ma-
terial is cited, it is clearly still being used
by scholars and presumably of value to
them. Accordingly, in areas citing older
materials one might assume a continuing
market demand for older books that
would tend to keep a larger overall pro-
portion of books in print-

More than one hundred citation stud-
ies published between 1938 and 1978 in
all disciplines have been succinctly ana-
lyzed by Fitzgibbons (1980). Nisonger's
annotated bibliography (1992) includes 26
citation studies in various subject areas,
mostly published since 1980. Generally,
it has been found that the humanities cite
the oldest material, the scientific disci-
plines the most recent publications, while
the average age of social science citations
tends to fall between those in the humani-
ties and the sciences. Consequently, one
would anticipate finding the highest pro-
portion of in-print books in the humani-
ties. lbllowed bv the social sciences. with
the lowest proportion in science and
technology.

In a practical sense, information con-
cerning which subject areas possess the
highest o.p. rates could assist collection
development and acquisitions librarians
in coping with the o.p. problem. For ex-
ample, books in subjectareas lorown togo
o.p. quickly could be allocated additional
lunds or given a higher ordering priority
to maximize the probability of obtaining
them belbre thev become unavailable.

The methodolory used in this study
was to extract the entire universe of en-
tries for a subiect from the two CD-ROM
databases. For example, a subject search
under "Law" retrieved all records with
that heading rather than a sample. Thus,
the possibility of sampling error was not
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The theoretical and practical uses de-
scribed above illustrate the serendipitous
use of automated technology. While
Books in Print Pfus was ostensibly devel-
oped as a technical services and collection
development tool, this study serves as an
example of its usefulness as a research
instniment. This project, then, represents
the use ofcurrent technology to address
a very old issue in library collection
management.

While several limitations to this meth-
odology are freely aclmowledged in the
following secUon, this study nevertheless

mnducted. Other potential methods for
investigating this question, such as ana-
lyzing fibrary ortleis that go unfilled be-
cause of o.p. books, would also contain
inherent limitations. such as the subtle
biases introduced by the collecting pat-
terns of the library or libraries in the
study.

LrururtoNs

A number of limitations to the methodol-
ogy used in this study must be acknow-
lJdged. First, for a variety of reasons, the
results tendto overestimate the portion of
books that are in print and underestimate
the number that are out-of-print. One
reason fbr this is that a group of24 pub-
lishers, including Cambridge University
press, Basic Books, and Scarecrow Press,
chose not to include their o.p. titles in
Books Out-of-Print PIus. Thus, these o.p.
books remain in Books in Print Plus.

Anecdotal evidence indicates that pub-
lishers are sometimes reluctant to offi-
cially declare a book out-of-print because
certain rights may revert to the author.
According to this line of reasoning, many
books that are officially listed as 'but-of-

stock- are de facto o.p. and rmavailable to
librarians througlr the normal book trade
channels. While it is extremelv difficult to
quantify the impact of this practice, to the
extent that it has validity, these datawould
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again overestimate the portion of in-print
books.

Another limitation with this methodol-
ogy is that it, unfbrtunately, cannot be
used to measure the impact of the in{'a-
mous Thor ruling on the availability of
books. The Books Out-of-Print Plus data-
base contains all books-reported o.p. or
OSI since 1982 and manv since 1979. but
does not indicate the vear they were re-
ported as such. Because the date of the
Thor decision-l98O-falls within this
range, there is no means to determine
whether a book was declared out-of-print
before or after the ruling.

Also problematic was the fact that, in
several instances, it was difficult to deter-
mine which subject heading best repre-
sented a discipline. For inslance, "Man-
agement" could have been used instead of
"Business"; and "Government" instead of
"Political Science."

Another limitation was that, althouqh
juvenile and young adult books were ex-"cluded 

from fhe se"cond data set, it is nev-
ertheless likelv that many of the retrieved
items were not books that would be mn-
sidered scholarly. Neitherof the databases
used in the study contain a search parame-
ter that differentiates between scholarly
and nonscholarly items.

It has been observed that some records
in the Bowker database do not have sub-
ject headings attached. Remrds without
subject headings would obviously not be
included in the analysis. It is not clear how,
or to what extent, this phenomenon would
impact these research findings.

Finally, because the subject classifica-
tion principle used by both the Library of
Congress and Bowker specifies that books
be lssigned the most specific subject
heading appropriate to th6ir content,"the
books used in this analysis are more likely
to deal with their su'bject's general as-
pects. In contrast, books covering special-
ized or narrow aspects of a subject would
be excluded. If the out-of-print pattern
between general and specialized- books
varies among subject areas (a question {br
which the arisweiis unlarown), these find-
ings would be skewed. This issue requires
further research.

PRETEST

Based on the author's previous analysis of
Books in Print Plus, some inconsistencies
in Bowker's publication date information
were observed. To test the magnifude of
this problem, a sample of 20 randomly
selected titles fiom Books in Print Plus
was checked in the database of the OCI,C
Online Computer Library Center, Inc.,
during the qpring of 1988. The publication
dates in Books in Print PIus and OCIC
were consistent {br 19 of the 20 titles.
Thus, it was concluded that inaccuracies
in Bowker's publication date in{brmation
were not a significant problem.

RESULTS

Findings from the spring 1988 CD-ROM
disks covering the years 1979 through
1986 were tabulated and appear in table
1. The data are arralyzed by specific sub-
ject category as well as by the three broad
subject divisions of human knowledge:
the sciences, the social sciences, and the
humanities. Books for all audience levels
(adult, juvenile, and young adult) are in-
cluded in this data set. For each su$ect,
the combined total of items from both
Boolcs in Print Plus and Booles Att-of-
Print Plus, the number of books in print
(i.e., those listed in Books in Print PIus),
the numberof books o.p. (i.e., those listed
hBool<s Out-of-Print PIus), as well as the
corresponding percentages, are pre-
sented.

For specific subject areas, the percent-
age ofbooks in print ranges {iom a low of
7L.6Vo for nursing to a high ol 92.2Vo for
Italian language and literafure. For the
broad subject divisions, the percentages
of in-print books were: 82.7Vo fior theht-
manities, 82.0Vo for science and technol-
ogy, ail,8}SVo for the social sciences; the
overall percentage of books in print was
8L7Vo. The similarity among the three
broad areas is quite striking.

Following the lbrmat of table I, the
data gathered from the November-De-
cember 1990 CD-ROMs appear in tables
24.Table 2 has the in-prinVout-of-print
proportions fbr all books published from
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TABLE 1

Suvvlnv By SuBfECr, 1979-1986 (All Booxs)

Subject Total In Print Vo O P

S cien ce and. Te chn olo gy

Agriculture

Astronomy

Biolory

Chemistry

Computers

Dentistry

Engineering

Geolory

Mathematics

Medicine

Nursing

Pharmacy

Physics

TotaI

Social Sci.ence

Anthropology

Archaeology

Business

Economics

Education

Geography

History

fournalism
Law

Library Science
Political Science

Psychology

Sociologr

Total

Humanities

1,138
506
517

L,707
r,475

291
89I
708

1,53I
r,877

264
r22
814

11,84I

328
369

2,099
1,453
3,486

3r l
399
323

J,ltD\t

323
874

1,499
1,005

L5,822

972
42r
436

1,458
I,139

216
t J q

630
1,289
1,442

189
89

700
Y , ' I D

27L
3r4

r,528
I,t73
2,809

250
323
232

2,870
267
718

l, I89
792

r2,736

I,I87
I,303
2,785

971
J ' J

444
178
466

I,364
I , D D O

689
332
543

r2,395
34.846

14.6
16.8
r5.7
14.6
22.8
25.8
17.6
I l .0
r5.8
23.2
28.4
27.0
14.0
18.0

1 7 4
L4.9
27.2
I9.3
r9.4
1 9 6
19.0
28.2
14.4
L7.3
17.8
20.7
2L.2
19.5

13.0
26.O
20.6
19.2
9.9

II.4
7.8

12. I
16.5
I J '

1 8 6
r0.5
14.8
I  r . J

18.3

85.4 166
83.2 85
84.3 8r
85.4 249
77.2 336
74.2 75
82.4 r57
89.0 78
84.2 242
76.8 435
7r.6 75
/ J . U  O J

86.0 II4
82.0 2,126

82.6 57
85.1 55
72.8 57r
80 7 280
80.6 677
80.4 61
81.0 76
71.8 91
85.6 483
827 56
82.2 156
79.3 310
78.8 2I3
80.5 3,086

87.0 L77
740 457
75.4 724
80.8 231
90.I 63
8 8 6  5 7
92.2 15
87.9 64
83.5 269
86 3 247
81.4 r57
89.5 39
85.2 94
82.7 2,594
8r.7 7,806

American & English Literature I,364

Architecture I,760

Art 3.5f3

Drama & Theatre 1,202

French Language & Literature 636

German Language & Literature 501

Italian Language & Literature I93

Linguistics 530
Music 1.633

Philosophy 1,803

Religion 846

Russian Language & Literature 371

Spanish Langrrage & Literature 637

Total 14.989

Grand Total 42.652
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TABLE 2

SuraMlnysy SunJecr, 1979-1989 (ALL BooKS)
Subject Total In Print Vo

Science and Technologg

Agriculture

Astronorny

Biolory

Chemistry

Computers

Dentistry

Engineering

Geolory

Mathematics

Medicine

Nursing

Pharmacy

Physics

Total

Social Scierwe

Anthropolory

Archaeology
Business

Economics

Education

Geography
History

Journalism
Law

Library Science
Politicd Science

Prychology

Sociologr

TotaI

Humanities

r,716
703

2,375
2,026

424
1,332
1,055
4,938
2,857

384
181

I,198
19,926

448
466

10,43t
8,281

t4,675
r0,018
r3,483

456
4,408

486
I,2T4

10,432
8,500

83,298

t,295
54L
545

1,830
1,361

275
974
822

4,019
1,973

245
I20
932

L4,932

353
363

6,704
5,5r6

10,937
6,296

r0,534
307

3,330
349
9r8

7,660
6,288

59,555

1,349
1,935
3,665
2,876

7r9
. 605

2r2
blr6

3,574
4,I59

2r,530
432
708

42,322
116.809

24.5
23.0
26.r
23.0
32.8
35. I
26.9
22.r
18.6
30.9
36.2
ttJ. I

22.2
25.r

2t.2
22.1
JD. /

33.4
25.5
37.2
2 I .9
3 2 7
2 4 5
28.2
24.4
zo-o

26.0
28.5

r9.8
33.2
27.1
zz.5
18.0
r3.9
14.9
19. I
22.6
I7.5
27.O
18.3
2r.2
25.0
26.8

75.5 42r
77.0 t62
73.9 r92
77.O 545
67.2 665
64.9 I49
73.1 358
77.9 233
8r.4 919
69.1 884
63.8 r39
66.3 6l
77.8 266
74.9 4,994

78.8 95
77.9 103
64.3 3,727
66.6 2,765
74.5 3,738
62.8 3,722
78.I 2,949
67.3 r49
75.5 1,078
71.8 137
756 296
73.4 2,772
74.0 2,2t2
7r.5 23,743

80.2 332
66.8 960
729 I,36I
77 5 835
82.0 158
8 6 1  9 8
85r  s7
80.9 132
77.4 r,045
82.5 885
73.0 7,947
81.7 97
78.8 190
75.0 14,077
73.2 42.814

American & English Literature 1,681
Architecture 2,895
Art 5.026
Drama & Theatre 3.711
French Language & Literature 877
German Language & Literature 703
Italian Language & Literature 249
Linguistics 690
Music 4,619
Philosophy 5,044
Religion 29,477
Russian Language & Literature 529
Spanish Language & Literature 898

Total 56,399
GrandTotal 159,623
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1979 through 1989. The percentage in
print for individual subjects ranged from
62.8Vo for geography to 86.lVo for Ger-
man language and literature. Again, the
similarity among the three branches of
knowledge is remarkable. The in-print
percentages wereTS.OVo for the humani-
nes,74.9%o for the sciences, and7I.57ofor
the social sciences. It may be obsewed
that, for all areas, the proportion ofbooks
in print in this data set is discernibly lower
than that of the first data set (73.2Vo over-
all in table 2 contrasted to 8l.1Vo in table
I). Whether this phenomenon indicates a
longitudinal trend or is the product of
some other factor is not clear; however,
that issue is not central to our primary
focus, which is subject pattems.

Data restricted to adult audience
books are displayed in table 3; as ex-
plained in the methodologr section, juve-
nile and young adult titles were elimi-
nated for both this data set and the data
set displayed in table 4. As can be seen in
table 3, for almost all subjects, removal of
nonadult audience books made no signifi-
cant difference. A subject-by-subject
comparison indicates that the absolute
difference between all books and adult
audience books, in terms ofthe percent-
age in print, was no more than a few tenths
of one percent. The largest difference
found in any one subject area was in books
about computers, where 67.2Vo of all such
books were in print, while 68.47o of books
about computers for adult audiences were
in print. fu in table 2, the lowest in-print
percentage was for geography, at 62.3Vo,
and the highest was for Germanic lan-
guage and literahrre, at 86.0Vo. The abso-
lute in-print percentages for the three
broad areas of knowledge varied by no
more than 0.2Vo. Consequently, one can
conclude that the impact of juvenile and
young adult books did not distort the data
sets used in tables 1 and 2.

Finally, the in-prinVout-of-print find-
ings for adult audience books published
between 1982 and 1989 are displayed in
table 4. As one might anticipate, the in-
print percentages are higher than in table
3 (79.9Vo overall compared to73.lVo)be-
cause older books published between
1979 and l98l are mulch more likely to be

o.p. Examination of the subjects in table 4
reveals an in-print range from 68.8Vo for
geography to 90.5Vo for Italian language
and literature. In tota]. 81.87o of humani-
ties, 81.57o ofscience and technology, and
78.3Vo of social science books were in
print. The higher percentages here sug-

|est that the"dataln tables" I throughS
were not distorted in any signillcant way
by incomplete listings in Books Out-of-
pant pt"i for books*published between
1979 and 1981.

To provide a summary, a rank ordering
of the^three branches of knowledge ac--
cording to the percentage of books that
are in print appears in table 5. A relatively
consisient piti"* can be observed. Thb
social sciences ranked third in all {bur data
sets. Humanities ranked first and the sci-
ences second in three ofthe four data sets,
while the order of these two &visions was
reversed in the set that examined adult
audience books published from 1979 to
1989.

Chi-squared tests of statistigal signifi-
cance, using Kwikstat, revealed that the
varying in-print proportions among the
sciences, solial sciences, and humarrities
were statistically significant fbr all four
data sets (see notes to table 5 for chi-

result in statistically significant findings.
Accordingly, it is reasonable to conclude
that the observed differences among
broad areas ofknowledge, although statis-
tically signi{icant, are essentiallytrivial for
practical purposes.

CoNcrusloNs

In two respects, the results of this study
are somewhat inconsistent with what
would be intuitively expected, based on

As in&cated in table 5, humanities did
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TABLE 3

Sutvrtrle.ny By SuBIEcr, I979-f989 (Auulr Boors)
Subject Total In Print % o.P
Science and. TechnobgE
Agriculture

Astronomy

Biologr

Chemistry

Computers

Dentistry

Engineering

Geologr

Mathematics

Medicine

Nursing

Pharmacy

Physics

Total

Social Science
Anthropologr

Archaeology

Business
Economics

Education

Geography
History

Journalism
Law

Library Science
Political Science
Psychology

Sociolory

Total

1,696
6L4
708

2,346
I,708

407
't,325

I,039
4,632
2,8L7

384
r80

1,185
I9,04I

I,280
470
52r

1,804
1,169

z o l

968
807

3,779
I,948

245
I20
922

I4,300

44t 348
442 349

10,404 6,684
8,203 5,490

r4,r97 10,536
9,735 6,061

12,933 10,086
444 300

4,390 3,317
477 345

r,205 910
I0,I92 7,488
8,383 6,190

8L,446 58,I04

2,874
4,929
3,608

830
679
240
688

4,340
5,018

1,346
I,919
3,585
2,793

675
584
205
D D /

3,338
4,138

20,558
432
b D /

40,79r

75.5 4L6
76.5 r44
73.6 I87
76.9 542
68.4 539
65.6 r40
73.r s57
77.7 232
81.6 853
69.2 869
63.8 139
66.7 60
77.8 263
75.7 4,74r

78.9 93
79.0 93
642 3,720
66.9 2,713
74.2 3,66r.
62.3 3,674
78.0 2,847
67.6 r44
75.6 I,073
72.3 r32
75.5 295
73.5 2,704
73.8 2,193
7I.3 23,342

80.3 33I
66 8 955
72.7 L,344
77.4 815
8I.8 l5I
86.0 95
85.4 35
8I .0  131
76.9 I,002
82.5 880
73.I 7,567
81.7 97
78.3 182
75.O 13,585

24.5
23.5
26.4
23. I
3L6
34.4
26.9
22.3
18.4
30.8
36.2
J J . J

22.2
24.9

2T.T
2r .0
35.8
33.r
25.8

28.2
32.4
24.4
27.7
24.5
26.5
26.2
28.7

19.7
33.2
27.3
22.6
18.2
r4.0
14.6
r9.0
23. I
t7.5
26.9
18.3
2I.7
25.0
26.9

Humanities

American & English Literature L,677
Architecture

Art

Drama & Theatre
French Language & Literature
German Language & Literature
Italian Language & Literature
Linguistics

Music

Philosophy

Religion 28,125
Russian Language & Literature 529
Spanish Language & Literature 839

Total 54,376
GrandTotal 154,863 113.195 73.I 41.668
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TABLE 4

Sulrueny ny Suslecr, 1982-1989 (Aoulr Booxs)
Subject Total In Print Vo

Science and Technology

Agriculture

Astronomy
Biology

Chemistry

Computers

Dentistry

Engineering

Geology
Mathematics

Medicine

Nursing

Pharmacy

Phpics

TotaI

Social Science
Anthropolog,

Archaeology

Business

Economics

Education

Geography

History

Journalism
Law

Library Science
Political Science
Psychology

Sociologr

TotaI

Humanities

American & English Literature
Architecture
Art

Drama & Theatre
French Language & Literature
German Language & Literature
Italian Language & Literature
Linguistics

Music

Philosophy

Religion
Russian Language & Literature
Spanish Language & Literature

Total

Grand Total

I ,291
{DJ

D J /

1,75I
r,484

292
I,090

780
3,4r5
2,20L

297
I JJ

888
14,6T4

32I
328

R q.1q.

6,r85
rr,205
8,100

r0,000
326

6,O,52

343
888

7,798
6,068

63,366

r,272
2,253
3,664
2,799

6r.8
507
t58
477

3,256
3,859

2t,439
392
599

41,293
1I9,273

r,045
374

L,487
t,077

224
fJbt)

bbz

3,005
1,682

2I9
104
743

11,9r5

Z I D

275
5,856
4,612
9, I95
5,570
8,399

252
2,786

284

6,340
5,045

49,623

1,107
I AA'

2,937
2,32r

524
448
143
420

z , o l  I

3,392
17,3I I

336
509

33,787
95.325

19. I
17.4
I8.6
15. I
27.4
23.3
2r .5
15. I
120
23.6
26.3
23.0
16.3
18.5

14.3
t6.2
29.2
25.4
17.9
31.2
16.0
22.7
2 I . I
17.2
17.3
18.7
16.9
2r .7

13.0
26.2
I9.8
17. I
t5.2
11.6

v .D

11.9
17.8
12.T
r9.3
14.3
15.0
18.2
20. r

80.9 246
82.6 79
8L4 100
84.9 264
72.6 407
76.7 68
78.5 234
84.9 It8
88.0 410
76.4 519
737 78
77.0 3I
83.7 r45
8t.5 2,699

85.7 46
83.8 53
70.8 2,416
74.6 I,573
82.I 2,010
68.8 2,530
84.0 I,60I
,  a . J  t 4

78.9 746
82.8 59
82.7 t54
8r.3 1,458
83.I I ,023
78.3 L3,743

87.0 165
73.8 591
80.2 727
82 9 478
8 4 8  9 4
88.4 59
90.5 15
88.r 57
82.2 575
87.9 467
80.7 4,128
85.7 56
85.0 90
81 8 7,506
79.9 23.948



TABLE 5

Suuue.nv Dete non Bnonp Aneas op KNowt-nocs

In Print o P .
Rmk By %

% In Print In Print

All Books, 1979-1986'

Humanities

Social Sciences

Sciences

All Books, 7979-79891

Humanities

Social Sciences

Sciences

Ailab B ool<s, 797 I -79 891

Humanities

Social Sciences

Sciences

Adub Booh,s, 1982-1989$

Humanities 81.8 (1)

78.3 (3)

I2,395
12,736
9,715

42,322
5e,555
14,932

40,79r
58,104
14,300

33,787

2,594
3,086
2,126

t4,o77
23,743
4,944

r3,585
23,342
4,741

7,506
13,743

82.7
80.5
82.0

75.0
7r.5
74.9

75.O
7r.3
75.L

(1)

(3)

(2)

(r)
(3)

(2',
(3)
(r)

Social Sciences 49,623

Sciences 11.915 2.699 8I'5 (2)

'Chi 

"qr... 
= 26 20 with 2 degrees of freedom; P = 0.000

lchi.qr"* = 251.10 with 2 degrees offreedom; p = 0.000
lchi square = 268.53 with 2 degrees of freedom; p = 0.000

$Chi .qr"* = 218 93 with 2 degrees of freedon; p = 0 000

rank first in three of the four data sets;
however. the social sciences rmrked third
in all four sets, while science, which was
expected to rank last, was second in three
data sets and first in the other.

Secondly, the author anticipated the
differences among the three divisions of
knowledge to be much greater than indi-
cated by the results. Consequently, broad
subject category would not seem to be a
maior variable associated with books be-
coming o.p. Based on these findings,
there riould be little incentive for a collel-
tion development or acquisitions librarian
to attempt to prioritize orders by broad
subject category.

This investigationt results are not &-
rectly comparable with those of earlier
examinations of in-prinVo.p. subject pat-
tems by Loe, Budd, Herald, and Lu be-
cause the subject breakdowns and meth-
odologies differ. Nonetleless, the

differences {bund in this study among the
three major branches of knowledge were
smaller than those indicated by the pre-
vious studies of t oe, Budd, and Herald;
they were, however, mnsistent with the
findings of Lu. While determination ol
the abiolute overall percentage ofbooks
out-of-print is not this project's objective,
the fin-dings tend to support the con-
tentions of Selth and Herald that the ac-
tual number of o.p. books is smaller than
perceived.- 

Finally, this study suggests that there
are a number of issues requiring further
research. For instance, additional longitu-
dinal sfudies concerning whether books
are actually becoming o.p. at an increased



of o.p. patterns by other variables, such as
publisher 9p" (".g., trade, university
press, society/association, or small press),
audience (adult versus juvenile), and
g65f-as well as variables in combination
with each other-would be useful.
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After Cutter: Authority Control
in the Twenly-firsl Century

Jennifer A. Younger

certain shrillness as the merits of authority
control in an online environment are hotly

debated by both advocates and oppo-
nents.

In this article I attempt not to resolve
this debate but rather to contribute to the
dialogue by suggesting that the concept of
"utility" be considered as part ofthe value
system underlying authority control. Suc-
cessful adoption of change cannot take
place without first achieving a level of
congruence behveen the values of those
who will adopt the specific change and the
results the change will bring about. To-
ward that end, I suggest that the goal of
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"useful recall" can augment that of "com-
prehensive recall" c6dilied by Charles
Cutter, and that such an elaboration in
the values underllng authority control
would subsequenfly slupport the creativ-
ity and innovation necessary to reengineer
authority control for the twenty-first
century.

It is impodant to state here that I do
not predict the disappearance of authority
control, nor do I believe authoritv control
should disappear. To the contrary, author-
ity control is, and will remain, an impor-
tant means, but not the only means^, of
creating effective retrieval in online data-
bases. For that reason, it is imperative that
we set the stage now for a change in how
we conceptualize and realize the contri-
bution ofauthority control, as it is applied
to personal names, beyond the year 2000.
Towards that end I propose thatwe exam-
ine the fundamental values underlying the
goals of the catalog and authority control
and examine the concept of "utility" as it
relates to effective infoimation retrieval.

THE VALUES ARTICULATED
rr Currnn

The goal of effective retrieval is de{ined in
the objectives of the catalog as laid out by
Charles Cutter. These obiectives rested
on his strong beliefthat catalog users were
entitled to efficient searching and com-
plete listings in response to their queries.
The catalog, he argued, should be con-
structed in a manner that minimized the
user's time and effort. and eliminated the
usert role in collocation. Cuttert three
objectives identified the assistance to be
provided by the catalog:

1. To enable a person to lind a book of
which eithei(A) the author, (B) the
title, or (C) the subject is known.

2. To showwhat the library has (D) by a
given author, (E) on a given subject,
or (F) in a given kind of literature.

3. To assist in the choice of a book (G)
as to its edition (bibliographically) or
(H) as to its character (literary or
topical) (Cutter 1904, l2).

Cutter continued on to prescribe the
means, which we describe today as
authority control, to be employ"d itt

reaching these objectives. In regard to
author and sublect entries, the focus for
Cutter was on a establishing a single {brm
of entry with references from unused
forms as well as from related entries that
together {brmed a web of connections
among entries (Cutter 1904, 23).

Subsequent cataloging rules, such as
the ALA Rulcs fm Descriptio e C ataln gin g
and the Anglo-American Cataloguing
Rules,have explicated the means bywhich
these objectives can be achieved differ-
entlvthan &d Cutter. Nevertheless. these
catioging mles rest squarely on Cutters
objectives for the catalog, the pulpose of
which was to ensure not only that a single
item could be fowrd, but that a user could
find everything the library had under a
particular author or subject. The underly-
ing value in Cutter's view of what the
catalog should support, so as to {ul{ill the
second objective, can be described in
modern terminology as "comprehensive
recall." Every search key, according to
Cutter, was to have the capability, first, to
retrieve a book for which either the
author, title, or subject was known and,
second, to retrieve everything associated
with that author or subiect. Controlled
headings and references'endowed the li-
brary catalog with this capability of com-
prehensive recall, a value that has re-
mained fundamental to not only the
definition ofa library catalog, but also to
the definition of effective retrieval.

We have maintained the ideal of com-
prehensive recall-that is, the idea that a
search kev for a name should retrieve all
of the maierials relafing to that name-in
designing Iibrary information retrieval
systems that will be in use well beyond the
end of this century. To ensure the library
catalog's ability to support comprehensive
recall, authority control provides consis-
tency in the choice and form of words that
are used to represent a specilic name in a
bibliographic remrd.

Tnn Cunnrvr Dnnern
oN AUITIORITY CoxTnoL

Since the mid-1960s, the stream of writing
about authority control has broadened
and quickened in pace (Taylor 1989, 29).



As with most other aspects of library op-
erations, computerization and stagnant
budgets have 6een chief amongstthelata-
lysts of this phenomenon. While staenant
6udgets ha; forced intemal reallocaYtions
to co=ver increasing costs and pay for new
services, computerization has generated
the most heated debate. On the6ne hand,
computers have made possible authority
mntrol systems which, with their abilitvto
match new headings against an authohty
file, delete specilieil sn6&nisiotrt, and up-
date headings automatically and globaliy,
we could only dream of in a manual envi-
ronment (Rogers 1989; O'NeiIl 1994). Yet
at the same time, online retrieval has chal-
lenged the need for author$ control as
traditionally practiced in library catalog-
ing departments.

Early proponents of online catalogs,
including some of our most esteemed col-
leagues,-wrote {brcefully about the pow-
ers"of tmncated search i<eys and pori-"o-
ordinated index terms, seeing their use as
reasons cataloging codes and authorities
would no lonfeibe necessary (Kilgour
1972, 145). Catalogers would not need to
create a single form of a name, because
tmncation would allow searchers to easily
ffnd both "fones, Donald' and "fonei,
Don." Many objected to this line of think-
ing, arguing that it would merely shift the
work from the librarvto users who would
have to think oI'svnonvrns and variant
names at the poinl of retrieval (Avram
1984, 333).

The contrasting views of Kilgour and
Avram raised, but did not answel the
question of how much library users make
use of authority control over personal
names in their searching. Recent discus-
sions and researchhave explored this criti-
cal point along two dimensions: (1) the
extent to which scholars use personal
nam_es as subjects in their searching and
(2) the extentto which a personal nalne is
or is not the subject ofth'e search.

RESEARcH oN PERSoNAL NAMES IN
Sunyncr SrencnrNc

Several landmark studies have explored
the vocabulary used by researchers in the
humanities and sciences and reported on
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the extent to which names of individuals
are included in researchers' subject
searching. From the results of these stud-
ies, we can assess tJre degree to which
authority control over personal names
supports tleir searching.

The Getty Online Search Project,
established in 1989 to study the informa-
tion-seeking behavior of humanities
scholars, explored several aspects oftheir
use of online databases, including the
types of queries and search terms used
(Bates, Wilde and Siegfried f9$, 2).
Working with the natural language search
statements written by these scholars as
their llrst step in conducting an online
search, Bates identilied and quantilied
the principal categories of search termi-
nology usetl by humanists in online
searching to determine qpecial charac-
teristics of the vocabularv thev used. Her
analysis found that, in rirgar,i to subject
searching, which in itself constituted glVo

of the total project searching, personal
names figured prominently in their vo-
cabulary. Approximately half of the search
statements contained one or more names.
a strong indication that humanists, whose
studies focus largely on the creative activi-
ties of people, rely heavily on personal
names in their subject searching.

Bates then compared the humanists'
natural language search statements with
statements written by a small group of
scientists (defined as all scholars except
humanists). Using data collected in a
study on information seeking behavior,
carried out by Saracevic and Kantor
(Saracevic et al. 1988) for the National
Science Foundation, Bates determined
that the use of names in the scientists'
subject searching was very different.
Whereas almost half of the humanists'
search statements contained personal
names. none ofthe scientists'searches did
so, containing instead common subject
terms. Her findings substantiate the im-
portance of names as subjects and their
frequent use in subject queries byhuman-
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increases the preciseness of the vocabu-
lary (Wiberley tOaa, 2). This leads us to
believe, there{bre, that humanists make
considerable use ofauthority control over
personal names in their subjbct searching,
whereas scientists do not.

Clearly the sham distinction seen here
between ihe recorded searches of these
groups (humanists and scientists) brings
into perspective two patterns repre-
senting opposite ends of a continuum of

N.{IrBs As IIANDLES
TO INFORMATION

Another dimension of names as search
keys has been explored, without regard to
discipline, throueh consultation with li-
brarians workinf directly with users.
Some years ago, I posed the following
questions to my colleagues in the ref'er-
ence department. Are some names more
importairt to put under authority control
than other names? If so. which ones are
they and why? The answer was immedi-
ate. No, all names are not of equal impor-
tance. The names for which- contr6l is
necessary are those of people who are
known for their accomp'lishments, in all
fields of endeavor rangrng from music to
sports to current news, and who are them-
selves the subjects of inquiry.

The corollary to this iine-of thinkins is
that some names a.re used not as subleits,
but simply as "handles" that are attached
to packages ofinformation and that can be
used as tools in finding those packages.
For instance, in a search for information
on the topic of aerodlmamics, in mniunc-
tion withihe n"-" of * author. "Milhael
Smith," the ability to mmbine the search
terms "Smith" and "aerodynamics" allows
the searcher to find quiikly the desired
title on aerodynamics. ff tttir search re-
veals a list oi' titles, some written by
Michael L. Smith and some bv Mik'e
Smith, all on the subiect of aerodr.namics,
knowing whether these names'are the

same author or not is unimportant and
immaterial to the success of one's search
when the subject of the search is aero-
dlmamics. In any case, the ability to use
truncation and to search under "Smith.
M"" will retrieve both forms of the name
and when displayed with titles or subject
terms provides an efl'ective mechanism
for the searcher to retrieve records and to
determine quickly which record(s) is de-
sired.

In a similar manner, using a search key
of Michael L. Smith, who is known to havt
written on aerodynamics, the user will
{ind what Michael L. Smith wrote without
finding necessarily what a Mike Smith
wrote. Again, when the goal is to {ind
information on aerodynamics, retrieving a
comprehensive list of what Michael'i..
Smith wrote will not necessarily improve
the use{'ulness of the results.

Although I did not specilicallyput this
issue before the re{'erence librarians with
whom I consulted, a reasonable coniec-
fure is that such use of personal n,unes as
handles occurs to some extent in most
subject areas. These uses do not make
significant use of authority control, yet
may well result in a useful set of citations
in the estimation of the user.

While these research studies and col-
legial discussions highlight the contrasting
uses to which personal names are put in
information seeking, authority cont--l 

"tpracticed in librariei is applied indiscrimi-
nately to all personal names. Such a stand-
ardized application of authority control
has conferred a level of predictability. Yet
the blurring of critical distinctions be-
tween the name and its use in searching
has also allowed a lack of responsivenesl
to creep into the overall sptem ol'author-
ity control as decisions regarding author-
ity control may be based on factors relat-
ing more to the ease with which it can be
applied (especially when resources are
limited), rather than criteria relating to its
support for effective searching. Identify-
ing both primarypatterns of howpersonal
niunes are used in searching and expecta-
tions of retrieval, compreh6nsive o^t us"-
ful, could provide some basii for distin-
guishing where authority control plays a
6riticaliole in effective ietrieval. 

'
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We have always known that some users are
able to locate sufficient in{brmation even
if authority control has not been imposed
on a catalog they are using. Computeriza-
tion has simply enhanced the ease with
which this can be accomplished and
heightened the visibility of such suc-
cesses. Although we have begun, through
research and contemplative discussion, to
understand why thiJ is true, the philo-
sophical underpinnings of catalog con-
struction remain inhospitable to any goal
other than that of comprehensive recall.
The belief that in all cases a user is entitled
to find all in{brmation gathered under a
single search key-whether or not certain
items were desired by the user and
whether or not there may exist other
means by which the ur"t 

"in 
readily re-

trieve the desired information-has re-
mained a {'undamental value underlying
catalog construction. To proceed in fruit-
ful inquiry we must reexamine and rede-
{ine such values and goals, which have
traditionally driven catalog construction
and authority control.

In pursuit of that end, I propose that
the concept of "utility' be introduced as
an integral aspect ofthe value system un-
derlying e{fective retrieval and that, Iike-
wise, "useful recall" be identified as an
essential goal along with the more tradi-
tional catalog and authorif control goal of
comprehensive recall. The concept of
utiliW denotes a condition of usefulness
intended to result from constructing a
catalog with some measure of authority
control. As employed in this context, it
recognizes that not all names are of equal
importance and that categories can be de-
ffned for names requiring more or less
control. Further, it recogrizes that when
names are not important as subjects, in-
stances of non-unique or even muldple
variant forms in catalog {iles are simply
not a significant barrier to eft'ective infor-
mation retrieval. Accepting "udlity'
would allow expectations of finding suffi-
cient information to be incorporated into
the goals of the catalog.
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Urrr.rrv rN Surronr or
Errucrrvn Rprntrvel

In the 1988 Saracevic and Kantorstudyof
the information-seeking and retrieving
behavior ofscientists, the investigators se-
lected two sets of measures {br evaluating
search ef{'ectiveness : utility and relevance.
They defined "utility' as "the degree of
actual usefulness of answers to an infor-
mation seeker" (Saracevic et al. 1988,
169). The introduction here of the notion
of "usef'ul recall" as one of the goals of
authoriW control is based on the knowl-
edge, pieviously reviewed, that there are
occasions when a name search key is in-
tended to result in comprehensive recall,
while there are other occasions when a

mine the point of diminishing returns.
Rather than relying on the absolute num-
ber of names pirt ,rttd"t authority control
as the indicator of success in authority
control, we can establish utility measures
to determine the value perceived by users
and measure when authority control
makes a sienilicant difference in effective
retrieval aidwhen it does not. This meas-
urement means considering personal
names used in search keys in a broader
context, one that takes into account the
varying roles and significance of names in
the pr6cess of information retrieval.

Aurnonrrv CoNtnor.es
AN ITERATIVE PROCESS

Research studies have pointed to difl'er-
ences in disciplinary approaches to infbr-
mation retrieval, and reference librarians
have articulated a basic dividing point lbr
when authority control is necessary. If
"useful recall" was accepted as one of the
goals of authority mntrol, complementing
and mexisting with that of "comprehen-

sive recall," we would then be faced with
the practical issue of determining when to
imp-ose authority mntrol at the point ol'
cataloging and when not to. It is always a
mistalie io underestimate the potential
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roadblocks to resolving practical prob-
lems. Procedures to implement policies
often have an impact on the final shape of
the policies themselves, and there is no
reas6n not to expect that this will be the
case with the issue of authority control.
Nonetheless, the notions of cataloging as
an iterative process and systematic user
feedback could dramatically improve our
ability to arrive at satisfactory new proce-
dures.

Recently, Task Group I of the Coop-
erative Cataloging Council proposed that
the cataloging of monographs, including
authority control, be recognized as a dy-
namic process in which records are en-
hancedover time as necessary by libraries
that require the presence of additional
information (Cooperative Cataloging
Council 1993). The mission of the task

revision is an expected and ongoing occur-
rence resulting from changes in the serials
as well as in the catalog itself .

Authority control is a means as well as
an end. As a means, it is already an itera-
tive process that both permits and re-
quires continual evaluation ol'how aname
ffts into the larger context ofthe catalog.
Under the concept of utility, a name might
be immediately categorized as one requir-
ing authority control (for example, Itzak
Perlman, Stephen Breyer, or Tom Clancy)
or it might be put into the uncontrolled
category (for example, Anne DeVroom,
prin6ipil violinist; Riginald Parker, writer
bn labor law: or Michiel L. Smith, writer
on aerodlmamics), depending on whether
its immediate primary function was most
likely as both a subject and handle to in-
formation, or simply as a handle to infor-
mation.

Treating authority control as an itera-
tive process that both occurs within the
cont6xt of (l) disciplinary data regarding
the significance of individual names and
(2) other data (such as the frequency of
occurrence) andthat incorporates system-
atic feedback from user searches in the
catalog would mean we can accumulate

data over time for determining when to
impose authority control. Names initially
cat'egorized ar tt.tdit g no control (thosi

identified as handles to information)
could, ofcourse, move {iom being uncon-
trolled to controlled. An initial decision
not to impose authority control over spe-
cific nam^es would be 6hanged as the evi-
dence warranted. The result of such an
approach and process could be a library
catalog more supportive of efl'ective re-
tiievaland responsive to users' needs than
is sometimes the case when decisions are
based on the ease of applying authority
control to all of a particular type of head-
ing-in this case, name headings. _"fust 

as we cannot predict 
-with 

total
.e*aintv which individual titles will be
desired'most often by library users and,
therefore, which titles should be pur-

retrieval, and then to use these iets of
characteristics to predict that a name will
require authority control. Altem atively, as
h^'b".t .ng4..t.d by some catalogers,
cataloging could also initially be done us-
ing arieslablished heading or creating a
new one without creating an authority re-
cord to control the headiig in an authority
{ile. In either case-whether based on
criteria for specific hnds of names to con-
trol or on a policy not to create an author-
ity record indicating a controlled form-
rn itrititl decision dan then be made on
controlling or not mntrolling the name
when theltem with which it ii associated
is cataloged. With the specific proviso that
a name can move, as needed, there is no
need to predict with complete certainty a
final staG of controlled oi uncontrolled.

TEE SITATEGIC IMPORTANCE
OF REFBAMING

To be successful, innovation requires con-
sonrmce between the values of the stake-
holders and those ofthe innovation itself.
Where substantial conflict in values exists,



innovation stalls. The slow acceptance of
health maintenance organizations, for in-
stance, can be attributed in part to the
time required for people to reconcile the
relative 

-advantagei 
arid disadvantages of

being able to select their own doctorwith-
out restriction. In communities where

derlying values have changed to support
the idea ofchoosing a doctor from a spe-
cific subset.

Cutter, I like to speculate, called for
comprehensive authority control because
it met what he perceived to be the goals
of users and did so in a way that the
catalog shouldered tJre task ofcollocation.
Given the then-available technolory,
authority control spared the time of tJre
user and fostered efftcient searching of
card catalogs.

Since Cutter's era, recurring questions
have asked whether it is essential that all
variant forms {br all names be broug}rt
together in a catalog via authority control
and, closely associated with this, whether
there are situations where the user can be
expected to do some collocation. The on-
line environment offers new means, such
as truncated search keys and Boolean op-
erators, that allow users to de]ineate a
search so that it will retrieve very quickly
a small and manageable number of entries
in response to a query (Kilgour 1972,
145). Quite unlike the linear structure of
card catalogs, online catalogs are multidi-
mensional matrices higtrly adapted to the
{'ast and accurate retrieval of individual
and groups of catalog entries from the
much larger whole (Kilgour 1984,474).
Users no longer have to use full or exact
values in their search kevs in order to
move quickly to the appropriate section of
the catalog, nor do they have to have full
or exact values on which to base elimina-
tion of undesired citations. In Kilgourt
view, the user now has the advantage of
efficient and effective techniques that
could serve as a substitute for the author-
ity control provided in the cataloging
process.
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While Kilgour identifi ed new function-
alitv- Graham articulated another view on
whether users can be expected to perform
some collocation in reference to their
needs. He distinguishes between essential
access and convenient access. Essential
access is the provison of sufficient and
accurate headings (spelling, etc.), while
mnvenient access goes beyond these re-
quirements and adds data the library user
could be expected to supply. He cites an
example of cross-references linking vari-
ant forms of the same person as a situation
that provides desirable but not essential
^.r.i for a user who knows of the two
forms (Graham f 990, 215). Tltis view does
not take into account the user who does
not know the two forms; however, such
linhne could be based on whether the
nume"** known to be a subject or a
handle to information.

Debates on whether new online re-

use of a personal name search key retrieve
all of the available information related to
a particular person. A personal name can
be a handleio find infbrmation, with the
catalog searching intended to result in the
retrie'ial of uselul information, but not
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system performs most effectively in re-
tiieval, 

-'ell'ectively' 
being operitionally

defined in terms of precision and recallP'
(Svenonius I98f,89). Just as changing the
question and introducing new operational
deffnitions resulted at t}ratUme in Ibrward
movement in evaluating subiect indexing
systems, it may be benificiil to refram6
the question iegarding the issue of the
need fbr complete authority control over
personal names.

The measures of recall and precision
are well suited to investigations based on
the widely held assumption that "the
searcher expects to find all documents

not 'torrelate well with what they pulport
to measure, namely, some benefit to the
user" (1981, 89). hestating the general
question 'lAhich is a better approach,
more or less authority control?" to '.Which

approach (complete or partial) to author-
ity control over personal names is more
effective in retrieval (with 'effective' be-
ing operationally defined in terms of rele-
vance and utility)?" could lead to a differ-
ent set ofconclusions about the need lbr
complete authority control. If users did
not expect to find all documents relating
to a plrson in all situations, but rathei
expected to {ind useful documents relat-
ing to a person; and if they were able to
sort out the entries of no use to them with
little or no &fficulry (e.g., by using title or
subject information to determine if the

single workstation, library catalogs are in-
creasingly expected to I'unction as a part
oI'an integrated, 'virtual" whole that goes

far beyond being a compilation of titles
acquired by a given library over a given
period of time. There are, for instance,
means now being implemented (e.g.,
239.50) to take a search mnducted in one
catalog and translate it for a user into the
command structure of another catalos
(Kalin l99a). This does not, however, adf
dress the underlying questions of data-
base structure and vocabulary. Should
authority control in the form oi un on"r-
arching and linking authority file be con-
structed for headings used in related da-
tabases (as is being attempted in art) in an
effort to bring different {brms of headings
into a mngnrent whole (Bower 1992)? Or,
altematively, would coexisting goals of
use{'ul and comprehensive retrieval argue
for a more selective application of author-
ity control principles either within or
across databases and catalogs?

Whatever the answer, some strategic
rethinking is called for to ensure that we
are able to provide effective information
retrieval in the twenty-{irst century. Sim-
ply adhering to present policies will, un-
fortunately, only lead to increased dissat-
isfaction within the library community
over our inability to effect fotal authority
control and quite possibly to decreased
efl'ectiveness in retrieval. as resources arre
expended in pursuit of a monolithic goal.
Reexamininq the perceived values under-
lying the goil ol'iuthority control, how-
ever, will aflord us an opportunity to in-
corporate into bibliographic control and
the- design of a catilof what we have
learned-and what we continue to
learn-about user behavior and online re-
trieval techniques.

Cotrlct upll\Ic Rnuenxs

The imposition of complete authority cnn-
trol over a library catalog has been seen as
a desirable means Ibr ensunng compre-
hensive recall in response to a single
search key. The concept of utility is
emergrng as a new goal in catalog con-
struction and authority control. Utility, in
conjunction with comprehensiveness,
calls for lbcusing our attention on those
personal names {br which authority con-
trol is most likely to prove signi{icant in



effective inlbrmation retrieval. This focus
will be achieved by an iterative authority
control process wherein name headings
move {'rom an uncontrolled state to a fully
controlled one as the need arises.

The concept of utilityis a complement
to the original concept of comprehensive-
ness, articulated byCharles Cutter. As one
ofthe fundamental building blocks under-
lying our system of authority control, util-
ily cin serue to provide us with the much
needed ability to {bcus our efforts lbr the
greatest good. Accepting utility would al-
lbw a necessary reilefinition and expan-
sion of the current goals into a statement
of values and goals in support of effective
retrieval in the twenty-first century.
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IITERATURE Revrcw

The library and information science litera-
fure refle'cts an ongoinq interest in the
study of the needs ind blh"rriors of cata-
log users. There is an underlying assump-
tion that by identi$,ing the needs and be-
haviors of catalog users, user-centered
catalogs can be developed. From 1930
through 198I, more tttun nfty studies ol'
the use and users oftraditional card cata-
logs were conducted (Markey 1984). The
genesis of catalog use studies is credited

LYNN STLIPIGNI Coxlawev is Assistant Professor, JonN M. BuDD is Associate Professor, and

to a 1930paperwritten byRandall (1930).
In his paper Randall stated that catalogs
cannot be improved by the study of cata-
log rules or the catalogs themselves, but
by the study of the users of the catalogs.
He suggested the study of the users of
catalogs, including their needs, back-
grounds, and mental capabilities.

Since that time, manycatalog use stud-
ies, incolporating diff'erent methodolo-
gies, have emerged in the literature.

Questionnaires, transaction log analysis,
user observations, individual and focus
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group interviews, examinations of interli-
6rr* loan records. and combinations of
these methodologies have all been used to
study the behaviors, expectations, satis-
factibn, and needs of catilog users.

The majority of card catalog use stud-
ies have employed the survey method,
utilizing questionnaires completed by in-
terviewers or respondents. Since 198 I nu-
merous studies have been mnducted on
use and users in an online environment,
some of which have utilized question-

the needs, satisf'action, and expectations
of online catalog users. Tiansaction log
analysis has also been used to study the
r"*6h b"h"',riors or methods employbd by

questionnaires, focus group interviews,
and transaction log analysis as means to
study use and users. Five organizations
were involved in the research: J. Mat-
thews & Associates, Inc.; the Library of
Congress; OCLC Online Computer Li-
brary Centea Inc.; Research Libraries
Group, Inc.; and the Universityof Califor-
nia's Division of Librarv Automadon and
Library Research and Analysis Group
(Kaske 1984). A total of twenty-nine Asso-
ciation of Research Libraries, academic,

staff experiences with online catalogs. In
addition to the questionnaire, OCLC con-
ducteil focus group interviews, and trans-
action logs were analyzed to further study
the use of the online catalogs.

Because transaction logs provide a re-
cord of the search stratery employed by
users without interf'ering with the

searcher, analysis oftransaction logs is an
unobtrusive method of data collection
that can reflect users' actual online search
emeriences. This methodoloqy clearly
dJrnonstrates how users actuaiiy employ
search strategies, rather than how users
describe their search strategies. Another
advantage to this method is that it re-
-.r'rr., iL" chance of interviewer bias in

data collection.
Other research that has examined

transaction logs to study the search meth-
ods used bv dnhne caialoq users has in-
cluded: Norden and Lauience (f98f),

Tolle (1983), Dickson (1984), Nielsen
(1986), Peters (1989), Hunter (1991),

Znk (1991), Kalin (1991), Nelson (1992),

Cherry (1992), Wallace (1993), Lucas
(1993), and Millsap and Ferl (1993).

These studies have reported failures
and/or successes of online searches in re-
gard to the improvement of online catalog
6apabilities and screen presentation, and
of ur"r instruction. Kalin (1991), Lucas
(f993), and Millsap and Ferl (1993) stud-
ied the search methods of remote users.
Simpson (1989) has provided an exhaus-
tiveieview ofthe literature on transaction
log analysis.-In 

addition to reporting search type,
failure and/or suocess rates, and search
method types, errors and./or problems
were also calculated for most of these

disadvantages, the acfual users are not
identifiable from the transaction logs, and
it is often diflicult or impossible to distin-
guish when one searcher ends a session
and another begins one. It is also impossi-
ble to discern 

-from 
the transaction logs

who is doing the search orwhy'
For thes-e reasons, it is often useful to

inmrporate the transaction log analysis
data iollection metlod with other data
collection methodologies. Nielsen linked
transaction log analysis data with user
demographicdha, as did Millsap and Ferl
(Nielsin-1986; Millsap and Ferl 1993)'
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Structuring a study in this way allows for
search behiviors to be analyzed in relation
to factors such as searchers' experience
with online systems, searcherst educa-
tional background, reason for the search,
and so on. In this way, the researcher is
required to infer less about the nature of
the search, yet can maintain the vali&ty of
the study.

tages of the different data collection
methods used in past studies of online
search behaviors, a combination of re-
search methods was employed to gather
the data needed to answer the reiearch

THE PRESENT Slupy

The basic research question underlying
this project is: How do users of an online
catalog in an academic library setting op-
erationalize their strategies for searching
the database? While thiJmay not be a neri
question related to the construction and
use ofonline catalogs, little existing data
in{brms rl'scussion about t}e use and util-
ity ofthese catalogs. Libraries continue to
b"ild or adapt systems aimed at patron use
without a clear understanding bf the dy-
namics of use.

A few caveats must be expressed at this
point. First, only the formaiand technical
expression of the search is examined in
this study; it is not the intention of this
s^tudy !o investigate any natural language
formulation of the users' inforriatiJn
needs. Second, it is not the intention to
measure the success of the searches.
Rather, the specific elements of the cur-
rent investigation include the gpes of
fields that are searched, the empioyment
of available search options, the occur-
rence of error, and the types of errors
made in searching. These 

-elements 
are

studied in coniunction with demographic
data on the us-ers, including gendJa class
(undergraduate, graduate, etc.) of user,
experience with the local system, experi-
ence with other automated systems, and
whether the users sought assistance to
formulate or execute the searches.

In order to answer these questions a
combination of methods was employed.
Users were first observed so that the ter-
minal they used and the time and duration
of their individual searches could be re-
corded. Users were then asked a set of
questions by a surrogate (someone trained
by the researchers to conduct a briefin-

tivity as part of the specific search. In
addition, iransaction loss lbr each of the
searches were analyzedi,rrith these factors
in mind. In this way it was possible to
examine a user's acfual search strategy in
Iight of infbrmation gathered about tJre
individual user. The transaction logs
formed a complete record of both t[-e

souri-Columbia campus. The sptem in-
vestigated was LUMIN, a locally devel-
oped-automated system. While thL choice

ing. Figure I illustrates the options as they
appear on screen to the user.

Because ofthese options, available to
all users, and because this specific system
does not vary greatly from other online
catalogs, it was possible to focus, Ibr the
purpose of analysis, on the types of
searches (author, title, keyword, etc.) con-
ducted by users.

Discrete search sessions by a total of
114 hdividuals form the bdsis of this
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LUMIN MASTER SEARCH MENU

h = How to LOGOFF of LUMIN

t = TITLE keyword search
e = TITLE browse

= AUTHOR search - (personal and corporate/governmental bodies)
= corporate/gorernmental AUTHOR keyword term search

= SUBJECT browse search - (use if unsure of heading)
= medical SUBJECT bronrse search (use if unsure of NLM heading)
= official SUBJECT term search - (use if sure of heading)

= RESERVE materials by COURSE name
= RESERVE materials by PRoFESSOR name

w = series searches
b = boolean searches
c = c?ll number browse search
d = soorch CENTER FOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES database
q = quick-facts about the library and LUMIN

(sRcHsTW)

TYPE THE LETTER FOR YOUR SEARCH CHOICE & PRESS ENTER

a
k

s
m
o

l

p

Figure l. Master Menu Screen

study. To avoid, as much as possible, the
introduction of artificial bias, searches
performed on avariety ofdays ofthe week
and times of day were included. A pair of
surrogates observed activity at three des-
ignatJd publicly available terminals, usu-
ally for two-hour periods. The surrogates
observed users for a total of twentv hours
during the two-week period. Or" t"-
corded starting and ending times of ses-
sions. while tf,e other thJn asked each
searcher the set of questions. Ten of the
users declinedto respond to the questions
so, while 114 transactions logs were ana-
lped, the connecting background infor-
mation could not be linked in tlese ten
instances. The observation was conducted
with the permission of the administration
of Ellis Librarv. Persorurel from Ellis Li-
brary and froni the Oftice of Library Sp-
tems were alerted as to the times of obser-
vation so that the transaction logs for

those times and the specific terminals
could be extracted.

FrNorNcs

As is mentioned above, each of the users

four, or 52.4Vo, were undergraduates,39
(37.9Vo) were graduate students, 5 (4.9Vo)
were faculty, 2 (L.9Vo) were staff, and 3
(2.9Vo) were classifted as other.

Six of the students reported that the
work done was for a faculty member. The
users were asked whether the searches
were performed for either of two specific
classei-the Librarv Shlls coursebr the
FirstYear Experience course (two courses
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TABLE 1

Sea,ncH Tyrns eNo PenceNracns oF SEARCHES By TypE

No. of
Searches

T1'pe of Search m
Vo ofTolala

Title (keyword search)

Author

Subject browse

Subject tTerm

Title browse

Boolean

Call number browse

Corporate author

Series title

34.0
r9.2
t9.2
r  1 .5
L0.4
2.7

1 .6
0.5
0.5

orhe percentage is derived by dividing the number of search qpes by 182, the total number ofserches

62
JD

JJ

Z L

l9
D

J

t
I

designed to introduce undergraduate stu-
dents to use of the library). Twentysearch-
ers replied in the affirmative. Fifty-nine
stated that their work was done for some
other course. Users were then asked
whether they spoke with a member of the
library stalf before beginning the search;
onlyS (4.9%o)had done so,97 (95.17o) had
not. Twenty-one respondents claimed to
have talked with sonleone before search-
ing; 12 of these had consulted with a fac-

access tool. Seventy, or 68.9Vo, said they
use LUMIN at least once a week. Ten
(9.77o) clumed to use the system about
once a month, while 17 (16.5%o) reported
that they use it less than once a month. Six,
or 5.8Vo, said they were first-time users.

The mean length of a search was 7.37
minutes (SD = 6.76), with the longest
search lasting 37 minutes. This deterhi-
nation is in keeping with the results of the
study by Cherry G992), who found that
the average search by an undergraduate
was 7.9 minutes andthe average search by
a postgraduate was 10.7 minutes.

The transaction logs themselves illus.
trate some diversity in the topics searched
and in the strategies used to &scover in-
formation on the topics. In table 1 we
present a break4own of the types of
searches executed.

Unless otherwise noted, users of spe-
cific search modes were proportional to
the overall population of searchers with
regard to classification (undergraduate,
graduate, etc.) and gender. A total of 62
users, or 34.0Vo, performed title (key-
word) searches. A search of this type will
retrieve any items with the selected terms
appearing an)ryhere in the title. Thirty-
five (l9.2Eo) users employed author
searches; 21 of these searchers were un-
dergraduates, 7 were graduates, 2 were
staff members, and 4 could not be classi-
fied. An additional 35 (L9.2Eo) searchers
used the subject browse mode. Subject
browse searching results in an alphabeti-
cal listing of subject terms but does not
provide the number of items that have
been assigned those terms. The default
presentation is a screen ofseventeen sub-
ject terms (see {igure 2).

It should be noted that the use of the
subject browse mode is distinct from the
use of speci{ic subject terms, which weie
used by21 searchers (lI.SVo ofthe total).
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Browse on :libraries PROD Files

+  1 .
2 .

* 3 .

+ 4 .
* 5 .
- 6 .

7.
8.
9 .

*  1 0 . .
+  1 1 .

Libraries.
- Abstracts.
- Accession department.
- Accounting.
- Administration.
- Advertising.
- Aims and objectives.

- Congresses.
- Anecdotes, facetiae, satire, etc.
- Arrangement of books on shelves.
- Automation.

- Bibliography.
- Periodicals.

- Case Studies.
- Catalogs.
- Communication systems.
- Computer programs.

12.
1 3 .
14 .
1 5 .
1 6 .
1 7 .

(vBsDrsl)

TYPE line no. for titles on a subject
line no. $u for other UM campus holdings

n for NEW search
r to REVISE search

Figure 2. Screen Displayed as a Result of a Subject Browse Search

could not be classilied); 7 of these were
male and 13 were female. Nineteen, or
lO.4Vo, searchers employed the title
browse mode, for which the words input
must be the first words of the title and
appear in the order given.

A total of 8 1 of the searches employed
some fbrm of title search. This appears to
be in keeping with the results of Larsen s
(1991) large-scale study, which showed a
decline in*the use of subiect searches and
an increase in the use of tide searches. No
other search tx)es were used frequently:
5 searchers used Boolean operators in
their searches -2 (l.lEo) employed "and"
with 2 subiect terms (both were under-
graduate females), L (O.\Eo) used title
"and' subject, L (O.1Eo) used author "and'
title, and | (0.5V") used subject "or" sub-
ject. Boolean searches were also uncom-

mon in a previous sfudy of use patterns of
LUMIN, comprising only |Vo 6f the total
number of searches (Peters 1989). One
user in the current study (0.57o) searched
by corporate author and I (0.5Vo) used
series title. Three users (1.67o) employed
the call number browse function. Sixteen
searchers used truncation as part of a va-
riety of search modes. All of the searches
above were performed in LUMINk user
friendly mode. While the system does al-
low for searching in command mode, only
4 searchers availed themselves of this op-
tion. These numbers add up to more than
114 because in&vidual searchers may
have employed multiple modes.

Oueril,ihe resulti reported here dis-
play some disparity with prwious studies
and some agreementwith others. Hunter
(19er), Toiie (19s3), Znk (199r), and
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TABLE 2

ERRoR TYpss aNp PencsNtncns or Ennons BY TYPE

T\De of Error
No of
Errors

T;pe of Error ro
7o otTotal"

Typographical

Repeat unsuccessful searches

Failure to meet format requirements

Unnecessary repeat successful searches

Attempt to retrieve items from empty sets

28

10

7

6

2

52.8

I8.9

13.2

11.3

3.8

oThe percentage is derived by divlding the number of enors by 53, the total number of enors'

is not the focus of this study, some gross errors by t4)e
indication of success is evident from the The most common type of errors are
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TABLE 3

Ennons M.tos IN SEARCHES

Undergraduates Graduates

Frequent' Infreq.l Frequent Infreq.

other r"f'r}:ti'"
Frequent Infreq. on User

Typographical
erTorsl

Repeated
ufrsuccessful
searches

Repeated 
,

SUCCESSIUI

searches

Format errors

Total errors

I

I

2

1 1

0

I

D

I

4

l o

I

0

z

0

0
I

0

0
z

I

0

'Frequent users of LUMIN
Tlnfreouent users of LUMIN
llo o.J inrtance where a typgmphical error was made no useful information wu available

(13.27o) {'ailed to meet the lbrmat require-
ments for a given search mode; for in-
stance, they used the wrong form of a
name, used a stop word, or used incorrect
punctuation. Six searchers (11.37o) un-
necessarily repeated successful searches.
(Searchers have the option of printing
search results at selected workstations;
this study, howeve! indicates that users
seldom avail themselves of this option and
often end up repeating searches.) Two
searchers (3.87o) attempted to retrieve
items from empty sets; that is, attempted
to call up items when there had been no
hits.

While it would be helpl'ul to compare
the aspect of errors in tfus project with
analvsis of errors in other studiei, the fact
that'different systems were examined in
the difl'erent studies makes such a com-
parison difficult. However, because one of
the previously published studies of online
catalogs uses LUMIN as a basis, there
should be some comparison with that
study. Peters, in examining the failure of
some online catalog searches, detailed an
array of possible errors that could be made
and assigned errors made to these catego-
ries (Peters 1989). The category assigned
the most errors was "The item sought
probably was not in the database." It is
di{licult to determine, in the present

study at any rate, if such was the case in
individual instances. More importandy,
however, such occurrences were not
viewed as errors in this study. Even if an
individual searched for. sav. a title that is
not held bythe library, thii was no indica-
tion of user error. For the puqpose of this
study, if this category was eliminated, the
single largest category of error was t1)o-
graphical errors and misspellings (col-

lapsed from two categories in Peters
st^udv). These accountedlbr 390 errors, or
34.2% of the total. It is difficult to make
further comparisons, as it is unclear ex-
actly what types of errors might be as-
signed to Peters' categories. For instance,
repeating an unsuccessful search might be
a result Jf "confusion about rules specific
to the LUMIN system" or "confusion

about the qeneral structure of databases."
A closei look at the occurrence of er-

rors reveals the classes of users mahng
these particular kinds of errors (see ta-
b le  3 ) .

Overall, graduate students were guilty
of more errors than any other user class.
While the speci{ic characteristics of users
making errors could not be identified in
every ilnstance, fbr those for which a con-
,r""Uon could be made 21 errors were
made by graduate students, 16 by under-
graduates, 2 by individuals not afffIiated
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with the University, I by a University staff
member, and 3 by users for whom infor-
mation was not available. As is noted
above, typographical errors were the most
common type of error. Eighteen of the
users making typographical errors were
frequent users o{ the LUMIN online cata-
log (defined as using LUMIN at least once
a week); 4 used LUMIN once a month or
Iess frequently (one was a {irst-time user);
and I wls a user lbr whom there was no
information.

The other types of errors users made
were more serious and can present con-
siderable retrieval problems for users.
For instance, in some cases users re-
peated unsuccessfirl searches verbatim-
searches that, from the outset, resulted in
no hits. Four users makittg this type of
errorwere graduate sfudents; all were fre-
quent LUMIN users. Tko users were un-
dergraduate students; I a frequent user
and I an infrequent user. One was a uni-
versity staff member who uses LUMIN
onlyonce amonth, and lwas ahigh school
student who is an infrequent user. Of
those making format errors (as de{ined
earlier), 4w6re graduate students and 3
were undergraduates. Six of these 7 indi-
cated that they are frequent users and I
was a first-time user. Trvo reported that
they had recent experience using other
libraries' online catalogs. It might be that
they confused the systJm requirements of
LUMIN with those of the other catalogs
that thev had recentlv used. Of the 4 indi-
viduals'*ho ttt-.""isarily repeated suc-
cessful searches, 2 were graduate stu-
dents, I was an undergraduate, and the
affiliation of 1 could not be determined.
One of these 2 graduate students and the

dents in use of the library.

SUMMABY

This study is an attempt to link the users
of a library's online catalog to the system
used. The highest number of observed

users of LUMIN were undergraduates,
followed by graduates. It should be re-
membered that this study was not in-
tended to investigate exhaustively the
characteristics of all users of the online
catalog; nor was it intended to examine
which times of day or week comprise peak
searching times. In order to insure repre-
sentation from different usage times,
however, t}ere was an eflbrt to examine
various times of day and various days of
the week. Most of the users (70) exarnined
stated that they are frequent users of the
online catalog (at least o:nce a week); only
33 indicated that they use LUMIN no
more frequendythan once a month. Most
of the inilividuals included in the study
revealed that they do not take advantage
of resources (such as library staff mem-
bers sifuated near the terminals to ans:wer

all of the actions taken as part of the I 14
sessions examined. The vast majority of
the searches conducted were conserva-
tive; that is, they made use of the simplest
and most straightlbrward search modes
and searchable fields available. For in-
stance, title and author searching and sub-

iect browsing t'ar outnumbered other
iearch strategies. As Part of their
searches, userJ occasionaliy made errors,
with the most common being tYPo-
graphical errors. Other errors that were
irade sugqested an incolnplete knowl-

edge on the part ol the user of the capa-
bilities and limitations of the system' ln
even these instances (of serious errors in
searches), the individual searchers re-
ported that they were frequent users of
lhe online catalog. The experience of the
searchers, on the other hand, may prevent
greater occurrence oferrors. User experi-
Ence might also account for the fact that
most of the searches, exclusive of those
with errors, resulted in at least one hit.



the designation and definition offields are
system-specilic; what may be called a "ti-

tle" search using one online catalog might
be referred to as a "title browse" search
using another catalog. Likewise, the clas-
sification of types of errors is a result of
the use of these same system-speci{ic des-
ignations, making any comparison of er-
rors similarly problematic. Widespread
compliance with 239.58 specifications
(common command language) would un-
doubtedlv aid analvsis of various online
catalogs 6y ailowing for consistent, ifnot
universal, description of system features.

Some aspects of LUMIN, such as the
ability to pe#brm searches incolporating
Boolean operators, are used very infre-
quendy. This has serious implications for
users, Iibrarians, and designers of systems.
Users, for instance, might be unnecessar-
ily limiting the possibilities for retrieval of
relevant information; they might, in other
words, be missing important information
that is resident in the libraryt collection.
Librarians (and certainly not just librari-
ans working at this institution) might not
be communicating the range of opportu-
nities to which users may avail themselves.
Librarians should inform rystem design-
ers that some {'eafures (and these features
may be the ones that receive more of their
attention than any others) are underused.
System designers need to work in concert
with librarians to explore possible reasons
for the underutilization and, if these fea-
fures are deemed important, develop
ways that they can become more user
{riendly.

Finally, this study suggests some possi-
bilities for further investigation. The po-
tential fbr lurther study emerges, for in-
stance. when one considers the limitations
of this study: further exploration can be
made of the acfual intent of users in ex-
pressing their in{brmation needs; and the
nature and rate of user success can be
examined in detail. Beyond this, there ex-
ists the need to invesiigate more deeply
the reasons users have lbr employing the
search strategies (specific modes and
fields) that they do. Specifically, there is a
need to understand the users'awareness
of the potential of any given system for
information retrieval. A clearer under-
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standing of this dynamic can help to shed

lieht on"the .""sons for some of the errors

.*d" by users. Investigation along these

Iines can also help to inform instruction

programs and, more basically, such mat-

l"rias scre"n design and messages from

the system to the user. It is clear that, if

the doal of libraries truly is one of in{br-

tn^ti"otr service. this kind of research is

vital to the utility of the technical and

human systems we call libraries.
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Educolors ond Proctilioners
Reply: An Assessmenl of
Cotologing Educqlion

Judy Mqcleod qnd Dqren Collohqn

V V hat is expected from library schools
regarding education for professional cata-
loging positions? What do educators want
their students to know? What do practi-
tioners expect new employees to larow?
Which skiils are essentilal'*d *hi"h *"
not? Do educators and practitioners com-
municate with one another about these
matters?

A previous study conducted by the
authors indicated that a majority of entry-
level catalogers in academic libraries did
not feel prepared for their first profes-
sional positions by the graduate courses
thev tobk in librarv school (Callahan and
Micleod 1994). Iiesults ofthat research
suggested that the long-standing quarrel

between the theoretical and practical ap-
proaches to cataloging education re-
hained unresolved.

BlcxcnouNp

Since the lirst library school was estab-
lished in the last century, a great deal
of thought and argument within the pro-
{'ession have centered on cataloging edu-
cation. Course cnntent and teaching
methods have changed over the years and
have been the subject of continuous de-
bate at conferences and in the literafure.
Throughout all of this cataloging has re-
maineii an integral component of the li-
brary school curriculum. For an excellent
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overview ofthe history ofcataloging edu-
cation, see Sellberg (1988). A mntinuing
theme in the literature (Peters 1989; Gor-
man 1992; Clack 1993) postulates that
cataloging is at the heart of the library's
function and that, overall, it remains at the
core of library education.

_ Throughout the history of cataloging
education, the dispute between atheoret-
ical and a practical approach has been loud
and persistent. A shift from an early em-
phasis on training to theory-based educa-
tion evolved through the decades, and
educators have struggled to find the
proper balance and focus lbr their stu-

one area that could be minimized in order

tion Section of the American Library As-
sociation (ALA) Resources and Technical
Services Division formed a task fbrce to
investigate the nature and extent of the
recruitment problem. Results lrom this
pivotal study (American Library Associa-
tion 1986) indicated thatSIVo o1'catalog-
ing departments surveyed rated the ovei-
all quality of the applicant pool for
advertised professional fositions'* disap-
pointing.

Tun l99os

Today, there are certain broad trends
about which there is general agreement
within the library profession. Durinq the
explosion of infoimlation technologyiln the

last_quarter century educators have grap-
pled with curriculum design issues in an
attempt to keep pace with the changing
needs oflibraries and the new interesfs oT
students. The impact of technology has
presented many challenges and forced
educators to broaden library education to
encompass the rapidly evolving electronic
environments. Ubrary schools have, fbr
instance, adjusted course offerings to re-
flect the growing interest in inf'ormation
technology and management-an assess-
ment ofthis trend has been reported by
Watkins (1994). Educators face constant
pressures from administrators to prepare
professionals who are both familiar with
and capable of evaluating all of the emerg-
ing technologies. These new prof'essionals
must understand the rapidly changing na-
ture of scholarly communication and be
able to serve as information resources fbr
their respective institutions. The addition
of tl-re words "Information Science" to
many library school names af{irms their
endorsementof this changing emphasis in
library education.

to shared bibliographic networks and is
expected to mnform to the strictest stand-
ards. Materials for which no cataloging
record is available often require highJevel
cataloging skills in ad&tion to specialized
knowledge. As the volume of published
materials has grown in quantity and {br-
mat (software, video and sound record-
ings, data and electronic liles, manu-
scripts, etc.), professional catalogers
increasingly have assumed the roles of
reviewers, revisers, and problem solvers.

As Awam (1991) pointed out, while it
was once thought that automation would
end the need for professional catalogers,
it is now acknowledged that in revolution-
izing the work environment mmputers
have actually added new complexity and
challenges to the cataloging function. To-
dayt catalogers must be conversant with a
wide range of mmputer systems and so{t-
ware. They must keep up with a cnntinual
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flood of system and software enhance-
ments in addition to knowing the catalog-
ing principles, rules, and codes. The steady
demand for knowledgeable, qualified
catalogers is evidenced by the regular ap-
pearance ofjob announcements in profes-
sional joumals and by the routine scarcity
ofiob applicants experienced by employ-
ers and &scussed in the literature (Hill
1985; American Library Association 1986;
Berrv 1988).

Ftr cataloging educators in particular,
the arrival of automation has greatly ex-
panded the amount of material to be cov-
ered by the cataloging courses offered in
graduate programs. Not only must cata-
Ioging hiitory principles and standard
tools be covered, but professors must also
include material on new information for-
mats, the operation of automated systems,
and cooperative bibliographic networks,
usually in the same number of contact
hours. This is a daunting prospect, and it
is conceivable that the balance has
tipped-that while the extent of informa-
tion has broadened to include new sub-
jects, some key areas of knowledge and
skill may be being given more superficial
treatment.

Tun Sunvnv

This study was conducted in the spring of
1994 and is related to others which have
also attempted to uncover the essential
elements of education for cataloging
(Ryan 1980; Powell and Creth 1986;
Intner 1988). The autJrors designed the
survey to collect the opinions ofboth cata-
loging educators and cataloging practitio-
ners on a variety of issues pertinent to
contemporary cataloging education. In
this way the responses of both groups
could be compared and correlated.
Among other things, both groups were
asked for their opinions about cataloging
course content, theory vs. practice, cata-
loging practicums, what constitutes
preparation for professional cataloging,
on-the-job training, the extent of commu-
nication between the two groups, and the
chief obiectives of cataloging education.

Two di{I'erent but closely related ques-
tionnaires were developed for the partici-

pants. After consulting ALAs list of grad-
uate library education programs, a 20-
question survey was sent to educators at
5l accre&ted library schools. Professors
teaching cataloging courses were identi-
fied by telephone calls to the respective
schools. In cases where more than one
name was given, a survey was sent to each
individual named. Of the 71 question-
naires sent to cataloging educators, 42

person answering the telephone was unf'a-^miliar 
with the word "cataloging." After

further discussion, we were able to iden-
ti{y those instructors who taug}rt classes in
which cataloging, or some aspect of cata-
loqinq, was a chief component of the
co"ursi content but which were known by
other titles (i.e., Organization of Materi-
als, Bibliographic Organization and Con-
trol, Oreaiizing Ubrary Collections, etc').
In somJcases,*"'t 

"t 
ufi"t tuery effort had

been made to correctlyidentifythe appro-
priate person, we were given the wrong

An ll-question practitioner survey
was sent to the heads of cataloging de-
partments in 120 Association of Research
Libraries (ARL) libraries. In order to ex-
pand this group beyond the frequently-
iurveved AhL 6onsfituents, 27 additional
questionnaires were sent to cataloging de-
partment administrators in non-ARL, pri-
vate academic institutions. Of the I47
questionnaires sent to cataloging practi-
tioners, 84 were refurned-a 57Vo rc-
sponse rate. Results were tabulated with
SAS statistical software.

RESULTS

When asked whether they thought it use-
ful to consider the needs and opinions of
practitioners when developing the cata-
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loging curriculum, a remarkable 98Vo of
the educators said yes. However, when
practitioners were asked whether they
Ibund that their needs or opinions were
considered by cataloging educators, 537o
replied no. This apparent lack of commu-
nication becomes a greater issue in light
of the fact that. of all the educators an-
swering this question, only one admitted
to not considering the needs and opinions
of practitioners when developing the cur-
riculum. Educators claimed to consider
the views ofcataloging practitioners on a
frequent basis, yet while some mentioned
such electronic forums as AUTOCAT,

schools, most practitioners reported con-
tact of a secon-d-hand nature with educa-
tors. Practitioners comments included:

In more than 20 years as head ofthe Cata-
loging Department at an institution which
has a library school, I have never been
consulted by the faculty; nor, to the best of
my knowledge, has any member of the
Catalog Department staff.

While we have not been personally asked,
we are assuming that there is dialogue be-
tween library schools and their respective
libraries.

Dont really know-but articles in profes-
sional journals, etc., rel'er to it often.

Educators are not keeping up with the
times. There is too much emphasis on card
format. Documentation used by educators
tends to be out of date.

We try to hire graduates from programs we
know are teaching up-to-date theory and
practice.

The educators I've heard speak seem
deeply concerned.

titioners do not have common obiectives

and goals, 68Vo of the practitioners and
77Vo of lhe educators thought this was an
issue that needs to be resolved.

One obiective of the surveywas to de-
termine h6w each group th6ught about
the balance of theoretical vs. practical

too much emphasis on theory over practi-

with the following statements. Ninety-two
percent of the educators &sagreed_with
ihe statement "An entry level cataloger
should have more practical experience
than theoretical lmowledge." Seventy-

than practical experience.." Not all survey
participants answered these two ques-
iions. evidentlv due to their unconditional
nature.

Another objective of the survey was to
assess the relative value of the cataloging

Advanced) and a practicum. Among prac-
titioners. 57Vo feltthat two courses and a
practicum would be sufficient, arrd 23Vo
considered two courses to be amPle
preparation. Fifty-three percent of the
educators felt that two courses was satis-
factorv preparaton, while 327o felt that
two couises and a practicumwere needed.
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An area of agreement was revealed
when respondenl*s indicated the impor-
tance of a cataloging practicum fbr stu-
dents with no prior cataloging experience.
Thirty-six percent of practitioners and
307o ofthe educators considered a prac-
ticum to be "essential" fbr these students.
Fifty-one percent of practitioners and
54Vo of edtcators considered a practicum
to be "highly desirable, but not essential"
for students without prior cataloging ex-
perience.

Both groups were asked if different
cataloging courses should be offered to
accommodate special interests and pur-
poses (i.e., academic libraries, school Ii-
braries, qpecial libraries, etc.). Fifty-six
percent oI'the practitioners said yes, while
75Vo of the educators said no. This dis-
agreement over the extent of cataloging
education may be explained in two ways.
First, practitioners may find it increas-
ingly necessary to stretch the capabilities
and responsibilities of their professional
staff to accommodate a wide variety of
materials and dwindling personnel re-
sources. Second, educators who find their
courses already extended to the limit in
terms of what they must cover may feel
that they cannot accommodate special-
ized needs. tn ad&tion, there may not be
adequate enrollment in specialized
courses to justifr their existence.

While the two surveys were designed
with common questions fbr each group,
this study was primarily concerned with
cataloging education. Therefore, an addi-
tional eleven questions conceming cur-
riculum design and graduate program
pro{ile were asked of the educators.

Sixty-eight percent of educator re-
spondents reported that their graduate
program is one year in length; the remain-
ing3L%o reported that they teach in two-
year programs. Cataloging courses are
taught by a cataloging specialist in 62Vo o{
the locations represented in the survey,
whle ZVo of the locations rely on a practi-
tioner only to teach courses. Both special-
ists and practitioners teach cataloging
courses h 33Vo of the schools surveyed.
Cataloging courses are the chiefresponsi-
bilityof a single facultymemberin 697o of
the schools. In the remaining 317o,

courses are taught in rotation by various
faculty members. Seventy-one percent of
the educators reported that they believe

enced professors lbr cataloging courses
(American LibraryAssociation 1986; Sell-
berg 1988; Robbins 1991; Clack 1993).

Seventy-live percent of the educators
reported that cataloging is a required
course in their program. However, only
SVo of the students who take cataloging
courses are perceived by the educators to
be interestel in becoming catalogers. Stu-
dents who were primarily satislying cur-
riculum requirements (737o) or who were
satisfring curriculum electives (I1Eo)
were seen by the educators to be the
larger component ofthe classroom popu-
lati'on. While cataloging classes generilly
encompass all sfudents, rather than just
potential catalogers, the fact that most
students are not perceived as being inter-
ested in becoming catalogers might be a
contributing {'actor to course content be-

teach in one-year programs. Seventy-five
percent ofthose educators who consider
ihe practicum "highly desirable, but not
essential" also teach in one-year pro-
grams. This high regard is surprising when
one mnsiders that students in a one-year
program might {ind it very difficult to in-,
corporate a practicum into their course of
study.

If statistics regar&ng the value of a
practicum are combined with those about
the preparation necessary for an entry-
level cataloger, at least one significant as-
sociation can be made. Regardless of how
meaningful the practicum-was viewed by
educators (whether "essential," "highly

desirable, but not essential," or "uselul"),

they;favored a preparation level of two
classes for graduates entering cataloging
positions. This seems to suggest that,
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tions, but students still have one common
goal: working with the skills they have
leamed.

Questions were also asked concerning
the status of the cataloging curriculum at
each institution. A majo"ritlof schools had
not recently added (817a) or withdrawn
(937o) cataloging courses. However, over
half (57Vo) oithd educators reported hav-

analysis). Other changes reported by a few
schools included advanced courses, non-
book formats, and management issues.
Forty-five percett &nticipated changes to
their cataloging curriculum such as add-
ing, withdrawing, expanding, or redesign-
rng courses.

Despite the activities of educators per-
taininglo curriculum design, practitioner
response to one question presents an un-
deniable challenge to cataloging educa-
tion in accredited-Iibrary schools. esked if
entry-level catalogers were sufftciently
prepared for their first professional posi-
totti.t Uy the courses iaken in liErary
school, 67Vo of the practitioners said no.
In qeneral, they indicated that the new
catiogerneeded much more practical ex-
perien-*ce in actual cataloging procedures.
Wthout it, they said, the entryJevel job
became their practicum. The comments
of practitioners included the following:

They are never prepared for how hard it is
to apply the theory to real live cataloging
and how precise you have to be.

The best prepared had prior, related work
experience. The well-prepared had an ex-
ceptional practicum. The majority need
months of intensive training be{bre they
are productive.

Many have had no hands-on experience.

Practica or internships are vital for catalog-
ing students.

We have had very limited experience train-

ing entry-level catalogers without prior

experrence.

review theory and other fundamental ele-
ments of cataloging education. Many
practitioners also stated that their role in
on-the-job training included "guidance,"
"enthusiasm," "encouragement," "expert
problem solving" and "mentoring." Their
comments included:

One year of intensive training and revision

of all cataloging produced; including thor-

ough training in use ofclassification sched-

ules, LC subject cataloging manuals, LC

authority flles, utility work, and applica-

tion of AACR2 lAnglo-Americon Cata-

loguingRules,2d ed. l .

If necessary practitioners must provide

handouts on theory missed in school . . .

Advanced work with rules, MARC lbr-

mat(s), subject analysis anil classification,

and local applications.

A I'ew practitioners seemed disgrun-

tled and indicated that they were left to

cover too much in on-the-job training:

Everything in the real world-but it would

be desirable ifyou only had to teach prac-

tices and policies specific to your library.

Just about everything! A complete pro-

gram of training, including description,

subject analysis, and classification.

tices, or personal involvement in regard to

on-the-job training. Educators gave the
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impression that catalogng courses accom-
plished everything neleJsary to prepare
an entry-level professional and that the
only thing required was local orientation.
In answer to 

'I,\hat 
should practitioners

expect to provide in regards to on-the-job
training?" educators' responses included
the following:

The protocol ofthe specific library
environment

Supervision.

Knowledge of practice and policy beyond
the generic, rules-based education the stu-

dent was exposed to.

Local practice, especially when local appl!
cation varies from accepted standard.
Shelflist training.

Our graduates with cataloging concentra-
tion do not require on the job training.
However, they require supervision and re-
view of their work

While on-the-job training is clearly not
the domain of educators, the disparitybe-
tween the responses of the two groups
suggests this is another areawhere greater
communication would be useful.

RANKTNG THE Er-runvrs or
C.rurocrNc EpucertoN

Members of the pncfessional cataloging
community are faced with the challenge
of determininq where the reconciliation
of cataloging Jducators and practitioners
can begin. One place to start might be to
consider the responses to an extended
question which laid at the heart of both
surveys in this study. Both groups were
presented with a list of32 cataloging tools,
skills, and concepts. This list was primarily
drawn from th6 one devised bv peteis
(1989). Respondents were then asked to
rank the importance of each item in terms
of an entry-level catalogert knowledge
priorto anylocal, on-the-job training. The
scale used for ranking read as follows:

1. Cataloger should have a thorough un-
derstanding (able to use on their
own).

2. Cataloger should have a strong fa-
miliarity (questions asked would be
above the begirmer level).

3. Cataloger should have minimal expe-
rience using this (might need knowl-
edge refreshed).

4. Cataloger should have heard ofthis,
but experience not required at this
time.

5. No prior knowledge needed.
The results of this ranking exercise re-

veal pertinent information about each sur-
vey group (see tables I and 2). Educators
cons'isteritly ranked most elements higher
in value than did practitioners. In a c-om-
parison of the mean rankings of each ele-^ment, 

educators placed 13 items higher
than the highest item ranked by the prac-
titioners (see table 3), Ifthe rankings are
organized into groups of"high" (ranked I
or 2) or "low" (ranked 3, 4, or 5) knowl-
edge, we see that 12 elements were
ranked more than 20 percentage points
higher by the educators than by the prac-
titioners (see table 4). For instance, while
88Vo ofthe educators ranked "Forms and
functions of catalogs" (found under the
heading "Cataloging rules and proce-
dures") as high knowledge, only 65Vo of
the practitioners concurred, a difference
of 23 percentage points. Educators
tended to rank traditional practices (such
as shelflisting) at the same high levels as
technological innovations and operations.
Practitioners projected a lower set ofex-
pectations with their rankings, and yet still^expressed 

dissatisl'action *iih thr'p."p"-
ration of entryJevel catalogers.

The most notable areas of variance in
the comparison of the elements of an en-
tryJevel catalogert knowledge came un-
der the heading "Authority files," in which
every subdivision was ranked at least 20
percentage points higher by educators
than by practitioners. This is a classic ex-
ample'oi the imbalance of theoretical vs.
practical knowledge. Educators may con-
centrate on the sigrilicance and initial
creation of authority {iles, whereas practi-
tioners consult them. Practitioners reV
more heavily on technological tools (such
as the Library of Congress Name Author-
ity File, available via bibliographic utilities
or database maintenance techniques) to
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TABLE I

RANKINGS oF ELEMENTs on Cntc,LocrNc EDUCATToN: EDUCAToRs (pnncnr.rr)

Heard of,
Thorough Strong Mininal Experience NoPrior

Underotanding Familiuity Experience Unnecessary UseNeeded

Cataloging rules and procedures

AACn2n 69
LCRIs

Knowledge ofpractices

Form and function of
catalog

Shel{listing

Filing rules

Description

Monographs

Serials

Rare books

Non-book materials

Classi{ication

Dewey Decimal

Library of Congress

Other systems

Access points

Choice of access points

Cross references

Use of uniform titles

Subject analysis

LC Suhec"t Cataloging
Manuhl

Authority files

Personal names

Uniform tides

Corporate names

Subjects

Geographic designations

Automation

Basics of hardware

Computer programming

MARC coding for books

MARC for non-books

Bibliographic utilities

Searching

Inputting and editing

Jt)

4

62
24
tz

64
29
2

24

43
38

b /

JZ

64

31

48
28
43
43
26

24
2

60
24

45
19

7
10

29
l9
29

26
32
15

29
36
2

OJ

4I
48

o

26
JO

JJ

J+

38

43
38
45
DD

4L

30
D

28
3I

29
2 l

32
24

T2

32
27

.|

26
4I
36

I4
L4
zu

D

12
4T

26

I
28
l0
z

J T

24
19
t2
do

24
43

44
49

24
29

T2

39

I
52

2

2

5

2
T4

17
17

2
2I
38

7

2

8

19

2

60

D

z

2

22
54

I

Administration of the department

Personnel management

Managing the work{low
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TABLE 2

ReNrrNcs oF ELEMENTS oF CATAL0GTNG EDUCATION: PRAcrr'floNERS (PERCENT)

Heud of,
Thorough Strong Minimal Experience No Prior

Underotanding Fmiliarity Experience Umermary Use Needed

Cataloging rules and procedures

AACB2R

LCRIs

Knowledge of practices

Form and Iunction
of catalog

Shelflisung

Filing rules

Description

Monographs

Serials

Rare books

Non-book materials

Classification

Dewey Decimal

Library of Congress

Other systems

Access points

Choice of access points

Cross ref'erences

Use of uniform tides

Subject analysis

LC Subiect Cataloging
Manuil

Authority files

Personal names

Uniform tides

Corporate names

Subjects

Geographic designations

Automation

Basics of hardware

Computer programming

MARC coding for books

MARC for non-books

Bibliographic utilities

Searching

Inputting and editing

ZJ

10
6

32
I I

I

25
l0
I
4

6
I4

I

26
l3
7

19

I

L7
10
l3
ID

I I

56

34
30

J J

I I

I6

54
40

I

28

30
46

o

60
DJ

39
J '

42

44
OJ

42
36

30
n

Dt)

5 I

33
ZJ

15
t7

16
38
25

20
47
28

20
J /

JD

32

J '

13

I3
30
42

23

JO

34
45

38
43

30
28
23
40

39
M

24
23

I
I8

30

13
22
28

I
13

50
JD

I5
2

54

I
4

12
I

I1

D

12
n

o

I

23
J '

2

18

D

19

4l
42

I

2
3

27

5
I

2

26

1

n

28

Administration of the department

Personnel management

Managing the workllow

10

19
D

2I
L2

5
D

I
2

l6
t4
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TABLE 3

ELEMENTS oF CATALocINc Epucertott Ranrep nv MneNo

Educators Rank Practitioners Rank

AACR2R

Subject analysis

Monographs (description)

Choice of access points

Forrns and {unctions of catalogs

MARC coding lbr books

Cross re{'erences

S ubjects (authority liles)

Personal names

Corporate names

Dewey Decimal classification

Library of Congress classilication

Searching (bib. utfities)

LC Sub. Cdaloging Manual

Unilorm titles (authority file)

Geographic designations

Serials (description)

Use of uni{brm titles

Non-book materials (description)

MARC lbr non-book fbrmats

Shel{lists

LCRI

Other (description)

Basics of computer hardware

I.33 Choice of access Points f.89

I.g8 AACR2R I.92

1.42 Monographs (description) 1.97

I.42 Subject analysis z\s

f 50 MARC coding lbr books 2.08

1.52 Forms and functions of catalogs 2.17

1.59 Cross re{'erences 2,24

1.59 Library of Congress classificatiot 2.27

1.61 Personal names 2'27

L.Il Searching (bib. utihties) 2.30

L.76 Subjects (authority files) 2.32

I.76 Corporate names 2'38

I 83 Serials (description) 2'54

2.04 LC Sub CatalogingMamtal 2.54

2.09 Geographic designations 2'54

2.09 Use of unilbrm titles 2 58

2.16 Uniform titles (authority files) 2.59

2.2r LcRl 2'64

2.26 MARC Ibr non-books 2.71

2.30 Inputting and ediung (bib. utilities) 2.77

2.3I Dewey Decimal classi{ication 2.77

2.33 Basic computer hardware 2.86

2.33 Other(description)

2 43 Shel{lists

2.87

2.90

Inputting and editing (bib utilities) 2.59 Non-book materials (description) 3.02

personnel management 2.70 Knowledge of historical practices 3.07

Managing the workflow 2.73 Managing the worldlow 3 44

Knowledge of historical practices 2.90 Personnel management 3 48

Filing rules 3.I4 Rare books (description) 3 48

Rare books (description) g'I4 Filingrules 3 63

Other classification systems 3.73 Computer programming 3'85

Computer programming 3.82 Other classification systems 3'98

"Elements ranked on a scale from I to 5, with I being the highest possible rank'

solve most of their authority control
problems.- 

The results ol'these rankings led to
some unanticipated observations For in-
stance, educatbrs made clear that they are
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TABLE 4

Hrcu Er,rue NTS oF CltaloclNc
EDUC,ttIoNo

Variance
(vo)

Cataloging rules and procedures

Forms and functions ofcatalogs

Shelflisting

Description

Non-book materials

Classilication

Dewey Decimal Classification

LC Classification

Access points

Cross reI'erences

Subject analysis

Authority ftles

Personal names

Unifbrm titles

Corporate names

Subjects

Ceographic de signations

+22 6

+28 4

+ 25.8

+ 4 t . J

+25.0

+21.8

+2] -4

+29.8

+23.8

+32. I

+40 5

+20.3

'Ranked at least 20 percentage points higher by

educators than by practitioners

diflicult to understand whv so manv of the
elements received markedly higher rank-
ings by the educators-a result which in-
dicates that educators expect entryJevel
catalogers to have a thorough under-
standing of cataloging tools, skills, and
concepts and that they are able to use
them on their own. This observation is
especially perplexing in light of recent
comments by educators regar&ng course
content becoming more generalized. If
that is the case, and educators believe that
an entry-level cataloger should have a
thorough understan&ng of all these ele-
ments, where are the students obtaining
this requisite knowled ge ?

Tun OnyrcrrvEs oF
CereloctNc Epucerrou

If a statement could be made to accurately
characterize where the barrier to commu-

nication between these two groups lies, it

might well describe the educator's lack of

acommon and coherent description of the

chief obiectives of cataloging education.

When asked for a brief outline of what

they believed to be the chief ohectives of

cataloging education, educators' re-

sponses ieflected a wide philosophical

variance. Although theywere limitedto an

outline, the educators' lists of objectives
were somewhat ambiguous and often con-

tradictory; in addition, it was impossible to

identify a common thread. The objectives

of the educators included:

Enable students to rethink cataloging-

launch new &rections.

Theoretical grounding, prof'essionaliza-

tion, holistic view of the enterprise.

To train autonomous professionals. Teach

critical thinking. No compromise with me-

diocrity.

To prepare the student to research (by

doing or reading the lit.) and understand

the way their patrons approach and use

catalogs and prepare catalogs which meet

the patrons'needs, and ofcourse to do all

this in a cost-e{Iective basis in {'ace of ad-

ministration opposition.

Students should receive:

Theoretical underpinnings of in1b. org

Attitude of informed questioning of

standards
Basic training in AACR2,LCC, DDC,

LCSH, MARC

Ability to adapt practice to varying users

and collections
Understanding of automation and

management as catIaloging] tools

In contrast, when practitioners were
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commonly cited objectives included
knowledge of specific tools, orientation to
standards and nrles, understanding of
procedures arid practices, and some kind
of hands-on practice or apracticum. Prac-
titioners also understood that there are
more students in the classroom than fu-
ture catalogers and that this might affect
hovr a course would be taught.

Sunrulnv

Is it likely that consensus will be reached
as to what is essential in cataloging educa-

number of encouraging conclusions and
constructive recommendations that apply
to all participants. Whjle it seems appar-
ent that the theory vs. plactice argument
will continue, most participants agreed
that this is due to the nature of their re-
spective responsibilities. Cataloging edu-
c'ators and 

'practitioners 
have 

-different

(but not opposing) perspectives and func-
tions, and their objectives and goals
should be complementary.

To facilitate the continued effective-
ness of cataloging education, communica-
tion between-the two groups is essential.
Suwey responses indicated a lack of com-
munication-a factor that is especially
frustrating to the practitioners. In an age
of electronic forums and multiple profes-
sional conferences, frequent discussion
should be easy. Technicil services prac-
tices and issues change continually. Dia-
logue and interaction are beneficial to
both groups. Because educators have ac-
cess to students and practitioners have
access to current information and tech-
nology, each has a piece of the puz,le.

The majority of practitioners agree
that cataloging education should provide
a solid the-oraical foundation, but they
would also like to see job applicants with
more direct, hands-on experience. It is
highly recommended that library schools
reevaluate their curricula to ensure tltat a
su{ficient number of cataloging courses

(in all their manifestations, including Bib-
liographic Organization and Control, Or-
ga;iziuon of Materials, etc.) are available.
In the rush to cover all the advances in
information technologr, cataloging
courses should not be diminished or di-

The minilnum cataloging course pre-

need" (Saye 1993) is one excellent solu-
tion. The iesults of this studyindicate that
some library schools have had the fore-
sight to augment the basic cataloging cur-
riiulum with varied and advanced

the basic cataloging class.
How can this all Iit in a one-year pro-

gram? Realistically, it probably cannot. As
dwelopments in information technolory
have aiided new complexities to all aspects
of librarianship, the need for two-year
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of all aspects ol cataloging, then practi-
tioners should respond likewise by ac-
tively recruiting at library schools and by
offering adequate financial compensation
for the increased investment of time and
monev bv students.

The goal common to everyone in-
volved-to develop professionals lbr the
present environment and for the future-
demands discussion and interaction be-
tween library school faculty and catalog-
ing department administrators. With
input from both groups, it should be easier
foi educators to-determine what needs to
be taught, and for them to continue to
balance a critical examination of catalog-
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e&tions of sources and scores as well as
reviews. analvsis and criticism at various
chronologici stages to understand per-
formance history and the creative proc-
ess" (Olsen f987, l). Tucker reminds us
that "new editions do not necessarily su-
persede earlier ones" (1989, 16). ln addi-
tion, many composers over the centuries
have used the same titles for their works
multiple times. Generic or nondistinctive
type-of-composition tides such as "sym-

phony'' or "concerto" require the assis-
iance of the uniform title to identifr, col-
locate, and distinguish such musicalworks
(Smiraglia 1989). The unilbrm title pro-
vides access for works "whose identity
may not be apparent from what appears in
the publication itself'(Tucker 1989, 17).

fhe library community has recognized
for many years that a cooperative ap-
proach to the creation of bibliographic
iecords according to standards is t[e frost
e{ficient and cost-effective approach be-
cause replicated editing ofrecords is labor
intensiv6 and costly. Th"e standards chosen
fbr a retrospective conversion project will
have a wide impact, making "database
quality. . . an economic issue" (Calhoun
I:993,'t5), from the amount of editing
necessary to meet chosen standards
(Lentz i992) to all the functions of an
integrated, automated library.

The Associated Music Libraries Group
(AMLG), established in 1983 (Davidson
1986), was formed for the "express pur-
pose ofconverting the catalogs ofseven of
ihe largest.eseJch music dollections in
the cou-ntry through a cooperative effort"
(Olsen 1987, I). Beginning with a pilot
project in October 1985, Title II-C grants
from the U.S. Department of Educationt
(DOE) Strengthening Research Library
Resources Program were awarded to the
AMLG for coordinated retrospective con-
version. The Title II-C grants are admin-
istered by the DOEt Office of Ubrary
Programs within the Office of Educa-
tional Research and Improvement and
were awarded to research libraries specili-
cally for the twofold purpose of maintain-
ing and strengthening their collections
and making them accessible (Corry 1986,
40). Producing machine-readable catalog
records for the logical national database

(i.e., conceptually the combination of the
OCLC Online Computer Ubrary Center,
Inc.'-s Online Union Catalog, the Research
Libraries Inlbrmation Network (RLIN),
and the Western Librarv Network)
achieves the goals of the T'rile II-C pro-
gram (Ioeb 1992).- 

The AMLGT coordinated conversion
plan utilized national standards and a ma-
lrix based on the Research Libraries
Group (RLG) Music Conspectus (itself

basedon the M schedule of the Ubrary of
Congress Classification). Institutions

"onlrirt"d 
materiils, starting with collec-

tion strengths (Tucker 1989) and took
tums converting catalog cards within the
same matrix groups in an effort to build on
work already accomplished. The project
standards are enumeiated in ?h e Niuinal
Planfor Retrospectioe Conoercion in Mu-
sic (Davidson 1986), and include conver-
sion ofall data in the original record, full
content desigration of data, fields of en-
coded information, and the upgrading o{

bv OCLC in 1984. allowed AMLG to
first replace the existing master bibliog-
raphic remrd in order to add or correct
dita, including updating the headings to
AACR2 {brm. The records were then
cross-loaded into OCLC and RLIN.

The AMLG membership today in-
cludes the music libraries at Comell Uni-
versitv. the Eastman School of Music,
Uarviid University, Indiana University,
Stanford University, the University of
California-Berkeley, Yale University, the

the logical national database twofbldwith
new and enhanced bibliographic records.
At the same time, name authority head-
ings contributed to the Library of Con-
gress Name Authority File (NAF) through
ih" NACO (Name-Authority Coopera-
tive) Music Project (NMP).
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From the initial pilot project year of
1985 through 1992, the AMLG score ret-
rospective conversion project had con-
veied245,2l3 records. ThL categories of
new, enhanced, and updated rec5rds, are
displayed in table l, along with AMLG'S
contribution to authority control during
this period (Koth 1994). Over 94,000 re-
cords added to the national database were
new; over 73,000 records were enhanced.

froma}Vo in 1985-86 to 42Vo in 1991-92,
attests to the efficiency of the coordinated
approach using a matrix to avoid duFlica-
tion of effort. The total number of new
name authority headings was an impres-
sive II,133. Even acursoryglance atthese

Green 1992, I01).
The OCLC Anntnl Report, 1984/85

stated that as offune 30, f985, before the
beginning of the Title II-C pilot year,
there were a reported total of 247,159
records in the scores {brmat (OCLC 1985,
4); at that time, these scores constituted
2.056Vo of the entire Online Union Cata-
log (OLUC). As of fune 30, 199I, there
were 572,L71 records for music scores
(OCI,C f99f, 3), representing a slightly
higher percentage ofthe entire database
at 2.449Vo. The growth in the number of
scores and books between 1985 and 1991
is compared in table 2. Although the pro-
portion of scores to the entire OLUC re-
mains almost t}e same (only a O.393Vo
increase), the rate of growth is higher for
scores than forbooks (37.6V").

Such figures offer supporting evidence
that the AMLG score retrospective con-
version qrants proiect has, indeed, had a
positive"effect bn- the national database
and rectified the relative scarcity of
MARC records for scores. While there are
more machine-readable bibliographic rec-

ords available, the question remains: Can
shared retrospective conversion on a na-
tional scale be shown to reduce time and
expenditures for a local cataloging unit by
facilitatins the conversion of the multitude
of editioniofsources and scores which are
the basis of musical study?

THE STUDY

The University of Illinois at Chicago
(UIC) has had a tra&tion of in-house ret-
rospective conversion since 1978; in 199I
the commitment was made to convert our
remaining musical scores, which num-
bered atlhat time approximately 2,400.
During our local retrospective conversion
proiecl for music scores, I hoped to exam-
ine-the extent to which UIC would benelit
from the AMLG'S cooperative approach
to bibliosraphic and authority control.
"Benefit'vwas defined as identi$ing high-
quality bibliographic records that
matclied the minual catalog cards. Li-
brary of Congress (LC) MARC records,
for instance, 

'are not error-free" but are

ing authority records).

Mntnoool-ocY

At the beginning of the 199I-1992 aca-
demic yei, a slratiffed random sample
was taken from the UIC shelflist ([C

Classification M schedule) to be con-
verted. The size of the sample was based
on an estimated number of conversions
that could be done by a professional cata-
loger devoting twenty percent of her time
to conversion for nine months (approxi-

mately 600). The sample consisted of
broadcategories ofgeneial scores (M 1-3;
I58 items), instrumental music scores
(M6-I490; 207 items), and vocal music
scores (M1495-2I99; I80 items) publish-
ed between 1880 and 1977, and cataloged
between 1965 and 1977. This stratified
approach was chosen to equalize the
slrbneths in the collection and the type of
catalo-ging performed (fully analyzed, par-
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TABLE I

AMLG Scone Rscor{ Pnolncr

New

Bibliographic Records

Enhanel % Updated

Authority
Records

Total Total-NMP

I985-86

r987-88

I988-89

1989-90

I990-9I

r99l-92

Total

r5,o2]^
r9,090
20,252

L2,741

t7,024

10,387

94,5r5

51.00

39.00

36.00
33.00

37.10
39.00
38.54

8,542

15,643

18,974

13,279

r2,003

5,060

73,50r

29.00

33.00

34.00

34.60

26 20

19.00

29.97

5,891 20.00 29,454

13,456 28.00 48,789 984

16,882 30.00 56,108 800

t2,370 33.20 38,390 400

16,371 35.70 45,838 2,700

11,186 42.00 26,634 6,249

76,156 31 06 245,213 11,133

TABLE 2

RECoRDS rN OCLC

Books
Fiscal Year
Ending june 30 o/o lncrease Total 7o Increce

1985

l99t

247,r59

572,L7t 131.50

t0,t44,774

19,835,158 95.52

tially analyzed, or not analyzed collected
sets). After dividing the shelflist into the
three large groups (with the goal of'about
600 records), a sampling fraction was used
for selection. (If, for example, I selected
every sevent-h card fbr one section, I drew
a number blindlv lrom a hat to locate the
beginning card {br the sequence ofseven.)

The initial step in measuring AMLGT
contribution locally involved first tracking
the number of matching AMLG original
and enhanced bibholraphic reclords
found in OCIf and the number of
editings required in each record, and then
comparing the results with LC- and
OClC-member records. Data were col-
lected during conversion to identily the
item and source of cataloging, number of
editings (if any) prompted by the same
national standards practiced by the
AMLG, and the number of access points
contained in each bibliographic record.
Identifying elements included the date of
publication of the item, the date of the-recordt 

entry into OCLC, the latest
OCIC replacement date, and the catalog-
ing agencies involved in the evolution oI

the record (i.e., the OCLC syrnbol {br the
original source of cataloging, inputting
libiary and modi{ying library encoded
in {ieid 040, subfields a, c, and d). The
cataloging and inputting agencies were
identi{ied as DLC/DLC (Library of Con-
gress), Member (OCLC member librar-
ies, including UIC), and Grant (AMLG

participating libraries). At the beginning
of'the proiect, an attempt was made to
include in{'ormation about whether or not
an AMLG library had simply updated a
record, but this eflbrt quicklyproved to be
too time-consuming.

Rnsulrs

Matching bibliographic records were
fbund lbr 532 out of 545, or 92.4Vo, oI the
sample. The original and enhanced
,o,ri.'"t of cataloging are identi{ied in ta-
bles 3 and 4. The bataloging sources ofthe
entire sample are shown in table 3, as
encoded in field 040, subfields a and c.
The 331 DLC/Member records and 8
DLC/Grant records represent U.S. na-
tional union catalog records input into
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TABLE 3

Onrcru oF CATALocTNG

cords in the sample were enhanced by
Grant and Member libraries. Of the 324
records that were enhanced, 64.8l%o were
enharrced by the Grant libraries 29.62Vo
higher than tlle number of Member-en-
hanced records. This is in contrast to their
5.69Vo original cataloging rate.

Editing data were gathered for sepa-
rate elements of the bibliographic record
in three groups: the lixed and "control"

{ields (00X-04X) (Weitz 1990), descrip-
tive {ields (245, 25X,260, 300, 490, and
5XX), and access point lields (DO( 240,
440,6)0( 7XX, and 8XX). Local editings
were based on the descriptive cataloging
rules coded in the record (i.e., AACM or
pre-AACM in ISBD or non-ISBD form)
and MARC coding practice at the time of
conversion, and veri{ication of all head-

{brm in the NAF. Classi{ication was not
considered because of variation in local
practices.- 

Candidates fbr local editing included
incorrect taggmg, incorrect or missing
subfield coding, absence of {ields or ele-
ments in the fiied {ield, computer-gener-
ated AACR2 fbrms of music publisher
number notes in a pre-AACftZ record
(field 028), clerical errors (spelling and

fbr editinq during the conversion process,
an averag; of2.793 edits per record. The
number and {ield locaUon of editing is
indicated in table 5. Corrections made in
the fixed and control fields accounted {br
almost half of the total number of edits,
and twice as many as in the descriptive
portion of the remrd. As can be seen in
lable 6. II0 records Q\.I8VI of the total
sample) did not need any editing at all.
onli ZZS records AI.28V, of t[-e total
,o*pl"; were error-free in the fixed and
control Iields.

Frequency

DLC/DLC

DLC/grant

DLC/member

Grant

Member

Total

I I

8

33r

3 I

L64

)4J

2.Q2

r47

60.73

5.69

30.09

100.00

TABLE 4

Souncs oF ENHANCED Rsconos

Frequency Vo

Grant

Member

None

Total

TABLE 5

OccuRnrNce oF EDITING

Occurence

2r0 38.53
rr4 20.s2
22L 40.55

545 100.00

Fixed/control

Descriptive

Access

Total

698

329

495

t,522

OCI,C. and include two "DLC/UIC" re-
cords. The 164 Member records include
11 UIC records (no match {bund in the
OLUC). The apparent disparity between
the number of DLC, Grant, and Member
records may simply be a result oI'the f'act
that both the LC and the AMLG libraries
were outnumbered by OCLC Member
Iibraries (eight libraries versus hundreds
of libraries). This disparity becomes even
more striking when considering source of
cataloging and inputting libraries (field
040, subfields a and c) only. Between
Member original cataloging and input of
LC cataloging ( DlC/lvlember), Members
represent almost 917o of the entire sample.

The occurrence and identilication of
enhanced records (field 040, subfield d) is
shown in table 4. Almost 60Vo o[ the re-
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TABLE 6

Ennon-Fnnn Reconps

Location by Field Occurrence

Fixed/control

Descriptive

Access point

AII Iields

While it is difficult to compare the 11
LC records with the other 210, the results
of the study show an LC mean editing rate
of' 1.091 per record. Could this be the
ideal of cataloging perf'ection? Grant li-
braries inputting LC cataloging came in
second with a mean editing rate of 3.000
per record; while original citaloging lrom
the Grant libraries had an even higher
mean rate of 3.381. Continuing in this
vein, at the rate of 3.93 edits per record,
we are much less likely to treat original
Member cataloging like DLCI/DLC. And
finally, what may be most interesting is
that the highest mean rate of editing, at
4.34, belonged to Member libraries input-
ting LC cataloging. Considering thi ac-
cepted quality of LC cataloging, one
can only speculate as to the level of
training of staff doing the inputting at
Member libraries. In 1981, Smiraglia and
Papakhian reported a mean editing rate of
8.6 per record in their sample of OCLC
bibliographic records {br current music
scores (1981, 269). The authors noted
similar results in that the ereatest number
oferrors occurred in the fixed and control
fields, and the least in the access point
lields.

The di{I'erence between the means of
editing fbr the entire record {rom these
various libraries' original cataloging is not
statistically signi{icant within a 99Vo con-
fidence rate. What is statistically signi{i-
cant is shown in the means for the
Fixed,/Control fields editing. The p-value
(0.0003) indicates a relationship between
the origin of the cataloging and the num-
ber of errors in the lixed and control

zzD

o J a

26I

l I0

There were 221 bibliographic records
from the sample of 545 that consisted of
original cataloging, without enhance-
ment, in the OCLC database (40.55Vo).
Both the categories and frequencies of
original cataloging sources and inputting
libr-aries, as wel aithe means for th^e trum]
ber of e&ts necessary for these records,
are displayed in table 7. DLC/DI-C ac-

38.91Vo. These diff'erences may simply be
a matter of the number of librariei (i.e.,
one Library of Congress, seven AMLG
Grant libraries, and hundreds of OCLC
Member libraries). It is also possible that,
since UIC's music collection supports an
undergraduate music program, AVtLCt
unique contribution to the OCLC data-
base will not be observed in this particular
sample.

TABLE 7

Eorrttc FREeuENcy rN OnrcrNel CerelocrNc

DLC/
DLC

DrcI DLC/
Grant Member

Obsewations

Fixed/control

Descriptive

Access

Means

I I

0.545

0.000

o.545

1.09r

o

1.833

0.667

0.500

3.000

J I

2.320

0.649

1.371

4.340

Z I

I .048

r 048

I 286

3.381

86

t.512 0.0003

0.649 0.0127

1.337 0.2567

3.930 0.OL72

P-values are the p-values for the P-test of equality ofthe means.
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TABLE 8

ANalvsrs on EoIrINc op EunlNcrp Crr,uocrNc

Not Enhanced Grmt Member

Observations

Fixed/control

Descriptive

Access

Means

22r

r.783
0.824

1.285
3.891

2L0

0.629

0.357

0.562

1.548

Il4

r.509
0.632

0.816

2.956

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.000I

fields. Evidently, these lields pose more of

use of them. Continuing education pro-
grams and the continuing development
of user-friendly documentation may im-
prove fixed and control fields coding
practice.- 

Thus far, I have been verymnservative
by using the 997o confidence rate. Were I
to choose to liberalize my con{idence rate
to 95Vo, the figures in table 7 reveal a
slightly different picture. The p-values in
table 7 indicate that a relationship exists
between the five categories of cataloging
origins and the mean number of errors at
a confidence rate higher than 957o in
t}rree cases: Fixed./Control fields (0.0003),
Descriptive lields (0.0127), and the entire
record (0.0172). No relationship exists be-
tween the origin of cataloging and the
number of errors in Access lields (p-value
of 0.2567), even at the 95Vo confidence
rate. The OCLC correction programs fbr
headings might account for this lack of
relationship.

The number of enhanced records en-
countered during conversion and the
means for the number of edits performed
in each category are displayed in table 8.
A total of324 records were enhanced by
Grant or Member libraries (59.45Vo),
while 221 were not enhanced. Grant li-
braries enhanced 210 records (64.8LVo);
Member libraries enhanced 114 records,
or 35.l8%o of324. These Iigures portray a
much different picture from the Grant
Iibraries' total original cataloging contri-

bution of 9.5OVo. The analysis of the
means fbr the number of edits indicates a
signilicant difference between all three
groups in each area of the bibliographic
ircord. This is a clear indication that the
OCLC Enhance Program significantly
improves the database when performed
un-der mnditions which include account-
ability, quality control, and a cataloger
commitrirent'to standards, such as ihe

the enhance library clearly is an advance
in cooperative cataloging.

The second half of this examination,

ered in the previous discussion, I will now
lbcus on th6 number of verifted headings,

Headings introduced into our local online
public catalog, LUIS, for the fust time
ivere counte-d in a separate tally. The
complete Library of Congress Subject
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TABLE 9

AccESS POINTS VrntFtep

Uni{brm title

Verifed

New

Total

Means

4L7

455

872

r.60

24

8

32

0.058

206

47

ZJJ

4.64

295

2L0

bUJ

0.926

889

889

1.63

r,831

720
2,55r
4.68

TABLE IO

SoURCE oF AUTHoRITY Reconos

Permqal Name

No Vo

Corporate Name

No Vo

Series Title

No. '/o

Uni{brm Title

No Vo

LC

Grant

Other

UIC

Total

754

4L

69

8

872

86.47

4.70

7.9r

0.92

I00.00

82.6I

0.00

7.90

9.49

I00.00

20I

14

258

32

505

39.80

2.77

51.09

6.34

r00.00

30

I

I

0

32

93.750

3. I25

. t . l z J

0,000

100.000

209

0

20

253

Heail,ings (LCSH) Iile was not available in
the online catalog during the UIC conver-
sion project, so the 889 headings were
manually verified against LCSII and the
Sufiect Cataloging Manual; no attempt
waimade to ind'ica'te whether or not ind-i-
vidual subject headings were new to the
catalog. There are a total of 2,551 head-
inss in table 9; each ofthe 545 records in
thE sample had an average ol'4.68 access
points hladings which wlre verified each
time they weie encountered. A total of
720 headings were new to the catalog,
representing 28.22Vo of the total number
ofhea&ngs-and arr average of 1.32 new
headings per record.

The sources of the authority records
are identifted in tables 10 and II, and
were based on the field 040 ofthe author-
itv record. The overwhelming maiority oI'
htadings, 8l.49Vo,were from"the-Ubiary
of Conhess, which should not be a sur-
prise since it is the LC's authority file. The
NACO Music Project (NMP) began to
contribute authority records to the LC's
Name Authority File after the pilot year
of the retrospective conversion grants.
NACO headings were reported in the fi-
nal report fbr the 1987-88 grant. Ofthe

personal name headings, 86.46Vo were
iiom LC. 4.70Vo I'romGiant libraries, and
7.TlTo from other NACO libraries.

The figures in table 10 for the source
of the authority records, and {igures in
table 11 {br the source of new authority
records in the local catalog, basically

the percentage in table l0 (8.357o vs.

4.7Vi, and 14.287o vs. 7.917o). Other
NACO libraries submitted series author-

In comparison, LC records represenUng
77.627i of new unilbrm tides and Other
NACO libraries representing L5.7IVo are
shown in table 1I^. The Grant libraries'
numbers and percentages may- 1o! be
large {br thls sample, but they did help to
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TABLE 11

SouRcn oF Nsw Aurnonrrv RECORDS

Pers Cotp
Name % Name

Series Uniform
Vo Title 7o Title

LC

Grant

Other

None

Total

344

38
DD

8

4DD

75.60

8.35

t4.28

1 7 6

100 00

87.50

0 0 0

12 50

0.00

100.00

6I.70

0.00

23 40

14 89

I00.00

163
o

D

2r0

77.62

4.28

15.71

2.38

r00.00

./

0

I

0

8

29

0

I 1

7

47

keep the original creation of authority re-
cords to alow 2.77Vo. Further series title
authoritywork might be appropriate, con-
sidering iltat I4.89Vo of the series title
authority work had to be done locally (see
table 10).

CoNcl-usroN

Based on these results, one may conclude
that the AMLG Title II-C grants for ret-
rospective conversion have-indeed made
music retrospective conversion "easier fbr
other libraries" (Koth 1992, 77). The
number of original catalog records from
the Grant libraries and the correspon&ng
mean number of editings were not shown
to be difl'erent {rom Member libraries'
records in a statistically significant man-
ner in this particular sample. On the other
hand, enhanced records liom the Grant
libraries made up 38.53Vo of the entire
sample of 545 and exhibited high quality,
measurable by the mean number of
e&tings per record which were shown to
be statistically significant. The enhanced
records increased efficiency lbr the local
library and made score retrospective con-
version more "cost e{I'ective in the na-
tional context" (Tucker 1989, 27). The
cost to retrospectively convert a catalog
card was $7.83 per record {br the pilot
grant in r985i86 (Olsen 1987, 3). UC-
Berkeley converted records at the rate of
$9.75 per record in 1987/88 and $1I.75
per record in 1988/89 (Tucker 1989, 27).
In the face of these seemingly rising costs,
UIC was able to convert the sample at the
rate of $7.69 per record in 1991/92 (this
includes the time spent on data collec-
tion). Without the original and enhanced

cataloging and name authority remrds
from the Grant hbraries. conversion could
have cost $9.68 or more per record (an
increase oI20Vo).

The contrasting results between origi-
nal and enhanced bibliographic remrds
suggest that two types ofskills are needed
by catalogers fbr retrospective conversion
and cataloging in general. The "compos-

ing skill" (Shaughnessy 1977) used in the
course of cataloging is much different
from the editorial skill needed {br proo{'-
rea&ng. Every teacher of English can as-
sign spelling and grammar drills to com-
position students, but the compositions do
irot show sigrificant improvement until
the students learn how to proofread. They
learn to watch {br troublesome patterns,
whether they are perfbrmance-based er-
rors in transcription or percepfual errors
while reading the text; they look things
up when they have a nagging question,
and oroofiead in a different environment
wheie,ner possible. These issues, I believe,
are also valid in the cataloging venue.

With this studywe only begin to meas-
ure the total efl'ect of the AMLG grants. I
have shown that the enhanced records
Iiom AMLG provided the benefit of qual-
ity bibliographic records for the conver-
sion process, but am unable to showin this
brief study the extent to which ref'erence
services, internal circulation, and re-
source sharing have been impacted. A
high-quality database can "improve the
prlcision oi'reference searching and en-
hance the usefulness of online displays ol
search results . . . . [It can also] maximize
the library's investment in acquiring and
orqanizing its collection, because if *re

"ut"uloe 
ii accurate and easy to use, it
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connects the users with the library's re-
sources" (Calhoun 1993).
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Noles on Operolions
EDI/EDIFACT

Sondro K. Pqul

The term electronic data interchange lDas created by American National
Standnrds Institute-Accredlted Standards Comrnittee X12. EDI has been
used to d.escribe both the comna.mication of business transactions betu;een
computers andthe assmption that there is no mnntnl intensenti,on required
to process those comnunications. The [J. S. gooernment faces a mnnd.ate frorn
Presidmt Clinton tlwt 'aII U.S. grnernment procurempnt...be acconl.-
plXlwd through electronic c.omnterce," using X12 and EDIFACT transaction
sets, bg the year 7997. This means that routine operations oiII be turned ooer
to intelligent computer systena, so that books are replaced. ahen lost, cata-
logingis obtainedfor nero purchases, books andimrnals are checkedin and

financial functions performed uithout----or u>l.th minimal--kumnn interaen-
tion. In order to eutomnte mundane and. repetitioe functions perfomwd in
resources and techni,cal senices areas. transaction sets are needed to couer
a oariety of furctions. Today oe are uorking on Xl2 subsets for prooiding
basic infomtation about neu.t titles, changes to book and jounwl prices, the
shipment of specfi.c issrrcs of journals, andthe contents of boxes of books.

DEFTNITToN or Tnnus

EDI

Before we can ar'alyze the effects that
EDI and EDIFACT will have on the li-
brary community, we must begin with a
brief de{inition of terms and concepts.
Twenty years ago, before the term Elec-
tronic Data Interchange and the acronym
EDI came into vogue, the Book Industry
Sptems Advisory Committee (BISAC)
was probably the frst U.S. group to de-
velop standardized formats fdr colmputer-
to-computer communication. Based on
eighty-column card formats and ffxed-
length fields and records, BISACT origi-
nal Purchase Order, Order Acknowledge-
ment, Invoice, and Title Status formats

are still the basic communication fbrmats
in use in the publishing, book retailing,
wholesaling, and library communities
today.

The term electronic data interchnnge
(EDI) was created by the American Na-
tional Standards Institute's Accredited
Standards Committee X12 (ANSI ASC
X12) when it was formed in 1979. EDI has
been used to descibeboth the communi-
cation of business transactions between
computers and. the assumption that no
manual intervention is required to process
those communications. For instance,
when a book is to be purchased, an order
is generated by a library computer and
transmitted to a vendort computer where
the order is processed, filled, and billed by

SANDRA K. PAUL is President, SKP Associates, New York, New York. Manuscript received
December 20, 1994; accepted for publication December 3I, 1994.



the vendor system without the need for a
human to int'erpret any information on the
purchase order itself. The communica-
tions developed bv ASC X12 became
ANSI standaids. *d *" all numbered in
the series XI2 (i.e., ANSI X12.5 is the
ANSI Control Structures for Electronic
Data Interchange). Each "transaction set"
(a standardized set of communication pa-
rameters and fixed set of data elements
and data element values for each type of
business transaction) is qovemed bV one
datadictionaryandone *6t of oynt* *1"..

EDIFACT

When the first ANSI X12 transaction set,
the Purchase Order. came into use in the
United States, it came to the attention of
European buyers and sellers. With par-
ticipation from those active in the U.S.
EDI community, the United Nations Eco-
nomic Commission for Europe (UN/
ECE) created an EDIFACT (EDI for Ad-
ministration, Commerce and Transport)
Purchase Order in 1986. The EDIFACT
Syntax and Data Dictionaries, which are
different from their Xl2 counteryarts,
were approved by UN/ECE in 1987. The
EDIFACT syntax was approved by the
International Organization for Stand-
ardization in 1987, where it became the
standard ISO 9735.

After reviewing their role as the leader
fbr EDI in the United States, and to en-
sure that lhe United States can participate
in world trade as an equal parlner, if not
as theleade4 the membership ol'ASCXl2
voted to adopt the EDIFACT Syntax in
1997.

WnnnnA-nn Wn Hr.eprl?

The U.S. government faces a mandate
from President Clinton that "all U.S. gov-
emment procurement [must] be acc6m-
plished through electronic commerce" us-
ing X12 and EDIFACT transacuon sets,
by the year 1997. Certainly, those selling
books and journals to military bases and
military and other federally supported
schools, those supplying research results
to the Government Printinq Of1ice, and
those in federal libraries wiihing to pur-
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chase light bulbs or books are being asked
to convert to EDI. Can the rest of the
librarv communitv be {'ar behind? Can the
systems vendors continue to ignore the
X12 and EDIFACT formats. concentrat-
ing instead on developing new systems
support for "{ront desk" rather than back
room functions and continuing to rely on
the unique and outdated BISAC fixed fbr-
matsP (As this is written, BISAC and
SISAC-the Serials Industry Systems Ad-
visory Committee-are both in the proc-
ess of publishing XI2 transaction subsets
approp-riate for library acquisitions. At its
March 18, 1994, meeting BISAC asked
that ANSVNISO 239.49, the original
fixed Purchase Order, be withdrawn as an
ANSI standard, rather than updating it to
incorporate modifications made in the de-
velopment of the XI2 transaction subset.
That request is in ballot, closing in fanuary
1995, bv NISO.)

ASC X12 has developed its own con-
cept fbr the future and describes it in
'Vision of the Future State: EDI and ASC
XI2." This document stresses the use of
EDI to implement business strategies and
describes the "virtual enterprise" in which
organizations can, through electronic
commerce, achieve optimized trading re-
lationships beyond those available today.
It describes the evolution through which
EDI will accommodate flexible forms of
data interchange well beyond the elec-
tronic imitations of tradiUonal docu-
ments, and then provides a transition plan
to reach this goal.

Another area I find very exciting is
"interactive EDI," where responses are
received in the same session a query is
made, rather than in the batch "store-and-
forward" mode used todav. Stimulated bv
the health car" 

"ornpo.r.ttt 
of its membei-

ship, X12 is looking into transactions that
will allow, for instance, hospitals to verify
a patient's coverage online, during the ad-
mission procedure.

How Wrr-r- Tnrs Cn,lNcn rnr
Lrnnenv Wonr,o?

Today it is generally acquisition librarians
who are most familiar with EDI transac-
tions. vet both within and outside of
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academic institutions the technology is
not limitedto that area. Academic admini-
stration offices, for instance, have been
requesting, sending, and receiving stu-
dent transcripts using X12 transaction sets
for several years. Similarly, those respon-
sible for health benefits in academia, busi-
ness, and all other communities currently
use X12 transaction sets to purchase
medical insurance, make claims against
those policies, and receive policy pay-
ments. Within a year, hospitals and doc-
tors will be able to use interactive EDI-
FACT formats to determine the level of
insurance coverage for their patients and
to write and verifr prescriptions.

As individuali, we wlil all find our-

ganizations do today.- 
What will these changes mean to peo-

ple in resources and technical services? I

ihitrk it means that routine operations will

without, or with minimal, human inter-

vention. Such a scenario should, if we de-
velop our work habits properly, provide
those in resources and technical sewices
with the time to address the purchasing,
cataloqrnq, and processing of titles-tasks
which"ca;ot Ue hanatea without manual
intervention because they require the
thoughtful analysis of a professional.

To achieve this end, we must move
those of the book industryt 904 U.S. or-
ganizations (with 3,905 locations) and 20

eanadian organizations said to be using
EDI from the fixed to the X12 and then
EDIFACT formats. BISAC and SISAC

incorporate X12 formats within their sys-
tems,^ these vendors cited two require-
ments. The first is alibrary subset of trans-

actions which would be created in all li-

Conference in Miami.
The second of the vendors' require-

ments is that they be able to transmit EDI
transactions over the Internet. Indeed, a{'-
ter months of electronic discussion, the

standard.

Tn-lNsecnox SETs Musr BE
Cnurro ro MEET Furunr

Nrnos oF LIBRABTANS

In order to automate mundane and repeti-

tive functions perfbrmed in resources and

technical services areas, transaction sets

can handle book and serial ordering, order

acknowledgement, and invoicing. We can

handle s"rial clti*. and claim responses.
We are looking at the scope to be included
in purchase order change transaction sets
*i hu't 

" 
nearlvcompleted a payment ad-

vice. We in BISAC and SISAi siand ready
to learn what else would be helpful to

librarians.
We do know, fbr instance, that there is

still much to be done in the legal and

business arenas to accommodate EDI. As



ing and accounting practices governed by
U.S. and intemational laws and customs
will see more ofthis type of change as EDI
is implemented more broadly throughout
the world.

As noted earlier, Xl2 has agreed to
move to the EDIFACT syntax in 1997.
Work is already underway by the Euro-
pean book and serial EDI standards
group, EDIIEUR, to develop EDIFACT
transactions comparable to those we now
have inX12. The European group is using
the EANCOM subset oI EDIFACT.
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which will be one which the U.S. will
support. BISAC has been asked to com-
ment on the EDITEUR formats. and
SISAC will be asked to do the same in the
{uture. We look forward to working with
EDITEUR in the development of what
will truly be a complete set of intema-
tional standards for communication be-
tween those in the global publishing,
wholesaling and library communities,
ready lbr II.S. adoption ind implementa-
tion in 1997.

HANDS-ON PRESERVATION WORKSHOPS

The Milton S. Eisenhower Library of The Johns Hopkins
University with funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities
will offer hands-on work-shops in basic and advanced preservation
techniques during 1995:

o Basic Book Repair (includes take-home repair kit)
o Advanced Book Repair
o Advanced Enclosures
o Treatment of Older General Collections
. Disaster Preparedness/Recovery

These wo*shops continue and expand on the successful presenation training
at Johns Hopkins. Early inquiies are recommended.

For more information contact:

Ms. Stuart Ittner. Administrative Office
Milton S. Eisenhower Library
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

(410) sr6-8326
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Nonbook Mqferiqls:
Their Occurrence ond
Biblioglqphic DescriPtion
in Conodion Librories

Jeon Weihs ond Lynne C. Howorth

OoertheLast thirty years nonbookn
in libraries and i.n library m'talogs
7992 roas dBrsoted' to examining t
nonbook materials in Canadian lib

l-/ espite the fact that nonbook mate-
rials havi been part of libraries for many
vears and that previous generations have
struggled with ihe bibLolraphical control
of these materials, it was not until the
1960s that the majority of libraries in

North America either included some me-
dia in their collections orwere aware that
they should consider their inclusion. Bib-
Iiographic control of nonbook materials
wai diflicult in the 1960s, and the publi-
cation of the Angla-American Cataln$ng
Rules: North American Text (AACKI) in
1967 failed to ease the situation because
Part III of the text, which dealt with non-
book materials, was written in great haste
and without consultation with catalogers
outside of the Library of Congress (LC).

Two major problems emergecl. First,

there were no rules lbr some of the mate-
rials that might be found in a library's
collection. Secondlv, the rules for non-

book materials were written for single-
medium catalogs and resulted in unac-
ceptable probl-ems for libraries that
*iihrd to interlile the records for all ma-

terials in one catalog. The British, in fact,
reiected Part III of the rules, and chose
not to publish it as part oftheir text.

Th6refore. in tha 1960s, because there
were no satisfactory universally accepted
rules {br cataloging all nonbook materials
and because librarians were unfamiliar
with many of these materials, mediawere
often stoied uncataloged in workrooms.
Over the next decade these materials
slowly, but steadily, made their way into
Iibrary catalogs.

IEAN WErHs is Principal Consultant, Technical Services Group, Toronto; LYNNE C. HOWARTH is

hssistant Proter.o., Faculty of Library and Information Science, University of Toronto. Manu-

script received December-6, 1994; accepted for publication December 31' 1994'



The publication of the Anglo-Ameri-
can Cataloguing Rules, second edition
(AACR2) in 1978 was a milestone for non-
book materials. An intemationally recog-
nized, standard cataloging tool finally ac-
knowledged nonbook materials as full
members of a library collection by provid-
ing integrated rules lbr all media then
found in libraries. However, even as late
as 1988 some librarians remained con-
cemed about accessibility. Verna Urbanski,
aoprominent nonbook librarian, stated her

Media is a rich resource and, as with print
material, the ability to use it depends on
patrons' knowing what is available. It
seems contrad.ictory that of all library ma-
terials, audiovisual material is o{ien the
most costly and the least likely to receive
full cataloging. (Urbanski 1988, 6r)
Part ofthe present studywas designed

to examine whether this concern is still
valid in the 1990s.

TIrB Mur-rruEDrA LTBRARY

The {irst article in this fbur-part series has
described the sbucture and methodology
of the research study. One part of the
study was designed to consider the degree
to which nonbook materials have pene-
trated libraries, whether they are cata-
loged, and, if so, to what extent they are
cataloged by the most recent intemation-
ally recognized standard, the AACR2,
1988 revision (AACR2R).

Forty-four of the 336 respondents
(l.S.IVo) reported that they collected all
nine nonbook media types speci{ied on
the survey form. University libraries were
the leaders in multimedia collections,
with 18 out of the 49 libraries (36.7Vo)
reporting possession ofthe nine nonbook
media types. The ffgures for libraries as
categorized by collection size show that 14
out of the 30 libraries with collections of
more than one million items (46.7Vo) re-
ported all nine types in their libraries.

On the other end, 18 respondents
(5.4Vo) stated that their libraries mntain
no nonbook materials. Special libraries
were the leading "nonbook-free" institu-
tions, while no uiriversity library reported
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this condition. Because no libraries with
collection sizes of 100.000 or more re-
ported alack ofnonbook materials, size of
collection may be a factor in the acquisi-
tion of nonbook materials.

Where no response was made on the
survey form to a question about a particu-
lar medium, it was assumed that a library
did not have this medium in its collection.
One college library with fewer than
100,000 iteins did not indicate the type of
materials in their collection or the method
of cataloging, stating only that all catalog-
ing was done by the College Bibliocentre.
Because this library was thus excluded
{iom consideration in this part of our ex-
amination, the {bllowing changes in the
resDonse pool should be noted: the total
.rrrirb"r oi r"*ponses tbr types of libraries
was reduced to 335, the number of college
libraries was reduced to 37. the total num-
ber of libraries responding to size of col-
lection dropped to 330, and the number
of libraries having collection sizes of I'ewer
than 100,000 items was reduced to 223.

Of the 317 libraries that reported in-
cluding nonbook materials in their collec-
tions, 115 (36.3Vo) apply AACMR to all
materials. A further 87 libraries use
AACR2R excllsively, but there are certain
types of nonbook materials that they do
not catalog. These {igures indicate that
63.7Vo of respondents are providing cata-
log records using the current standard. An
ad&tional 36 respondents reported the
application of AACB2R to most of their
materials; however, they report using dif-
ferent methods to describe particular
types of materials. These methods include
one or more of the fbllowing: AACR2,
AACRL, "other," or not cataloged. In sum,
a total of 238 respondents (75.IVo) re-
ported using AACR2R fbr all or part of
their nonbook materials.

Seventy-six respondents (24.07o) re-
ported not using AACR2R to organize
their nonbook materials. Of these, 36
(Ll.4Vo) said they do not catalog any non-
book materials, 22 (6.9Vo) use "other"
methods, 15 (4.7Eo) use AACR2, and 3
(0.9Vo) we AACRI. With one exception (a
government library with fewer than
100,000 items), Iibraries using out-of-date
AACR editions for nonbook materials re-
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ported that they also apply them to their
book collections. With two exceptions
(one college and one university with col-
lection sizes of 100,000 to 500,000 items),
use of out-of'-date procedures was {bund
in libraries with fewer than 100,000 items,
mostly in special and government librar-
ies. Because these libraries appear to have
made a decision not to keep abreast of the
latest cataloging practicesl the problems
associated with out-of-date bibliographic
records applies equallyto allparts oftheir
collections, books as well as nonbook ma-
terials. The impact of the contribution of
nonstandard cataloging on bibliographic
networks has been explored in the third
article in this series.

The small number of school libraries
drat responded to the suwey produced
data too sparse fbr meaningf'ul statistical
manipulation. While the figures for school
libraries have been included in the tables,
no in{'erences have been made concerning
their treatment ol nonbook materials.

VlononnconDINcs

It was both surprising and elpected that
the medium with the highest percentage
of inclusion in library collections was
videorecordings. This Iinding is suqprising
because, with the exception of computer
files and laser optical discs, all other media
have been available to libraries fbr a
longer-and in some cases much longer-
period of time. It is, at the same time,
expected because oI'our societyt attach-
ment to television.

More than 78.2Vo (262 of 335) of all
types oflibraries reported having videore-
cor&ngs in their collections, ranging liom
libraries that {'ell into the "other" category
at 92.6Vo (25 of 27) to special libraries at
60.0Vo (45 of 75) (table 1). These high
percentages were generally found among
all libraries, regardless oftheir collection
size, with the percentage of inclusion ris-
ing {rom the smallest category (f'ewer than
100,000 items) at 74.4Eo (L66 of 223) to
the two largest categories (500,000 to one
million volumes and more than one mil-
lion items) both at 9OVo (9 of 10 and 27 of
30) (table 2).

Videorecordings were a close semnd
to sound recordirigs in terms of the per-
centage oflibraries that reported catalog-
ing their collections. Survey responses
showed that 89.3Vo (234 o1262) of librar-
ies catalog their videorecordings, with
72.lVo (189 oI 262) using AAC.R2R, 6.IVo
(16 o1262) using other editions oI AACR,
andII.l%o (29 of 262) using other catalog-
ing methods. As can be seen in table 3,
l0.7Vo (28 of 262) of libraries that have
videorecording leave their collections un-
cataloged. Libraries with fewer than
100,000 items were the least Iikely to ap-
ply AACR2R to videorecordings and the
most likely to apply other cataloging
methods or leave their collections uncata-
Ioged. In I'act, when responses {br so-
cailed"larger" libraries (those with collec-
tion sizes of more than 100,000 items) are
combined and compared with replies
from "smaller" Iibraries (those with fewer
than 100,000 items), an association be-
tween collection size and use of other
editions oI AACR or "other" cataloging
methods is detected using Pearson's Chi-
square test (p < 0.001): Smaller libraries
are more likely to catalog videorecordings
using a code other than AACR2R
(AACR2, AACRI, or "other") than are
larger }ibraries.

Mtcnoronus

Microfbrms had the second largest per-
centage (74.67o) (250 of 335) of inclusion
in Iibrary collections. The common per-
ceotion ol heaw use of this medium in
university and 

'college 
libraries is sup-

ported both in table l-which shows
95.9Vo (47 of 49) and 86.5Vo (32 of 37)
inclusion, respectively, among these t)?es
of libraries-and in table 2-which shows
9O.OVo (9 of 10) inclusion among libraries
with collection sizes of 500,000 to one
million items and 96.7Vo (29 o{'30) in
Iibraries with more than one million
items. A substantial percentage (87.9Vo;
58 of66) ofgovernment libraries possess
microfbrms. Microlbrms were least likely
to {ind a home in libraries hol&ng {'ewer
than 100,000 items (67.IVo, f5I of 223),
where they were also least likely to be
cataloged (55.UEo,83 of 151).
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TABLE 1

Fonuers op NoNsoor Mrrsnr,{rs rN Tvpss on Lrsnenres

T1'pe of Library

Carto-
Sound graphic

Rec files
Video

Rec
Micro-
{brms Comp Film Music Graphic 3-D

College (37)

Univ. (49)

Public (70)

School  ( l I )

Govt. (66)

Dpeclar ( /D/

Other (27)

Total

Y 81.I 86.5 74.9

N r3 .5  54  16 .2

NR 5 .4  8 . r  5  4

Y 83 7 95.9 79.6 7L4 75.5

N r2.2 4.t 16.3 20 4 r8.4

N R  4 . r  0 0  4 1  8 2  6 . 1

Y 87 2 65 7 88.6 67.1 3t.4

N 7.r 22.9 5.7 24.3 54.3

NR 5.7 tt .4 5.7 8.6 14.3

Y 81.8 36 4 727 54.5 63 6

N  0 . 0  2 7 2  9 1  1 8 . 2  r 8 2

NR 18.2 36.4 18 2 27.3 18 2

Y 92.6 66.7 74.r

N 0.0 25.9 22.2

NR 7.4 7.4 3.7

Y 78.2 74 6 69 8 57.9
N r3.r t5.2 2r.2 29.9

NR 8.7 10.2 9.0 L2.2

73.0 67.6 75.7 43.2 5r.4 32.4
r8.9 24.3 18 9 5r.4 35.I 43.3
8.r 8.r 5.4 5.4 13.5 24.3

Y 77.8 87.9 50.0 51.5 54.5 43.9 13 6 24.2 10.6

N r5.7 9.1 36.4 36 4 34.9 47.0 71.2 59 r 74.2

NR 7.6 3 0 13 6 r2.r l0 6 9.I r5.2 16.7 I5.2

Y 60.0 60.0 57.4 38.7 38 7 s0.7 r3.3 22.7 r4.7
N 24.0 20.0 29.3 41.3 42 7 45.3 62.7 57.3 62.7

NR 16.0 20.0 13 s 20 0 18.6 24.0 24.0 20.0 22.6

653 653 6 t .2  490

28.6 28.6 28.6 42.8

6 .1  6 .1  10 .2  8 .2

60 0 65.7 34.3 22.8

30 0 31 4 51.4 58.6

10.0 2.9 14.3 18.6

45.4 54.5 36.4 27.2

36.4 27.3 86.4 36.4

I8.2 18 2 27 2 36.4

59 3 70.4 59.3 40.7 55.6 44 5

33 3 22.2 29.6 48 2 33.3 40 7

7 .4  7 .4  11 .1  r r  r  11 .1  14  8

52 3 52.3 38.5 37.3 25.4

35.5 35.5 49 3 47.2 56.4

I2.2 I2.2 r2.2 15.5 18.2

Y = in collection; N = not in collection; NR = no r€sponse
Decimals have been rounded

Microforms ranked sixth in terms of
the percentage oflibraries that, according
to responses, catalog this medium. It
should be noted that an analysis of the
answers on the survey {brm lbr the type of
code used to cataloq micro{brms wai not
as straightforward as itwas {br manyother

nonbook materials. This is because many
libraries derive catalog records from the
Library of Congress (LC) copy and LC
rule interpretations mandate AACRL
pracdce {brparts of the micro{brm catalog
record. This mixture of rules from di{I'er-
ent AACR edidons may have con{used
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TABLE 2

Fonuers oF NoNBooK MetnRIels IN SIZES or Cot-t-scrloNs

Sound
Rec

Carto-
graphic

Files
Size of
Collection

>100,000

(223)

r00,000-
500,000
(i0)

500,000-
1,000,000
(30)

< I million

(30)

Total

Y

N

N R

Video
Rec

74.4

15.7

9.9

Micro-
Ibrms

67.7

20.2

12. I

61 .4

26.9

tr.7

48.0

37.2

14.8

44.8

41.3

13.9

4 4 4

41.3

14.3

29.6

54.7

ID. T

28.7

DJ.4

17.9

3-D

19.7

6r.5
18.8

Film Music

Y 85.I 85.1 82.I

N II .9 8.9 I4.9

NR 3.0 6.0 3.0

76 r 58.2 59.7 44.8 44.8 25.4

17.9 34.3 34.3 52.2 46.3 56.7

6.0 7.5 6.0 3.0 8.9 r7.9

90.0 70.0 70.0 50.0

0.0 30.0 20.0 30.0

10 0 0.0 10.0 20.0

Y

N

NN

90.0 90.0 100.0 90.0 80.0

0.0 0 0 0.0 10.0 10.0

10.0 10.0 0.0 0 0 l0 0

Y 90 0 96.7 90.0 80 0

N 3.3 0.0 3.3 13.3

NR 6.7 3.3 6.7 6.7

83 3 90.0 76.7 70.0 53.3

10.0 13.3 16.7 20.0 36.7

6.7 6.7 6.6 r0 0 r0.0

Y

N

N R

78.5

13.3

8 .2

74.5 69.4 57.9 52.1

15.5 2L.5 30.3 36.I

10 .0  9 . r  r t  8  1 r  8

52.r 38.2 37.0 24.8

36.1 50.0 47.9 57.3

rr.8 11.8 l5. l  17.9

Y = in collection; N = not in collection; NR = no response

Frequenry missing = 5

Decimals have been rounded.

some respondents. It is probable that
some resiondents realizedthat their re-
cords do not correspond totallY to
AACR2R and indicated AACRL on the
survev form; others may have misunder-
stood the AACR edition that LC aPPlies
and chose AACR2, and others may have
been unaware of LC practice and indi-
cated AACMR Therelbre, for micro-
forms, all editions of AACRwere consid-
ered as one.

AACR, then, was used to catalog
68.87o (L72 of 250) of library microform
collections. University and "other" librar-
ies (89.4Vo and 83.3Vo; 42 ol 47 and 15 of
18, respectively) reported being heavily
involveil in AACR microform cataloging,

while a little more than half of special and
public librarie s (57.1Vo ar'd,54.4Vo; 26 of
i5 and 25 of 46, respectively) &d so (table

4 shows the responses * &9y were_re-
ceived). Colleciions with fewer than

100,000 items had the lowest percentage
of cataloged micro{brm collections
(60.97o;92 of f51), with libraries having
other sizes of collections ranging from

79Vo to 88.9Vo.
Nonstandard cataloging was not much

of a factor with microfbrms , as only 2.87o
(7 of 250) of libraries reported cataloging-
microlbrms via "other" methods; four of

these libraries indicated that the micro-
form format is the only one that they cata-
loged this way. However, the percentage
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TABLE 3

Brsl-rocnApHrc DESCRrprrotrl op Vrpe oRncoRDINGS IN TYPES oF LIBnARTES

Not
MCRL Other Cataloged Total

Type of
Library

AACR2R

No. %

AACM

No Vo No.

College

University

Public

School

Government

Special

Other

Total t89 72.r

2 6 7

J  J . J

12 r9.7

2 22.2

5 9.8

4  8 .9

I 4.0

29 I I . I

20.0 25

10.7 262

24

JO

43

4

J I

z l

I8

80.0

87.8

70.5

44.5

I  Z - J

60.0

72.0

d . o

4.9

0.0

22.2

J . v

I  I . I

4.0

D . J

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.4

0.0

0 .8

J

0

6

I

6

D

28

10.0

0.0

9.8

I  I . I

1 I .8

I5.6

30

4 T

6 I

I

5 t

45

I

2

0
z

(

L

L 4

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

2

100.0

I00.0

100.0

r00.0
I00.0
100.0
r00.0

100.0

Decimals have been rounded

of libraries that reported not cataloging
their microfbrms (28.47o;7I of 250) indi
cated the possibility ofa retrieval problem
in microfbrm collections of any depth. It
was surprising, therefore, to find that
3l.3%o (10 of 32) of college libraries,
4O.OVo (18 of 45) of special libraries,
2I.IVo ofLbraries with 100,000 to 500,000
items (12 of 57), and l3.3%o of libraries
with more than one million items (4 of 30)
reported having uncataloged microform
collections.

SouNu RECoRDINGS

Sound recordings, a popular medium in
Iibrary collections for many years, ranked
third in inclusion, with 69.87o (234 of 335)
of libraries reporting their presence.
Their distribution, however, was not to-
tally predictable (table 1). The {'act that
public (88.67a; 62 of 70), university
(79.6Vo;39 of 49), and college (78.4Vo;29
of 37) libraries were found to be the most
likely to collect sound recordings may
have been expected, but the strength of
tlreir presence in special (57 .4Vo;43 of 75)
and government (50.07o; 33 of 66) librar-
ies was surprising and may indicate the
presence of spoken-word recordings.
Sound recordings were heavily repre-
sented in collections of more than 100,000
items: they were represented in all, or
IOOVo (10 of I0), of collections of

500,000-1 million items, in 9OVo (27 of 3O)
of collections of more than one million
items, and in 82.I7o (55 of 67) of collec-
tions of 100,000-500,000 items (table 2).

More libraries (89.7Vo; 2lO of 234)
were fbund to catalog sound recordings
than any other medium (table 5), ranglng
from 85Vo (f7 of 20) in libraries in the
"other" category to 94.6Vo (37 of 39) in
university libraries. Of those that reported
having sound recordings in their collec-
Iions,72.6Vo (l7O of 234) said they apply
AACR2R, with universities (87.2Vo;34 of
39) and colleges (82.8Vo;24 of 29) the
heaviest users. The incidenc e of AACR2R
cataloging rises with collection size-
from 63.57o (87 of 137) for collections of
{'ewer than 100,000 items to 96.3Vo (26 of
27) for collections of more than one mil-
lion items. However, when reqponses
from libraries with collection sizes of
fewer than 100,000 items were mmpared
with combined totals from libraries-hold-
inq more than 100,000 items, an associa-
tio=n between size of collection and use of
methods other thanAACft2R for catalog-
ing sound recordings was detected using
Pearson's Chi-square test (p = 0.001);
smaller libraries (<100,000 items) were
more likely to use other editions ofAACR
or "other" cataloging methods than were
so-called "larger" libraries (>100,000
items).

Non-AACR catalogingwas found in 29
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TABLE 4

BrsLrocRArHIC DEScnIPTIor.l on MrcnoFoRMS IN TY?ES oF Lrsn,{nrus

Not
AACRI Other Cataloged Total

Tlpe ol
Library

AACR2R

No Vo

MCR2

No Vo NoNo.No

College

University

Public

School

Government

Special

Other

Total

19

38

24

I

39

22

I D

r58

59.4

8 0 9

52.2

25.0

r l t . z

4 8 9

83.3

63.2

6.2

2 .1

2.2

0 .0

i l .  z

4.4

0 .0

3.6

0.0

6 4

0.0

0 .0

0 0

4.4

0.0

2 .0

3 I
l. <)

0.0

0 0

5.2

2.3

0.0

2 .8

IO

2 L

13

l8

7 I

3 I .3

6 4

4 D . O

75.0

22.4

40.0

1.6.7

32

47

46

4

58

45

18

2

1

I

0

J

z

0
q

0

J

0

0

0

0

5

1

z

0

0

I

0

7 28.4 250

100.0

I00.0

100.0

100.0

I00.0

100.0

100.0

I00.0

Decimals have been rounded

of the 234 libraries (I2.4Eo) that reported
a sound recording collection, with public
Iibraries (l7.7%o;11 of 62) the $pe of
Iibrary and collections of {'ewer than
100.000 items (13.97o; 19 of 137) most
likely to apply nonstandard methods.

Somewhat f'ewer librarie s (L0.3Vo; 24
oI 234) reported not cataloging their
sound recoraings. Here again, public li-
braries (L2.9Vo;6of 62) and-libraries hold-
ing fewer than 100,000 items (13.97o; 19
of 37) were less Likely to provide catalog-
itrg. All libraries with collections of
500,000 or more items reported catalog-
ing sound recordings. One of the argu-
ments in the past lbr not cataloging sound
recordings was the short lif'e span of a
circulatiig vinyl sound disc. It iipossible
that the aivent of the more durable CD
will increase the number of cataloged
sound recording collections.

Cenrocnernrc MATERTALS

Speculation may place cartograPhic mate-
rials among the lirst nonbook materials in
libraries. Maps have edsted since very
ancient times and some of them may have
been housed in early libraries. Survey re-
sponses ranked cartographic materials
fourth (57.97o; 194 of 335) in inclusion in
library collections (table l). It is not sur-
priri"g that university (7I.4Vo;35 of 49)

and college (73.OVo; 27 of 37\ libraries
reported t"he most collections and special
libraries $8.7Vo:29 of 75) the least. Most
libraries with collections of 100,000 items
or more reported holding cartographic
matelials: lb.tEo (st of o?) of ll-briri"t
with collections of 100,000-500,000 items
and 90.0Vo (9 of f 0) of libraries with col-
lections of 500,000 to one million items

by users lbr catalog records.' 
AACR2R was itsed to catalog carto-

eraphic materials by 50.5Vo (98 of I94) of
ihe' libraries. wiih "other" libraries
(68.87o; 11 of 16) Ieading in this respect,
followed by college (66.7Vo;18 of 27) and
universiW'$5.7E;i 23 of 35) Iibraries. U-
braries ,vith more than one million items
reported applyrng AACR2R more fie-
quentlv (6'i.3'iU Is 

"t 
zq than libraries

.ilth smaller collections (44'47o to 49To).
Among libraries that reported app$lS

AACR2R to all but one or two media
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TABLE 5

Brnlrocnepnrc DnscnrprloN or Souup RECoRDINGS IN TYpss or LIsRlnIes

Type of
Library

AACR2R MCRZ MCRL

No 7o No % No o/o

Not
Cataloged Total

No 7o No. 7o

Other

No Vo

College

University

Public

School

Governmenl

Special

Other

Total

24

34

4

24

27

L4

I70

82.8

87.2

69.4

50.0

72.7

62.8

70.0

7 2 6

0.0

25.0

3 . I

7 .0

D . t ,

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4 .6

0 .0

0.9

0 0.0

r 2.6

0

z

I

J

I

8

0

0

0

0

0

z

0

z

2 6.9

2 5. r

l I  r 77

2 25.0
4 tz.r
7  1 6 3
2 10.0

30  128

3 10.3

z  5 . L

8 I2.9

0 0.0

4 l2.r

4 9.3

3 15.0

24 I0.3

29 100.0

39 100.0

62 100.0

8 100.0

33 100.0

43 100.0

20 100.0

234 100.0

Decimals have been rounded

TABLE 6

BrnlrOCnepulc DESCRIpTION OF CARTOGRAPHIC MarnnrelS IN TYPES OF LIBRARIES

Type of
Library

AACR2R

No 7o

AACR2

No Vo

,4"4CRl

No 7o

Not
Other Cataloged

No 7o No 7o

Total

No 7o

College

University

Public

School

Government

Special

Other

Total

18 667

23 65.7

1 3  2 7 7

2  3 3 3

19 55.9

12 4 t .4

r r  68 .8

98 50.5

0.0 2

0.0 4

0.0 3

0.0 0

0 .0  2

0.0 2

0 0  0

0 0  1 3

7 25.9

8 22.9

31 65.9

3 50.0

1l 32.3

I J  D I .  '

5 3r .2
80 4t.2

27 100.0

35 100.0

47 100.0

6  I000

34 100.0

29 100.0

16 100.0

194 100.0

0

0

0

I

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0.0

0.0

lo. r

D .v

0.0

0 .0

r .o

7 4

1I .4

o.4

0 0

D V

D.v

0.0

o . /

Decimals have been rounded

t)?es, cartographic materials were the
type of medium most lrequently singled
o,it fot cataloging by "other" ineth6ds.
The wide $e of Cartographic Materials:
A Manual of lnterpretation for AACR2
(1982) by map librarians may be clouding
the figures about the creation ofbibliog-
raphic records. It is possible that the 13
reipondents (6.77o) who indicated "other"

cataloging methods on the survey form
are using this tool. If this is the case, the
application of "other" cataloging methods
would actually be minimal. On the other
hand, those who indicated the use of
AACR2R may also be applying the inter-

pretive manual as well, creating a"mixed'
record.

Couputnn SorrwenB

ware, but more libraries reported apply-
ing AACR2R to comPuter sottware thal'r
toTilm (tables 7 and 8).

Computer software, the newest me-
dium lisled on the suruey lbrm, has lbund
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TABLE 7

Brguocnnpurc DnscmpnoN or Coltrurnn Ftle s rN fiPES oF LIBRARIES

Not
Other Cataloged Total

Type of 
AAcn2R AACR2 /I{CAL

Library No. 7o No. % No Vo N o

College

University

Public

School

Government

Special

Other

Total

20

34

IO

J

2I

I3

IO

t l l

80.0

91.9

45.5

42.8

5 8 3

44.8

52.6

63.4

4.O

0.0

0 0

14.2

2.8

6.9

0.0

2.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0 .0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.0

2 .7

+.D

L4.Z

2.8

3.5

12.0

5.4

50.0

28.8

36. I

44.8

36.9

29.r

25
J J

22

36

29

l9

L75

I

0

0
I

I

z

0

D

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

I

I

I

I

I

z

8

3
z

I I

2

I3

13

10.5 7

4 .6  51

r00.0
I00.0

I00.0

t00.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Deimals have been rounded.

itswayinto tTSlibraries (52.l%o) (table 1).
Universitylibraries ranked lirst in the per-
centage of computer software collections
(75.5Vo;37 of 47) followed by libraries in
the "other" category (7O.4Vo; 19 of 27) and
college libraries (65.8Vo;25 of 37). Public
Iibraries were the weakest in computer
software collections, with only 3I.4Vo (22
of 70 ) reporting their existenc'e . This lind-
ing coul-d be i result o{'both copynght
problems involved in circulating software
and the fact that academic instifutions are
more likely to be able to provide lacilities
for using computer sol'twie in the library.

Table 2 shows that the inclusion of
computer software in library collectons
rises'with the increase in co'llection size,
kom 44.8Vo (100 of 223) for collections
with fewer than 100,000 items to 83.37o
(25 of 30) for collections with more than
one million items.

Computer sof'tware is cataloged in
70.9vo (i24 of 175) of library collettions,
with 63.4Vo (IlL of t7E) reporting
AACR2R use (table 7). Almost all of the
libraries with the largest collections
(96.070) (24 of 25) reported applyug
AACR2R" while only 52.07o (52 of 100) of
the smallest did.

The reported use of AACB2 by four
Iibraries with collection sizes of fewer
than 100,000 items and one librarywith a
collection size of 100.00G500,000 items-
all are libraries unlikely to mntain main-

Irame computers-is puzdng. AACR2
deals only with mainframe files and con-
tains no iules for the media most likely to
be found in these libraries, such as micro-
computer software and CD-ROMs.

T-ire use ofnonstandard cataloging by
4.67o (8 of 172) of respondents was con-

thanAACR2R.

Fnus

As mentioned above, lilms shared fifth

in popularity.-While 
tilms have been a part oI'library

nance of videorecordings. College librar-
ies still report a substantial number of film
collectionl (7 3.7 Vo; 28 of 37),and libraries
with collections in the 500,000-1 million
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TABLE 8

BTsLIocRApUIC DESCRIPTION OF FILMS IN TYPES OF LIBRARIES

Not
r'"/rCRI Other Cataloged

Type of
Library

MCMR

No. 7o

AACR2

No Vo No.

College

University

Public

School

Government

Special

Other

Total

20

z t

I 1

I

I7

I

I 1

96

7t.4

84.4

26.2

20.0

58.7

39. I

68.8

54.9

2

2

z

2

2

0

l3

r0.7

6 2

4.8

4 0 0

6 9

8 7

0.0

7.4

0.0

0.0

0 .0

0.0

0.0

0 0

0.0

0.0

2

I

D

/

2

22

7.2

9.4

I I .9

20.0

L 7 2

17.4

L Z . J

12.6

o

0

24
I

D

8

J

44

10.7
0.0

57.r
20.0

17.2
34.8
r8.7
25.r

28
32

42
D

29

23

I6

175

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

I00.0

r00.0
100.0
100.0

Decinals have been rounded.

range support a90.0%o (9 of 10) rate. It is
possible that these figures represent exist-
ing collections that are no longer dy-
namic-a theory that is provided some
validity by the responses of three libraries,
each ofwhich indicated the u se of AACR2
only for film, while the rest of their collec-
tion is cataloged using AACR2R. In the
past, small libraries in general could not
affbrd the cost of a film collection. This is
reflected in table 2, where libraries with
collection sizes of {'ewer than 100,000
items were listed at 44.2Vo ard special
libraries at 3O.7Vo.

Film collections were reported to be
cataloged by 74 .9Vo (l3l of 175) of librar-
ies, with 54.97o (96 o{ I75) using
AACR2R. University libraries lead both
in percentage of cataloged collections
(lOO.OEo) and percentage of libraries ap-
ply:rng AAC R2R (84.4Vo ; 27 of 32). Public
libraries reported the lowest percentage
of cataloged film collections (42.9Vo; 18 oI
42) and the lowest percentage ofthe ap-
plication of AACR2R (26.2Vo; II of 42)
(table 8). Libraries that reported not cata-
loging their {ilm collections were concen-
trated among those with collection sizes
of 500,000-l million items (44.4Vo;4 of 9)
and 100,000-500,000 items (32.5Vo; 13 of
40). Moreover, when responses lbr librar-
ies with collection sizes greater than
100,000 items are grouped and compared
with those holding less than 100,000

items, an association between the use of a
bibliographic code other tharl. AACR2R
and size of collection is detected using
Pearson's Chi-square test (p = 0.003): so-
called "small" libraries were more Iikely to
catalog {ilms using a standard other than
AACB2R (AACR2, AACR, and "other")
than were larger libraries.

Musrc

Printed music has had several cenfuries to
establish itself in libraries, and this may
account for the fact that, despite its lim-
ited potential user base, it ranked third
(87.5%;113 of 129) in the percentage of
Iibraries that catalog it, but seventh
(38.5Vo;129 of 135) in inclusion in library
collections.

(l3.3%o; 10 of 75) libraries and Iibraries
with collections of fewer than 500,000
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TABLE 9

BrsLrocRepFIIC DESCRIPTIoN or Mustc IN TYpes oF L,IBMRIES

AACR2R AACR2 AACRL
Not

Other Cataloged Total

No. 7o
Type of
Library

College

University

Public

School

Government

Special

Other

TotaI

I4

30

32

2

4

5

r)
o9

87.5

93.8

69.6

JJ.+

44.5

5 0 0

545

7r.3

0.0

3 .1

0 .0

J J J

l l .  I

10.0

0.0

3.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .0

3 l

LD.Z

O J . J

22.2

I0.0

27.3

12.4

12.5

0.0

t5.2

0.0

22.2

30.0

16

32

46

o

a

10

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

r00.0
100.0

I00.0

100.0

0

I

0

2

I

I

0

D

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

7

2

2

I

16

0

7

0

z

J

2

l6

18.2 1r

t2.4 t29

Decimals have been rounded

14 colleges that reported cataloging music
said thev apply AACR2R. Public libraries,
on the othii hand. did not reach this de-
gree of "cataloging perl'ection":84.87o (39

5f +O) ruia the-y pro"ide catalog records,
but onlv 69.6Vo (32 of 46) reported using
AActriR(table 9). When coUiege and aca-
demic libraries are grouped arrd com-
pared with public libraries, an association'between 

thl use of a cataloging standards
other than AA CR2R (AAC B2 , AACR, md
"other") and the type of libraryis detected
using Pearson's Chi-squaretest (p < .05):
pubfic libraries were more likely to apply
AACB2R (1978), AACR ( 1967), or "other"

lion makes the figures rePorted in these
categories meaningless fbr drawing in-
ferences.

With the exception of the libraries with
collections in 

^the 
500,000-1 million

orobablv reflect the existence of {'aculties
if *u.i6 in ,-iversity libraries :rnd courses
related to music in the colleges and, thus,

their need for retrieval of specific scores.
It is less easy to attribute a reason for the

collections in public libraries. Are these a
response to public demand?

Gru,urrc Mlrnmels

Graphic materials placed eighth out ofthe
nine^ tvpes o1'non^book materials consid-
ered inihis study. Once again, universities
libraries made up the largest percentage
(6l.2Vo;30 of 49) of libraries with materi-
als of this sort in tleir collections, Ibl-

lowed by libraries in the "other" category
(55.680: 15 ol' 27) and then by college
libraries (5I.4Vo; 19 of 37). Here again,

collection sizes of more than 500,000
items (table 2).

public libraries'collections were the least
iataloged (41.7 Vo ; 10 of 24) least frequent
AACR2R user s (25.07o ; 6 oI 2a) (table 10).
One can speculate that catalog colerage
in universiiy libraries may be a re{Iection
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TABLE 10

Brnlrocnepnrc DsscRIprIoN on Gnepmc M,lreRIu.s tN TYpss oF IJBnARIES

Type of 
MCR2R AAcR2 AACRI

Library No 7o No % No. 7o

Other

N o %

Not
Cataloged Total

No 7o No 7o

College

University

Public

School

Government

Special

Other

Total

t4 73.7 0

26 86.7 0

6  250 0

2 50.0 2

I 56.3 0

lI 64.7 0

I 60.0 0

77 6I.6 2

19 100.0

30 I00.0

24 100.0

4 100.0

16 100.0

17 100.0

15 100.0

r25 100.0

0.0

0.0

0 .0

50.0

0 0

0 0

0.0

1 .6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0 .0

0.0

0 .0

0.0

0.0

0 .0

1 5.3 4 2r.0

3 10.0 I 3.3

4 16 7 14 58.s

0  0 . 0  0  0 0

4 25.0 3 I8.7

1 5.9 5 29.4

2 I3.3 4 26.7

15 r2.0 31 24.8

Decimals have been rounded

of the presence of fine arts departments
and a high rate of student use, while
graphic materials in many public libraries
may be devoted to nonacademic activities,
such as circulating art collections.

Three librariei indicated that graphic
materials was the only medium in their
collections cataloged by methods other
thanAACR2R.

Collection size aff'ected the percent-
age of cataloged graphic materials collec-
tions, with the percentage rising with the
size of the collection from 7L9Vo (46 oI
64) oI libraries having collections with
fewer than 100,000 items to 85.7Vo (I8 oI
21) of libraries with collections having
more than one million items. Libraries
with collections in the 500,000-I million
range were the exception, both in terms
of percentage with collections cataloged
(7l.4%o; 5 oI 7) and use oI AACB2R
(42.8Vo;3 of 7). This excepilon may be
irrelevant due to the small size of the
sample (n = 7).

TnnBB-DrlrBNsroNAL Merpnrer-s

Three-dimensional materials lburd a
place in the smallest percentage of librar-
ies (25.4Vo;85 of 335), with no types of
libraries reporting 50.0Vo or more and
only libraries with collections of more
than 500,000 items nearing this percent-
age (tables I and 2). University libraries

(49.OVo; 24 oI 49) and "other" libraries
(44.5Vo; 12 of 27) had the largest percent-
age of collections, while government
(io.aEo;7 of 66) and special (I4.7Vo; ll ol'
75) libraries had the smallest percentage.
Inclusion in collections was shown to rise
with collection size, from l9.7%o (44 of
223) of libraries with fewer than 100,000
items to 53.3Vo (16 of 30) of libraries with
more than one million items reporting
collections of three-dimensional materi-
als. Moreover, when replies from libraries
with collection sizes qreater than 100,000
items are combined-and compared with
those of small libraries holding l'ewer
than 100,000 items, an association be-
tween collection size and whether or not
three-dimensional materials have been
acquired is detected using Pearsons Chi-
square test (f = 0.002): smaller libraries
(<100,000 items) were statistically less
likely to collect three-dimensional materi-
als than were larger libraries (>100,000
items).

Three-dimensional materials ranked
eighth in terms of the percentage of cata-
loged collections (63.57o; 54 of 85). As
wiih graphic materials, university libraries
werJtlie most likely to catalog three-
dimensional materials (87.\Vo;21 oI 24),
and these libraries unifbrmly reported ap-
plytng AACMR to all cataloged collec-
tions. Public llbraries were the least likely
to do either (37.SVo;6 of 16, arrd25.UVo;4
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TABLE 11

BIsLTocRApHIC DESCRIpTToN oF THREE-DrunNsIouel- MATERIALS
IN TYPES OF LIBRABIES

AACR2R AACR2
Not

AACRT Other Cataloged Total

No.  %
Type of
Library

College

University

Public

School

Government

Special

Other

Total

o

2T

+

0

J

5
D

44

0

0

0

2

I

0

0

o

0

0

2

0

z

I

2
,7

6

IO

I
I

D

D

3 l

50.0

87.5

25.0

0.0

42.8

45.5

41.7

51.8

0.0

0.0

0 .0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0 .0

0.0

0.0

0.0

L2.5

0.0

28.6

9.0

I6.6

8 .2

50.0
12.5

62.5

33.0
14.3
45.5
4r.7
36.5

72
24
l6

3

l l

t2
85

I00.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

r00.0

r00.0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

66.7 0

14.3 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

3.5 0

Deimals have been rounded

of 16, respectively; table 1l). Using Pear-
son's Chi-square test (p = 0.002), an asso-
ciation is detected between t)?e oflibrary
arrd use of a code other than AACR?R
(AACR2, AACRI, and "other") fbr creat-
ing a bibliographic record for three-
dimensional materials. Public libraries
were less likely to apply AACB2R than
were academic libraries (university and
college, combined). Disregarding librar-
ies with collections in the 500,000-I mil-
lion range because of the small numbers,
catalog records for three-dimensional ma-
terialirise with collection size-ranging
from 54.5Vo (24. of 44 for collections of
fewer tharr 100,0fi) items to 87 .1Vo (L4 of
16) for collections of more than one mil-
Iion items.

CoNcl-usroNs

Nonbook materials have made decided
inroads in Canadian libraries since the
1960s. Results of this suwey in&cate that
93.7Vo (3I7 ot335) of responding libraries
had one or more nonbook materials in
their collections, and 13.17o (aa of 335)
collected all of the nine mediatypes speci-
fied here. OnIy three types of materials
had not reached 507o penetration in li-
braries: three-&mensional materials
(25.3Vo; 85 of 335), graphic materials
(37.3Vo; I25 of 335), and music (38.5Vo;

129 of 335). Videorecordings (78.2Vo;262
of 335) were lbund most frequently in
libraries, followed by micro{brms (74.6Vo;
250 of 335), sound recordings (69.8Vo;
234 of 335), cartographic materials
(57.9Vo; 19a of 335), and films and com-
puter software (both 52.3Vo; I75 of 335).
in g"r,rrol, the la.ger the size of the col-
Iecf,on, the greater the percentage of Ii-
braries that included nonbook materials in
their collections.

Whlle 75.IVo (238 of 3I7) of Iibraries

methods (l2.7Vo; 40 of 3I7) and those
which catalog most of their collections by
applpng AACB2R" but catalog certain
types of materials using nonstandard
tirltnoar ll.\Vo :36 of 3 f fl . Nonstandard
cataloging creates a problem for bibliog-
raphic databases and networks.- 

Even more alarming is the number of
libraries that reported not cataloging any
nonbook materials (ll.\Vo; 36 of 317).
When the number (36.67o;115 of 317) of
libraries that reported one or more un-
cataloged categories of materials are
added-to this fiqure, the number of librar-
ies with completely or partially uncatalo-



ged nonbook materials rises to 151
(48.l%o). The only justification for uncata-
loged collections is that their small size or
the method of display enables the easy
retrieval of information. Yet even in situ-
ations where this is the case, such items
are effectivelylost to the world outside the
library they are housed in.

While the status of nonbook materials
in libraries has certainly improved over
the last thirty years, *" 

""tr 
d^o better.
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ity. Thanks to the program, these libraries
can now care for their materials as an

o planning;
. iondidon surveys, identification, and

screening of endangered materials;
. physical lreatmentifrom commercial

rebinding through in-house repair to
full conservation

o reformatting by any established pres-
ewation method;

o rehousing and improvement and mon-
itoring of environmental conditions;

. disaster preparedness, cooperative or
individual;

r education, including production of
educational tools, sponsoring semi-
nars, sending sta{fto training sessions;
and

. research into new products and tech-
nrques.
Funds may pay lbr staff, consultants,

vendor serwices, supplies, eqqipment,
travel, and related expenses. Although
capital improvements are n-rled out, the
program does_permit purchase of modest
environmental control equipment, such

subiects, the program recognizes that all
research mateirial*s in the stite, regardless
of origin or subject, are part of Neiv York's
rich heritage.

PRocBAM AccoMPUSHMENTS

In its ten years ofoperation the Program
for the Conservatio'n and Preservation of

facilities and services have been estab-

stitutions have bene{ited {iom the con-
sultation services available through the
program ollice. In addiuon, and not un-
importantly, the program has l'unded jobs

around the state andhas made it possible
{br libraries to obtain further grants from
other sources.

P gystcel Tns.arlv{ eNr aN P
REFORMATTING

Books, maps, municipal archives and local
histories, photographs, sound recordings,
and manuscripts are among the media res-
cued {iom oblivion. In a 42-page national
listing compiled by the Commission on
PresJrvatioi and Access (1991) of'schol-

crofilming hundreds of volumes of New
York State newspapers and over 5,000 po-
litical pamphlets, to conservation of hun-
clreds if atias.s and maps, to preservation
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photocopying ol'brittle music scores so
that musicians can use them again. Dete-
riorating glass plate, nitrate, and acetate
photograph negatives have been salvaged
and reformatted. Preeminent titles from
core bibliographies in agriculture and
natural history have been filmed. A series
of seven projects has transferred sound
recorded on over 25,000 acetate tapes and
disks to a more permanent medium. In-
cluded are oral history bird songs, music,
and political speeches. This sound record-
ing proiect series led to the lbrmation ol
thE 

-Irfew 
York State Audio Archives Con-

sortium to "foster interest and research in
the preservation and restoration of ace-
tate-based sound recordings" (Preserva-
tion ofAcetate-Based 1986, f).

In all of these activities the program
requires adherence to nationally recog-
nized standards and guidelines where
such exist; proposals fbr experimental
techniques mustbe carelullyjustilied. Be-
cause institutions with little preservation
experience might lack knowledge of ap-
propriate standards, the grant application
form provides a bibliography, a list of
sources ofadvice on preservation and con-
servation activities, and a substantive de-
scription ofexisting standards and guide-
line^s for microfiliing. Applicanti may
borrow copies of cited documents {iom
the State Ubrary.

Brnuocnepttrc AccESS
To PRESERVED MATERIALS

Participants are required to enter prelimi-
nary records for preservation microfilm in
the Research Libraries Information Net-
work (RLIN) or the database of the
OCIC Online Computer Ubrary Center,
Inc. before filming so as to avoid any du-
plication with other projects. They must
enter bibliographic records for completed
microlilm into the national databases, and
they are encouraged to create or modifr
bibliographic records to re{lect other
presewation activities as well. Because
retrospective mnversion of bibliographic
records lbr preservation micro{ilm is also
eligble lbr funding, the net elTect has
been to add thousands of records to the
national databases, making the preserved

materials accessible statewide, nationally,
and internationally.

DevelopvrNT oF NEw Pnesenvarlox
TncnxolocrES AND GulonltNes

The eleven libraries have paid increased
attention in recent years io broadening
the range of preservation technologies
available to save materials and make them
more fully and easily accessible. Acting on
research priorities set by the preservation
community nationally, the program has
taken advantage ofthe presence ofspecial
expertise in the state. Particularly impor-
tant have been the Belfer Audio l,abora-
tory and Archive at Syracuse University,
the Image Permanence Institute in Roch-
ester, and the digitization initiatives of
Cornell University.

Srrecilic proiects include creation ofa
test ibr mic-rolilm under attack from at-
mospheric oxidants and development of
isopenns lbr color photography. New
ground has also been broken in the use oI'
6lectronic technologies lbr preservation
through a pilot project to scan manuscript
and archival materials and an experiment
with making {iles of digitized materials
available through online networking.

Cneenou AND ExPANSIoN oF LocAL
P RE SERVATION OPE RATION S

In 1984 nine of the eleven large research
libraries in the state did not have in-house
preservation programs; today all do. Pres-
ervation expenditures grew fiom
$8,048,470 in 1987 to $9,511,343 in 1992
(ARL 1989 and 1993). These comparisons
speak lbr themselves. The availability of
s-tate funds has increased the importance
andvalue ofpreservation in the eyes ofthe
institutions' administrators and they, in
response, have invested more institutional
{unds directly into their local programs

tablished through state seed money but
with growing local support.
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LoNc-ReNce PnesnnvATror.l PLANNING

Careful, organized planning is a major re-
quirement of every grant recipient.
Among fundable activitiEs at" conilitiot
surveys, consultants' services, and plan-
ning seminars. A comparison of grant pro-
posals from the early years of the program
with those from the last few years shows a
visible improvement in the quality and
sophistication of proiect designs, general
understanding of what preservation is,
and identification of institutions' preser-
vation needs. Such a trend is one clear
indication of how the program has fos-
tered expertise across the state.

Each of the eleven libraries must pre-
pare a long-range preservation plan every
five years and an annual proposal that
explains how state funds will be used in
relation to the {ive-year plan. An annual
repod must also be filed to document the
funded activities. The second round of
five-year plans was submitted in 1990, and
thev show the distance the eleven had
come since their original 1985 plans.

Cooperative efforts have included de-
sign and implementation of long-range
planning, for instance surveying of archi-
tectural records as the first of a multiyear
effort to address these largely unique ma-
terials. There have been a number ofplan-
ning seminars, each focused on a specific
topic (e.g., mass deacidification). The goal
has been self-education of the partici-
pants and consensus on future coopera-
lve action. Collection development offi-
cers and other specialists have
participated in order to get as broad a base
as possible for these planning efforts, and
the proceedings have been made available
nationally (Proceedings 1993).

PRESERVATToN Eo ucATIoI.l

Education on the proper care of our intel-
lectual heritage has been provided for li-
brarians, students, and the general public.
Funds have been used to hold seminars on
specific topics such as disaster prepared-
ness, and for longer programs such as a
regional conservation technician training
program at Cornell. In a new three-year
initiative beginning in 1993, aprofessional

preservation administration intemship
has been established. Education of new
preservation administrators who can

the ten years of the program's existence.
Creation of training tools is also

funded by the program. To cite two exam-
ples, the "Disaster Preparedness Planning^R"rorrr"" 

Packet" (191i8) includes a guide
to writing a disaster plan, instructions for
disaster recovery procedures, a copy of
"Hell and High Water" (1988), and lists of
sources of assistance and supplies. The
second example, the videotape "Murder
in the Stacks,:' urts a hu-oro'us Sherlock
Holmes framework to teach proper meth-
ods for handling books (1987).

The grant process itselfhas been used
as a teaching opportunity through inclu-
sion of educational materials such as a
description of micro{ilming standards in
the application packet. Furthermore, the
program's competitive components lbster
ieHleducation bn the part- of applicants
preparing themselves to write high-qual-
ity proposals. Comments from grant re-
ui"*".i h"lp educate applicants,-and con-
sultation services are available from the
program office as well as from the preser-
iati6n officers of the Comprehensive Re-
search Libraries.

BnructNc MoNev INTO rHE SrATE

National Historic Records Preservation
Commission, the Mellon and Getty foun-
dations, and others. By 1993 the Compre-
hensive Research Libraries had collec-
tively brought over thirteen million
dollars lbr preservation into the state from
NEH alon6. Without the Program for the
Conservation and Preservation of Library
Research Materials many of these librar-
ies would not have had strong enough
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in-house operations to succeed in attract-
ing externil funds. These lunds have con-
tributed to the preservation of significant
resources within the state and have cre-
ated ad&tional jobs fbr New York State
residents.

Tns SrnucruRE oF THE Pnocneu

The 1984 law, subsequently modilied in
1986 and 1990, established a three-part
program: the Statutory Grant Program for^th"'"leu"tt 

research libraries; thJDiscre-
tionary Grant Program, {br institutions
not eligible lbr the statutory grants; and
the Coordinated Grant Program, open to
both groups. (Details of how the program
was Jstablished and its first three yeirs of
operation may be found in Brooks arrd
S'hubert 1987i. There is also an adminis-
trative component. Structured to provide
varying leve'ls of aid to &fferent constitu-
encies, the program &stributes lunds for
preservation to as many institutions as
possible throughout the state. While hun-
ireds of instifutions have received fund-
ing from the program through competi-
tive Discretionary Grants (competitive
awards of up to $25,000; over $4 million
had been awarded as of 1992-93 to 676
proiects at over 300 institutions in all re-
gions of the state), the legislation recog-
nizes that the collections held by the
eleven largest research libraries have spe-
cial preservation needs that must be met
ifthey are to serve the c'itizens ofthe state
to the fullest extent.

THs STAruroRY GMNT PRoGMM

quired, the guidelines state that. "in no
&o" m"y grirt t'unds be used to replace
instifutional funds for ongoing conserva-
tion/preservation work, or lbr the salaries
of personnel already funded by institu-
tio;al budgets. They should be-used, in-
stead, as a stimulus fbr increasing the total
financial commitment to preserving the

collections" (Neu; York State Prcgram
1993b,2) .

Under the 1984 law each ofthe librar-
ies received $45.000 in 1984 and $90,000
thereafter. In 1990 the lesislature voted to
raise the amount in thre"e increments to

$f26,000. The state's recent budgetary
difficulties have prevented the full alloca-
tion lrom being granted, but it is hoped
that improvement in the national and
state fiscal climate will ameliorate the
situation. The actual awards have been

$9r,665 in 1991-92, $96,025 in 1992-93,
and $102.690 in 1993-94.

As of fiscal year 1992-93, a total of

$8,499,590 had been awarded through the
Statutory Grant Program, $772,690 to
each ofthe eleven libraries. A breakdown
of how the funds have been used can be
{bund in tables I and 2. Data in the tables
'are based on the arrnual budget reports
filed by each library (reports for 199&-94
were not available at the time of writing).
The reports are divided into "Types of
Expenditure" (table 1) and "Tnres ol'Ac-
tivity" (table 2). Over time, the categories
have been rede{ined slightly; the datapre-
sented here include all categories ever
used, grouping those that represent mere
name changes, while keeping separate
those that represent substarrtive revisions
to the cateqories.

Whle 9l0%o of the funds have gone for
purchased services, l4%o lor supplies and
equipment, awJ, 2Vo for miscellaneous
ot-hei expenses, it is clear that the majority
(66V") of the statutory funds have sup-
ported library employees who carry-out
preservation activities. In other words, a-malor 

contribution of the Statutory Grant
Prosram has been to create iobs that
wou"ld otherwise not have existed in the
state.

The primary emphases of the program
are docriment"d itt iobl" z. Physi;al [eat-
ment of materials accounts for 46Vo, mi-
crofilming for almost 167o, identification
and screJning lbr II7o, bibliographic con-
trol l'or 9Vo, with the rest scattered among
tl-re remaining categories. Only research
has received io funding from this compo-
nent of the program-an observation that
is hardly surprising, given that the Statu-
tory Grant Program's purPose is to sup-
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TABLE 1

Sreruronv Gnl,Nr Pnocneu-TYpa or Expst{prtunes ($)

Total Benelits Supplies Equip

198,1/85 495,000

1985/86 990,000

1986/87 990,000

1987/88 990,000

1988/89 990,000

1989/90 990,000

1990/91 990,000

r99I/92 1,008,3I5

1992/93 r,056,275

Totals 8,499,590

Vo oI tota|

99,253

335,642

439,550

565,287

572,724

596,183

656,395

703,943

725,325

4,694,302

JJ .Z .J

70,673 8,676

149,699 23,030

104,598 25,557

25,365 24,712

56,328 23,187

5I,45I 34,287

54,330 19,273

49,598 20,447

57,954 t4,325

619,996 193,534

7.29 2.28

8,395 263,515 44,488

s2,796 318,756 130,077

47,077 276,270 96,908

66,189 238,273 70,174

66,578 191,356 79,827

69,209 181,495 57,375

74,216 138,287 47,499

86,927 105,290 42,rr0

rr9,233 103,324 36,114

570,620 I,816,566 604,572

6.71 2r.37 7.11

Keyto table: PersSen = salaries/wages paid on grmt; Benelits = staffbenefits paid on gmt; Contract =

grant paid contracted/purchued seruices; Supplies = supplies bought on grant; Equip = equipment

bought on grant; Other =shipping, travel, donations to Commission on Presewation and Access, etc

port the ongoing preservation operations
of the eleven libraries.

Tne CoonprNATED GRANT PRoGRAM

The competitive Coordinated Grant Pro-
gram o{Iers the eleven libraries opportu-
nities {br exciilng new cooperative ven-
tures beyond support of their local
operations. By the terms of this program,
which began in 1986, up to $350,000 is set
aside annually to be awarded for coopera-
tive proiects. According to the guidelines,
the "pulpose ofthe coordinated preserwa-
tion project program is to enmurage insti-
futions to combine institutional resources
to more efl'ectively accomplish conserva-
tion and preservation of Iibrary research
materials" (New York State Program
1993a, 1). Awards are determined
through a peer review process. Originally
restricted to the Comprehensive Re-
search Libraries, since 1990 the program
has been open to other institutions in the
state as long as two or more of the eleven
Comprehensive Research Libraries are
participants. The program was also modi-
fied to allow fbr two- or three-year pro-
jects, although there is a limit to the an-
nual total awarded {br new and continuinq

multiyear grants, in order to assure that
there will be money available for new proi-
ects each year.

The Coordinated Grant structure re-
quires one Comprehensive Research Li-
brary to play the iole of"sponsor" lbr each
grzrrt. The sponsor (usually assisted by a
planning committee of the other partici-
pants) handles paperwork and coordi-
nates project activities to assure that time-
lines are {bllowed and problems solved.
Grant {unds are released to the sponsor,
who then disburses the money among the
participants. While this system can^place
iome strain on the preservation and linan-
cial o{Iicers of the sponsoring library it
ensures coordination among the partici-
pants and relieves the state of some over-
sight and paperwork, because all mmmu-
nication is {unneled through a single
institution.

From 1986 throush 1993 a total of
$2,323,3I1 was awardJd tothirty-five pro-
jects, but in fact $4,056,154 has been
spent because an institutional contribu-
tion is required. While no speci{ic amount
is mandated, to date the participants have

#flt 
approximately 74Vo oI the state

Ways in which the state funds have
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been used are detailed in tables 3 and 4.
Legislative delays in passing the state
budget are reflecied in the totis for I99I-
92 and 1992-93. The shortened fiscal year
made it impossible to spend all ol the

equipment account for l2%o, and "other"
for the remaining SVo. As for the types of
activity presented in table 4, almost 42Vo
of the funding has gone to reformatting
other than mi-crofilniing. This represent!
the substantial commitment to tfie seven
au&o proiects, as well as photograph re-
fbrmatting projects. Miirofilming ac-
counts {br 26Vo andphotocopynglor 2Vo
so that, h all,70Vo of the coordinated
resources have gone to re{brmatting.
Physical treatment, largely ite* conse*i-
tion, accounts {br almost 13%, education
for almost 8Vo,rr,,tth the remainder split
among the other categories, including
research.

Eight Coordinated Grants totaling
$350,000 were in progress at the time of
writing in f 993-94. Relbrmattinq proiects
includid microfilming of *usfd .crap-
books and ofcore literiture in the natural
histgry of the Northeastem bio-region, as
well as presewation photocopying of mu-
sic scores. Research was the theme of
three other projects: a test and evaluation
of network access to Cornells digital Ii-
brary, a test of the Also Chemicil mass

the frst of three preservaUon administra-
tion internships and the last ofthree years
of staff training in standard repair iech-
niques (Nza; Iork State Program f993c).

Tnr AovtNIsrRATrvE CoupoNrNr

The Program for the Consewation and
Preservation of Library Research Materi-
als is a part of the State UbraS,t Division
of Ubrary Development. The program of-

39(2) t Notes on Operations /205

Iicer-who is required to have a strong
preservation background-has played a
very important role in the program. Aside
{iom annual review ofall program-funded
activities, management of fiscal and other
paperwork in a complex state bureauc-
racy, and problem solving, the program
officer organizes the peer review process
Ibr the Coordinated Grants.

The other primary lunction of the
program oIficer is promoting education
about presewation and about theprogram
to ensure that the statet money is well
spent. The program officer serves as an
information resource and consultant to
program applicants. During 1985-1987
the state received a grant liom the NEH
(with matching firnds"from the Andrew W.
Mellon Found-ation and the state) for two
additional positions. During that period
annual visits were paid to the Comprehen-
sive Research Libraries and many of the
discretionary applicants to provide guid-
ance in identilying endangered collec-
tions, selecting appropriate preservation
activities, and establishing preservation as
an integral part of the institution. Other
outreac-h act'ivities included workshops on
grant-writing and project design.

Lack ol'assistants has sharply curtailed
these activities in recent years. While all
Comprehensive Research Libraries have
in-house preservation programs, those
with less experience would benefit from
consulting visits. The majority of Discre-
tionary Grant Prograrn applicants are in
need bf as much 

"assistance 
as possible.

The Development Office is pursuing grant
funds to reinstate an assistant position so
that educational activities can resume.

FTTURE DIREcTIoNs FoR THE
CournnnnNsrvE RESEARcH

LIBBARIES

When the Program for the Consewation
and Preservation of Library Research Ma-
terials was established in ig8+, the Com-
prehensive Research Libraries had never
worked together as a group. Only two of
them had functional preservation pro-
grams. Time was needed to learn where
6ommotr interests lay and how to work
together effectively.'Although the pro-
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consortial action with a strong view to the
future.

In 1992-93 the preservation oflicers
and collection development officers of the
eleven libraries met to consider their com-

selves as a preservation consortium,
elected an efecutive committee, iurd
drafted a long-range plan. The consor-
tium's top priority is to carry out preserva-

tion of mtrials ofvalue to the ditizens of
the state. The other priorities promote the
{irst: broadening education e{forts to lbs-
ter preservation of materials held by insti-
tutibns other than the eleven; and re-
search into how materials deteriorate

tive manner.

Cotrtcl-usron

The benefits ofthe Program for the Con-
sewation and Preservation of Library Re-
search Materials to New York State citi-
zens have been invaluable-and the

our cultural heritage will survive.
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Book Reviews

Gregory H. leozer, Editor

Resource Sharing: Nerua Technala$es
as a Mrnt for U nioersal Aoailability
of lnformation. Festschrift in Honour
of Hans-Peter Geh. Ed. Ahmed H.
Helal and foachim W. Weiss. Publica-
tions of Essen Universily Ubrary, 17.
Essen: Universitatsbibliothek Essen,
1994. 31Ip. paper (ISSN 0931-7503;
ISBN 3-922602-18-5). 16th Intema-
tional Essen Symposium, 18 October-
2I October, 1993.
If I learned nothing else from this col-

lection sf papers, I learned that the words
resatnle sharing and technologies have
broader meanings than I used to associate
with them. I also better understand that
"new" is a relative term.

Resource sharing, in the context ofthe
symposium reported in this volume, re-
fers not only to borrowing agreements,
cooperative collection agreements, bibli-
ographic utilities, etc., even though these
topics are discussed. It also includes com-
mercial services such as the OCLC Online
Computer Library Centert FirstSearch
and the Business Information Network
based in the United Kingdom andpreser-
vation and conservation activities. Sub-
jects that might seem to be only peripher-
ally related to resource sharing, such as
retrospective conversion of records into
the online catalogs of European coopera-
tives, standard numbering systems, and
search retrieval methods, are addressed as
well. With a broad vision of the sympo-
sium as a whole. the reader can under-
stand that these subjects are integral to
the concept oI "resource sharing" and
"universal availability."

The technologies discussed move be-
yond the hardware ofan online catalog or
a local or wide area network. This is not to
say that they move ahead to a next genera-

tion, but that they share the spotlight with
"so{t" technologies. Standards are men-
tioned quite fre{uently, either as the main
topic of a paper or within the context of
another subject. The International Stand-
ards Orgarrization's Search and Retrieval
protocol and its North American cousin,
239.50, in particular are often discussed.
Other standards mentioned are those for
authority records, image compression,
and standard numbering slntems for vari-
ous formats of publications. One paper
presented the work ofthe Group on Elec-
lronic Document Interchange. The group
is composed of eight partners in Europe
and the United States that developed a
"technical framework to facilitate elec-
tronic document interchange between the
GEDI partners" (p. 196). More than one
presentier discussdd new database search
interfaces, such as those using keyvords
or'fiizzy logic," and the relative success
of these retrieval methods.

Most of the papers are of the "how we
did it at my library'variety. The few that
draw conclusions about success and fail-
ure, make suggestions for others contem-

without drawing conclusions or making
projections, leaving the reader to deter-
mine how the activities relate to resource
sharing, new technologies, and/or future
concerns. Klaus Saur's presentation on the
international market for CD-ROM publi-
cations, while informative, seems beyond
the scope of the symposium.

An interesting aspect ofthe Festschrift
for North American readers is that it can
make us realize anew that technologies
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that we consider "old' are "new" in other
countries. Some ofthenational and large
academic libraries in Europe are just
now converting their card catalogs to on-
Iine and are dealingwith the correspond-
ittg retrospective mnversion issues.
Mclellan, writing on retrospective con-
version in Europe, and Hedberg, writing
on the LIBRIS system in Sweden, address
these issues. In Manchestea England, Iive
academic libraries lbrmed a consortium
less than two years ago. Blunden-Ellis re-
ports on the planning involved in the new^arrangementi 

On th; other hand, a few
libraries, such as the Swiss National Li-
brary, are beginning to venture into mul-
timedia and imaging.

All but two ofthe 23 papers presented
at the symposium were printed in the
Festschrift.'High Performance CD-
ROM Network Computing," by Gerold
Ritter, and "New Ways for the Delivery of
Information: IT, Networks, SGML, Mul-
timedia and So On," by Amoud de Kemp,
were unavailable fbr printing, and this is
unfortunate because the abstracts ofboth
are intriguing. A handful of the papers
address iesource sharins from other an-
gles. I especially recoirmend Herbert
Whites "Electronic Resource Sharing: It
May Seem Obvious, But It s Not as Simple
as It Looks," which takes a management
organizational approach. He warns that
information technology is not less expen-
sive than the conventional methods of
performing our tasks and that there is a^d*g". 

tha:t librarians will be expected to
"absorb" the additional costs of automat-
ion. White asserts that we must develop
comprehensive plans in line with the mis-
sion ofthe organizaUon and present alter-
natives to our administrators fbr their
budgetary decision making. A number of
the other authors agree that infbrmation
technology does not cost less, but that it is
usually cost effective. In "The Philosophi-
cal and Practical Dimensions of Resource
Sharing," David McDonald examines
practicil and orqanizational issues of re-
iource sharinq, ;ld th" insighdul conclu-
sion presents issues that will"likely require
resolution in the luture. "Resource Shar-
ing in a Changing Library Environment:
Stiatesies and-Po-iicies in-a Canadian Re-

search Library," by Frances Groen, pro-
vides an articulate discussion in which-she
proposes three reasons for the revitaliza-
tion ofthe concept of resource sharing.

This book is not an easy read. Being a
collection ofpapers presented at a sympo-
sium, the papers are basically transcripts
of the preientations, many liom p€rsons
whose lirst language is not English. The
spelling, grammar, and sentence stnrcture
in some of them will likely slow North
American readers. There are also some
spellings that I assume are typographical
e-rrors. The technological discussions run
the gamut from simplified to complicated.
In the work's favor, a number of the audio-
visuals presentedwith the papers (graphs,

tables, illustrations, etc.) appear in the
printed volume. Those interested in re-
iource sharing and the levels of techno-
logical sophistication in other countries,
partlcular]y European countries, should^find 

the Flstschrill helpful. The preface
provides a biographical sketch of Geh.
Also included ii the book are a summary
paper, a list of participants, the agenda of
the symposium, and an index.-Jawt
Mc Kimiy, U nio e rsity of Missouri-Karnas
CitA Lav Library

Stanila,rils for Archfual Description, A
Hanilbook: lnformation Sgstems,
Data Erclwnge, Cataloging, Find'
ing Aiils, Authority Control, Editing
anil Publishing, Statistics. Comp.
Victoria lrons Walch for the Working
Group on Standards fbr Archival De-
scription, with contributions by Marion
Matters. Chicago: Society of American
Archivists, 1994.320p. papea $30, $25
fbr SAA members, plus $5.75 ship-
ping/handling (ISBN 0-931828-96-1).
LC93-49402.

likely to be amazement at the sheer num-
ber ofstandards available and the range of
areas addressed. Walch, who attempts to
include only those standards that might



have some bearing on archival descrip-
tion, gives full descriptions of some 86
standards and brief notices of another
157. She has used a broad definition of
"standard' and included many compila-
tions of guidelines andrules aswell as true
technical standards. Thus, one will {ind
the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules,
2d ed., 1988 reision;Library of Congress
Subject Headings; various subject the-
satri; The Chicago Manunl of Style; and
many other such works intermingled with
American National Standards Institute
and International Standards Orqanization
standards. Nor is the handbook limited to
current standards. Walch has included
standards and guidelines that are now
considered obsolete, but might still be
use{'ul. For the most part, theie obsolete
guidelines have not been superseded, but
have lapsed due to lack of maintenance.

The general introduction provides a
brief history of the development of archi-
val and related standards and gives a clear
description of the intent and structure of
the book. Walch has organized the volume
into 13 topical chapters. These include:
the evolution of standards {br description
in the United States; automated systems
and network specifications; information
interchange formats; cataloging rules;
finding aids and other descriptive formats;
authority control; actual thesauri and
authorities; codes; romanization; ediilng
and publishing; labeling and filing; statis-
tics; glossaries; and international eflbrts
toward descriptive standards. Each of
these includes a uselul introduction with
an overview ofthe relevant standards and
some historical background. Entries {br
the actual standards follow. These entries,
which are one to two pages in length,
describe the development, approval, and
maintenance of the standard, its smpe
and structure, related standards, and pos-
sible archival applications. A short bibliog-
raphy accompanies each entry. In general,
these descriptions give the reader a clear
idea of whether or not a particular stand-
ard will be applicable and indicate how to
obtain a copy.

The shorter notices {bllow the full en-
tries in each chapter. Thesevaryinlength,
many consisting merely of a citation and

LRTS . 39(2) . Book Rersi'euts /2Il

information on availability. Some include
a descriptive annotation. These brief
mentions are much less informative than

applicable to archival use. For example,
Rare Books and Manuscripts Section the-
sauri for genre terms, paper terms, and

diately apparent.
Walch-has also provided two appendi-

ces. The first is a handy list of developers
and distributors ofstandards that includes
addresses and phone numbers. The sec-
ond appendix consists ofthree tables. The
first table lists national and international
equivalents among standards. The second
gives specific implementations of particu-
iar stindards. ihe third notes- Iibrary
standards that have been adapted {br ar-
chival use. These tables help to clarify the
connections among related standards de-
scribed in the main part of the book.

Walch has compiled a very compre-
hensive guide to standards relevant to ar-
chival description. It is a &stinctly practi-
cal work, focusing on the possible

Iibrarians and publishers as well because
of the wide ranse of materials covered.-
FredW. lenkini, tJnintersity of Dayton

Yiileo Collection Deoeloryent in
Multi-Epe Librari'es: A Handhook.
Ed. Gary P. Handman. The Greenwood
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Library Management Collection. West-
port, Conn.: Greenwood, 1994. 452P.
$75 (ISBN 0-313-27902-0; ISSN 0894-
2986). rc 93-21136.
It was not rmtil the 1960s that nonbook

materials began to be a standard part of
the collectioiin manv libraries. Since that
time some media, such as filmstrips and
filmloops, have lost favor, while others,
such as'videodiscs arrd compact discs, are
newer recruits to the library's shelves. The
video format is one medium that has
steadily increased its importance in the
collection since the videocassette re-
corder came on the market in the mid-
1970s. Some libraries report that videos
are the fastest growing part of their re-
sources. This increase is due in part to the
larqe number of VCRs currentlyin use; to
the"equipment's ease of operation; to the
durability of videos in comparison to mo-
tion picture formats; and, consequently, to
the librarv's abilifu to loan videos without
the need-to train patrons in eqrripment
operation and software handling before
circulation is permitted, frequently un-

needed. Vid.eo CoLlection Deoelcrpment in
Multi-twe Libraries is a comprehensive
text ab6irt the selection and acquisition of
video materials. In his introduction, the
editor states that this book is "a working
tool . . . aimed at professionals who are
most likelycurrently less in need of ration-
ales for collecting videos than in need of
concrete tools, resources, and methodolo-

guidance in determining the proper bal-
ance of video-to-book resource allocation,
will consequently find little of it in these
pages" (foiewor8, *ui-*ii). Its 22 chap-
ieisbv 22 autfiors cover most of the infor-
matioh needed to make intelligent acqui-
sition decisions for a libraryt video
collection. This coverage is not limited
to school and public'iibraries, as has

Iiequentlybeen the case in the past, but
drJ itr"hid"r videos in academ^ic, busi-
ness, and health science libraries, and
in specialized collections for the deaf,
multiculturalism, and public affairs pro-
grammrng.- 

In anywork on acquisition, discussions
on formulating coflection policy and
evaluation of materials can be expected,
and they are included here. In addition to
traditional sources of video supply, the
operation ofhome and educational video
sil.s and rental markets and videos cre-
ated by local producers (with the Smith-
sonian video history project used as an
example) are described.

Tliis book is full of useful lists, includ-
ing reference tools, selection aids, recom-
mended videos, vendors, sources ofalter-
native materials, pertinent organizations
and institutions, {ilm and video festivals,
and special services such as captioning
services for the hearing impaired. Almost
all chapters mnclude with i bibliography,
and in some chapters these are rather
extensive. All citations are cumulated in a
final l6-paqe biblioqraphy.

While rn-uch of th-is 6ook can be helpful
to video collections everywhere, librarians
outside the United States should be aware

reader.
In addition to all this very practical

information, two general chapters prop-
erly open and close the book. It begins
wifh a discussion of the impact of videos
on society and closes with thoughts on
firture trends in video and film collections.

As in all collections of articles written
by different people, some authors contrib-
ute more in information or write more
clearly than others; however, there are no
chaottrs in this work that are unsatisfac-
to*'ir either regard. There is a list of
contributors witf, short descriptions of
their professional work, a welcome addi-
tion tfiat enhances the content ofthis vol-
ume. And the text is indexed. In all, it is a
most satisfactory book.-/ean Wei'hs,
Technical Sen:i'ces Group, Toronto, Ontarirt



In Memoriqm:
Fronces Hinlon, 1922-1994

ter I sent to LC supporting her position,
Fran and I got together at a conl'erence in
New Orleans in late November of that
year. For some reason, we hit it ofi imme-
diately, as if we had known each other {br
years, and continued this {iiendship until
her death.

Fran was born on March 19, 1922, in
Atlanta, Georgia. Her f'ather, James Hin-
ton, was pro{'essor of English at Emory
University, where he also served as direc-
tor oflibraries from lg26 until his death
in 1929, and her mother worked as a li-
brarian for almost thirty years. Fran at-
tended Agnes Scott Coilege in Decatur,
Georgia, graduating with a B.A. degree in
Engliih i; tg4z. Sie eamed heri.t .s.
degree atthe Universityof North Carolina
in 1943.

- She began her professional career at
the New York Public Library, where
she was a re{'erence and young adult Ii
brarian from 1943 to 1945. She headed
the -Loundes-Echols Regional Library in
Valdosta, Georgia, {rom Ig45 to Ig48, and
she worked as a young adult librarian at
the South Bend Pubh;ibrary the lbllow-
ing year. Fran next spent fbur years a.s a
cataloger at the Kauai Pubhc Library be-

ginning a love for Hawaii that continued
until her death. She returned to the main-
land-and to her first love in libraries,
work with young adults-in 1953 as head
of the Central Library Young Adult De-
partment at the Free Library of Philadel-
phia. In 1955 she transferred to the Cata-
log Department, becoming its head in
1962. In 1975 she was promoted to the
position of chief ol'the Processing Depart-
ment at the Free Library, whicli posltion
she held until her retirement in 1-987.

Most of Fran's professional association
activities were in the ALA Cataloging and
Classi{ication Section. She was chair of
the.section, 1978-79; served on its Execu-
tive Committee, 1977-80; and served on
the Policy and Research Committee,
1969-74. She served as a member ofthe
Decimal Classi{ication Editorid Policv
Committee liom 1966 to 1978, and was
the chair of the committee from 1969 to
1975. During this time the l8th and 19th
editions of the Dewev decimal classi{ica-
tion were published. 

'

In 1974 Fran was appointed to the
ALA Catalog Code Reviii,on Committee
and as the 

-deputy 
representative from

ALA to the |SC. She was particularly in-
fluential in the development of the iules
{br entry o{'corporate bodies and in secur-
ing the adoption ofthese rules by the ]SC.
When the JSC was reconstituted in 1978,
Fran was elected as the ALA repre-
sentative to the new body, and she chaired
the TSC from 1979 to 1983.

She also was active in the work oI
the International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions, particularly
in the development and review of the
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Intemational Standard Bibliographic De-
scriptions.

Fran was honored bv ALA and the
Cataloging and Classilication Section in
1983, when she was presented with the
Margaret Mann Citation "in recognition
of her important and sustained contribu-
tions to the advancement of the field, par-
ticularly as a leader in both national and
international prof'essional associations in
provi&ng expertise, reason, and creativity
toward the evolution of the Anglo-Ameri-
can Cataloguing Rulas, the Dewey deci-
mal classi{ication, and other international
bibliographic standards."

Her postretirement plans included
travel. In 1988 she and I spent two weeks in
Eneland, and although I know she thor-
oue:hly enioyed the tri-p, it also was obvious
thai it was a strain {brher. Her health con-
tinued to deteriorate, especially during

the year before her death in April of
1994.

Frances Hinton had a deep commit-
ment to library work, especially to its be-
ing of high quality. She welcomed and
encouraged newcomers, provided oppor-
tunities Ibr them to become active in the
prof'ession, and challenged them to be all
lhev can be. It was she who enabled me to

f,et my start in the work of the American
Library Association, and she provided on-
going encouragement.- 

SLe Eave generously of her time and
talents t5proride leadeishlp and guidance
to others. And even in death her generos-
ity continued-she left her entire estate
oi almost $900,000 as an unrestricted gift
to the Emory UniversiW Libraries.-Ed-
ward Sutarion, Coordinator of Library
C ataloging and Princiytal Catalogar, Min-
nes ota Hist oric aI S o ci ety
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A scholrrlyjournal relies on the use of expert, volunteer peer reviewers, or ref'erees,
who contributl thoit time, enerry, and pro^fessi,onul experfir" to 

"rr.,rr" 
ti" accuracy,

relevance, timeliness, and impoirtan"" oI th" ,"r"*"h' reported. The people whoJe
nlme: appealbelow, to whom we ofl'er our unqualilied thanks, reviewed m-anuscripts
submitted to LRTS in I994.-Ed.

Robert Alan, University of' California,
Davis

Ross W. Atkinson, Cornell University

Lawrence W S. Auld, East Carolina
University

Sally Buchanan, University oI' Pittsburgh

Michael Caqpenter, l-ouisiana State
University

Martha O'HaraConway

Samuel Demas, Comell University

Karen Markey Drabenstott, University of
Michigan

Nancy Elkington, Research Libraries
Group

Tamara Weintraub Frouin

|anet Gertz, Columbia University

William Gosling, University of Michigan

Susan Hayes, New York University

Robert Holley, Wayne State University

Karen Hsu, The NewYork Public Ubrary

Judith Hudson, State University oI'New
York at Albany

Julie Hurd, University of Illinois at
Chicago

Gregory H. I-nazer, University of Califor-
nia, Los Angeles

Peter Liebscher, Long Island University

Carol Mandel, Columbia University

James Mason, Kansas State Universi$r

f oyce McDonough, Columbia University

David Mill, County of Los Angeles Public
Library

fohn Riemer, University of Georgia

William Robnett, Vanderbilt University

Margaret Rohdy, University of
Pennsylvania

Carlen Ruschoff, Georgetown
University

Charles A. Schwartz, Rice University

Charles Simpson, State Unirrersity of New
York at Stony Brook

Regina Sinclair, fohns Hopkins University

James Sweetland, University of Wiscon-
sin-Milwaukee

Arlene G. Taylor, Universityof Plttsburgh

Suzanne Thomas, University of
Pittsburgh

Mark R. Watson, University of Oregon

D. Kathyn Weintraub

Eugene L. Wiemers

fames B. Young, University of
Pennsylvania

fennil'er Youngea Ohio State University
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